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Abstract

Bayesian methods provide a rigorous general framework for dynamic state estimation

and target tracking problems. The Bayesian approach is to construct the probability

density function (pdf) of the state based on all available information. However, for

situations where non-linear and/or non-Gaussian modelling is appropriate, in general, no

analytic (closed form) expression for the required pdf exists. An example of this is the

bearings-only tracking problem. This thesis is concerned with the development and

analysis of techniques for the implementation of non-linear/non-Gaussian Bayesian

recursive filters. Three distinct contributions are presented:

1) A new recursive estimation procedure is proposed for the location of a dynamic linear

model with non-normal errors. The procedure is a modification of a modal

approximation algorithm, which is shown to be prone to instabilities. The modification

is motivated by a notion of posterior modal consistency.

2) An algorithm, which we call the bootstrap filter, is proposed for implementing general

Bayesian recursive filters. The required pdf of the state is represented as a set of random

samples, which are updated and propagated by the algorithm. The method is not

restricted by assumptions of linearity or Gaussian noise. Simulation examples (including

a bearings-only tracking problem) are presented to illustrate the efficacy and

performance of the algorithm. Schemes are suggested for improving the efficiency of

the basic algorithm.

3) An algorithm is introduced for state estimation after group pattern distortion. This

algorithm is based on a dependent motion model in which two processes act to move

and distort the group. One is a bulk effect that acts equally on all members of the group,

while the other is independent for each group member. The algorithm copes with

missing and spurious measurements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction

In practically every branch of science one encounters problems where the requirement

is to estimate the state of a system that changes over time using a sequence of noisy

measurements made on the system. For example, tracking is the processing of

measurements obtained from a target using some sensor, in order to obtain an estimate

of the target's current state. Note that throughout the thesis we shall follow the usual

convention of generically referring to objects being tracked as targets. This thesis is

concerned with the development and implementation of Bayesian methods for such

problems.

We shall concentrate on the state-space approach to modelling these systems and

the focus will be on the discrete time formulation of the problem. Thus, difference

equations are used to model the evolution of the system with time, and measurements

are assumed to be available at discrete times. For dynamic state estimation, the discrete

time approach is widespread and convenient. It is particularly appropriate for digital

computer implementation.

The state space approach to time series modelling focuses attention on the state

vector of a system. The state vector contains all relevant terms required to describe the

system under investigation. For example, in tracking problems the terms could be

kinematic characteristics of the target. Alternatively, in an econometrics problem the

terms could be related to monetary flow, interest rates, inflation and manufacturing

output. Clearly, the state vector is usually a dynamic quantity. The measurement vector

represents (noisy) observations that are related to the state vector. The measurement

vector is generally of lower dimension than the state vector. The state space approach
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is convenient for handling multivariate data and non-stationary/non-Gaussian processes.

It provides a significant advantage over traditional time series techniques for these

problems.

In order to analyse and make inference about a dynamic system there are at least

two models required. Firstly a model describing the evolution of the target state with

time (the system model), and secondly a model relating the noisy measurements to the

state (the measurement model). We shall assume that these models are available in a

probabilistic form. The probabilistic state space formulation and the requirement for the

updating of information on receipt of new measurements are ideally suited for the

Bayesian approach. This provides a rigorous general framework for dynamic state

estimation and target tracking problems.

The cornerstone of Bayesian methods is the probabilistic representation of

uncertainty and rigorous probability accounting. Also, the prior distribution, which

represents what is known about the system before data is available, plays an important

role in Bayesian methods. Such a distribution can be used to represent prior knowledge

or relative ignorance. Many statisticians are uneasy about the subjectivity of prior

distributions and fear that the prior will dominate the data. However, for the target

tracking application, objective prior information is always available. For example, the

maximum detection range of sensors and the maximum achievable target speed are

important pieces of prior information which should be incorporated.

In the Bayesian approach to dynamic state estimation and target tracking one

attempts to construct the probability density function (pdf) of the target state based on

all available information including the set of received measurements. Since this pdf

embodies all available statistical information, it may be said to be the complete solution

to the tracking problem. In principle, an optimal (with respect to any criterion) estimate

of the target state may be obtained from the pdf. A measure of the accuracy of the

estimate may also be obtained. For many tracking problems an estimate is required

every time that a sensor measurement is received. In this case a recursive filter is a

convenient solution. A recursive filtering approach means that received data can be
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processed sequentially rather than as a batch, so that it is not necessary to store the

complete data set nor to reprocess existing data if a new measurement becomes

available. Such a filter consists of essentially two stages: prediction and update. The

prediction stage uses the system model to predict the state pdf forwards from one

measurement time to the next. Since the target state is usually subject to unknown

disturbances (modelled as random noise) prediction generally increases the spread of the

state pdf. The update operation uses the latest measurement to modify the prediction pdf.

This is achieved using Bayes theorem which is the mechanism for updating knowledge

about the target state in the light of extra information from new data.

1.2 Outline of thesis

For the special case where linear and Gaussian structure is assumed for both system and

measurement probabilistic models, the target state pdf remains Gaussian at every

iteration of the filter. The mean and covariance of the Gaussian pdf is propagated and

updated according to the Kalman filter equations (see Jazwinski (1970) and Harrison and

Stevens (1976)). However, for many applications, realistic modelling involving non-

linear and non-Gaussian models, leads to analytic intractability of the full Bayesian

solution. An example of this is the bearings-only tracking problem. Chapters 2 and 3 of

this thesis are concerned with approximate techniques for the implementation of these

more realistic models.

In chapter 2 we examine an approximate Bayesian method for location estimation

in scalar dynamic linear models with heavy-tailed, non-Gaussian measurement error

densities. In particular, we consider a modal approximation proposed by West (1981).

The resulting recursive algorithm is applicable to a wide range of urn-modal error

densities. However, it has been found to be prone to wild instabilities in the state

estimate. The cause of this phenomenon is identified and a new filter is motivated via

a notion of posterior modal consistency. Simulation results are presented illustrating the

performance of the methods and demonstrating the superiority of the new filter.

Chapter 3 presents a novel sampling based filter, which we call the bootstrap

filter, for implementing the general recursive Bayesian filter. The idea central to the
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bootstrap filter is to represent the pdf of the state by a set of random samples. As the

number of samples becomes vely large they effectively provide an equivalent

representation of the required pdf. The bootstrap filter is a simple algorithm for

propagating and updating these samples as measurements are received. Unlike the

Kalman filter, this algorithm is not restricted by assumptions of linearity or Gaussian

disturbances. One of the main problems with the bootstrap algorithm is that of

degeneracy in the sample set (ie the number of truly distinct sample values tends to

collapse as the recursion proceeds). Several methods for combating this are presented.

A number of simulation examples are given to illustrate the efficacy of the bootstrap

algorithm and also to demonstrate improved filter performance compared with that of

the commonly used extended Kalman filter. In particular, a four dimensional bearings-

only tracking problem has been investigated via a Monte-Carlo simulation, and the

bootstrap filter has been shown to give consistently better performance than either the

extended Kalman filter or a hybrid filter.

The only form of uncertainty in the dynamic state estimation problems described

so far is the unknown (and assumed random) measurement error. For many tracking

problems there is also the added uncertainty of unknown measurement origin. This is

referred to as the data association problem in the target tracking literature. The unknown

measurement origin can arise due to the presence of more than one target, due to the

presence of spurious measurements or a combination of these two effects. The standard

assumption used in most multiple target tracking papers is that the evolution of each

target with time is independent of all others. In chapter 4 we develop a system model

in which all targets have both dependent and independent motion terms. The model also

allows for the presence of spurious measurements. Since the association between

measurement sets is unknown, the full Bayesian solution involves a prohibitively large

set of permutations. A gating technique is developed for pruning the permutation set to

manageable proportions. illustrative simulation examples are presented.
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Chapter 2

Robust estimation for the dynamic

linear model and modal consistency

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider the problem of sequential updating of the first two posterior

moments of the location vector of a scalar dynamic linear time series model (DLM) with

non-normal measurement errors. Of particular interest is the accommodation of gross

measurement errors.

If Gaussian error and prior structure is assumed then a straightforward (and

exact) analysis results in the well known Kalman filter relations (see Ho and Lee (1964)

and Harrison and Stevens (1976)). Under these assumptions the resulting expected value

of the location is a simple linear weighted combination of measurement and predicted

value. The posterior variance of the state is independent of the observed data. Thus a

spurious outlying measurement would adversely affect the estimation procedure. Many

authors have noted this, for example Masreliez (1975) and Meinhold and Singpurwalla

(1989) in the DLM structure, and Huber (1972) in more general location estimation

procedures. Masreiiez (1975) summarises the situation: "... highly non-Gaussian

densities, or densities which may have Gaussian shape in the middle but possess small

but potent deviations from normality in the tails, ... may seriously degrade the

performance of a linear estimator". Hence, consideration of issues of realism or

robustness led to the investigation of non-normal error models. In particular, the use of

heavy tailed measurement error models (such as the Student-t) to facilitate outlier

accommodation has received much attention (see Andrews et al (1972), Relies and

Rogers (1977), West (1981), Simar (1983), Smith (1983), O'Hagan (1988) and Meinhold

and Singpurwalla (1989)). The theoretical justification for this is provided by Dawid

(1973) and O'Hagan (1979) who obtain necessary conditions on the measurement model
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to ensure that aberrant measurements are eventually effectively ignored.

Unfortunately, use of a non-Gaussian error model leads to analytic intractability

of the full Bayesian solution and so approximate procedures have been sought. One such

scheme is a posterior modal approximation scheme discussed by West (1981) and

Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1991); this will be examined in this chapter. The stated aim

of West in developing this approximation scheme was "to provide a tractable recursive

updating procedure which is applicable to a wide range of symmetric, uni-modal error

distributions". However, in practice the scheme has been found to be prone to producing

wild instabilities in the recursive estimates. By considering the requirements of an exact

Bayesian analysis, a criterion of posterior modal consistency has been developed. Failure

to comply with this modal consistency criterion is shown to be the cause of the

instability phenomenon. Indeed, it is shown that it is not possible to formulate an error

model with desirable characteristics for outlier accommodation which guarantees modal

consistency. In light of this, a modified form of recursive approximation is presented

which avoids this problem. Simulation experiments have been conducted to illustrate the

performance of the new procedure.

Pericchi and Smith (1992) consider the opposite situation, where, instead of being

concerned about robustness with respect to the measurement error model, interest is in

robustness with respect to the prior distribution. The approximate posterior moment

relations they obtain should also satisfy the modal consistency criterion. In section 2.8

it is shown that this is not necessarily the case.

The material in this chapter is summarised in Gordon and Smith (1993).

2.2 The scalar DLM and recursive Bayesian estimation

The state vector, here taken to be a scalar quantity, is assumed to evolve according to

the linear recurrence relation

x,,, 1 = A ; + w0 n=1,2,...	 (2.1)

where A€ R is known for all n, and w is a zero mean random variable of known

distribution with support R.
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At every time step n, an observation y0 is obtained where y1 is related to the state

vector by

y = h x, + e	 n=1,2	 (2.2)

with hE K known for all n, and e0 a zero mean random variable of known distribution

with support K. It is also assumed that: e, is independent of e 1 for all r^n; e11 and w are

independent of; for all n; e is independent of w for all n. The set of measurements

up to time n-i, {y1,..,y1}, is denoted by D 1 . Note that if h.a=O, then no information

about the state is contained in the measurement: y would be just noise.

The DLM as described has two components: (2.1) is usually referred to as the

system (or state) equation which describes the Markovian process by which the state

evolves over time, and (2.2) is the observation equation describing how the measurement

process relates the current state to the resulting observation. The system noise w may

represent some intrinsic randomness in the system time evolution, or it can be thought

of as a factor compensating for any discrepancy between the assumed linear state

propagation and the actual system evolution. This model formulation follows that used

by Harrison and Stevens (1976). Of particular interest is the simple random walk model

where A= 1 for all n. This model is widely used as a simple and effective way of

relaxing the assumption of constant parameters.

Our focus is on outliers occurring in the observation equation (2.2). Since b and

A do not involve D.. 1 , an outher at time n only affects the measurement y: its effect

is not carried through to future values of the state or observations. Fox (1972) termed

this an additive outlier (as opposed to an innovation outlier, which is one occurring in

the sequence {W}).

The Bayesian approach requires the specification of beliefs about; in the form

of probability distributions. This is done for equations (2.1) and (2.2) using the known

statistics of W1 and e, via

p(x(x 1 )	 (2.3)
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p ( y I x ) = fp(YIxe)p(e0)de1	 (2.4)

p ç I x,. 1 ) and p(y I ;) represent the probabilistic system model and measurement model,

respectively. A prior distribution representing beliefs about the state before any

observations are taken is assumed to be available and is denoted by p(x 1). The Bayesian

goal is to obtain the pdf of x given all available information up to time n, p(x Do).

This pdf completely describes the state of knowledge about x. It may be obtained

recursively through the two steps of prediction and measurement update:

Prediction

p(xID1) = fp(xIx1)p(x1ID1)dx01	 (2.5)

where the posterior pdf of the state at time n-i is propagated to the prior pdf of the state

at time n via a convolution with the system model.

Measurement update

p(y0 x)p(x ID.1)
v(x ID ) = _______________	 (2.6)n n	

p(yID1)

where p(y0 I D 1)=Jp(y I x)p(; I D)dx is a normalising factor. The prior at time n is

updated by the measurement y,, using Bayes theorem, to give the posterior at time n.

If we assume that p(w)=N(O,Q), p(e)=N(O,R.) and p(x 1)=N(m 1 ,C 1) then in this

linear/normal framework, (2.5) and (2.6) lead to the Kalman filter recursive algorithm

for updating the mean and variance of the normal posterior distribution:

I D.1)=N(i,;) with iii=Am and ;=A.C..1^Q1,

p(x I D)=N(m,C) with	 and

Note that as mentioned earlier, the exact posterior mean, m, is a simple linear
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combination of the prediction, fi, and the measurement, y, whilst the posterior

variance, C, is independent of all observations.

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) defme the full Bayesian solution to the recursive

estimation problem. However, the solution is deceptively straightforward because

removing the normality assumption from either e 0 or wn destroys the analytic tractability.

In particular, if we wish to model the measurement errors, en, by a heavy-tailed

distribution then some form of approximation is required if we wish to retain the

elegantly simple structure of the Kalman relations.

2.3 Approximate Bayesian estimation for a non-Gaussian measurement model.

2.3.1 Masreliez equations

Since we are only interested in outliers occurring in the measurement error sequence

{e}, the assumption p(w)=N(O,Q) will be retained, if it is also assumed that the

posterior distribution at time n-i is Gaussian, p(x1..1 I D,,..1)=N(m,,..1,C1), then the

prediction phase of the Bayesian recursion, (2.5), remains tractable and gives

I D11.1)=N(ffi,t). Masreliez (1975) then showed (see appendix 2.1 for a proof) that

if the measurement error model is symmetric, unimodal at zero, twice

piece-wise differentiable and with all parameters fully specified (in particular the scale

parameter is assumed known) then the first two posterior moments are given by:

m =	 + ;hr(y I D11.1)	 (2.7)

C =; - tTh 2R(Y I D1.1 )	 (2.8)

where

__a	 a_lnp(y1 ID_ 1 ) and R(y1 ID_ 1 ) =r(y1jD.1) -
	 ay1	ay1

and p(yID 1 ) = fpe(y._hnxn)p(xnIDni)n'

This provides the basis for an approximate filter by assuming that p(; I D)=N(m1,C).

In the case where p(e)=N(O,R) it can easily be shown that p(y I
and so r(y I D,1.1)=(R0+h,,tJ'(y-biii) and R(y D11.1)=(R^h,t)'. Hence in this case,

the Masreliez relations reduce to the Kalman filter.
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However, in general the distribution p(y0 
I 
D,,. 1) is not available analytically and

so West (1981) developed an approximate procedure which retains the flavour of

Masreliez equations whilst being applicable to a wide range of symmetric error models.

2.3.2 A modal approximation

The basis for West's heuristic approximation to (2.7) and (2.8) was to assume that iii

is close to ; and so to consider a second order Taylor series expansion of the log-

likelihood, in p(y-hx), about the point ;=ffi.. This gives

in p(y-bx) ln p(y0-hii) + h (x-ii) g(y-h.fi) - ½h 2 (x .ñ)2 G(y-h.ii)

where

g(u) = -- lnp(u)

G(u) = __g(u)

If we now consider Bayes theorem (2.6) then

in p(; I 
D) = in p (y -hx ) + in p(x 

I 
D01) - ln p(y, 

I 
D1)

and using the Taylor series expansion with the assumed form p(; 
I Dn1 )=N(iija,tn), this

can be written as

in p(; 
I 
D) = + K1; + K2;2

with	 K2 = -'/t;' - '/2hG(y-hiii)

K1 = hflg(yft-hfliilfl) + (hG(y-hii) +

and K0 a constant independent of x. Equating this to a Gaussian Kernel for the posterior

I D)=N(m.,C,) gives an approximate filtering algorithm (West (1981)):

m =	 +	 (2.11)

C' =	 +	 (2.12)

Note that by comparing (2.12) with the exact equation obtained for the Kaiman filter,

we see that G(.) is essentially acting as a form of (data dependent) inverse measurement

variance. For a particular measurement model, the forms of g(.) and G(.) determine how

the deviation, y-hffi11, of the observation from the predicted value, influences the

updating of the mean and variance. Some particular examples are given in appendix 2.2.
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In seeking a general filter which is insensitive to occasional aberrant

measurements from any distribution (not just the one postulated by the measurement

error model), three intuitively reasonable properties for the score function g(.) are:

1) For "good" measurements (those close to the predicted value) the function values

should be similar to that found with a Gaussian model.

2) The function should be bounded; ie no measurement should exert more than a

certain amount of influence on the posterior mean.

3) The function should redescend to zero, so that as the measurement deviation

from the prediction tends to infinity, the measurement is effectively ignored. This

ensures that m.a— ffi as I y-hffi I - oo.

O'Hagan (1979) considered the problem of rejecting aberrant measurements when

making inference about the posterior location parameter, rn. He obtained conditions for

the measurement error model p(.) which ensure that the posterior distribution, p(x. I

converges on the prior distribution, p(x I D 1), as y-hfii, - oo• A model which

ensures convergence is termed outlier-prone (a somewhat misleading name). It was

shown that a key property of an outlier-prone distribution is that g(.) should be

eventually monotonically re-descending to zero. This is compatible with our heuristic

property 3 above. However, by definition this implies that G(.) must over some range

take negative values, which is clearly incompatible with its role as the approximate

inverse measurement variance. West (1981) circumvented this problem by truncating

G(.) to zero outside the range of positive value. In this case (2.12) becomes

C' = r' + hG(y1hffi)	 (2.13)

where

In O'Hagan (1981), it is shown that with a Student-t measurement error model,

if the prior information and the observation are sufficiently in conflict, then the posterior
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variance will be greater than the prior variance. This arises due to the posterior being

bi-modal (see Smith (1979), Meinhold and Singpurwalla (1989)). Constraining G(.) to

be non-negative restricts the posterior variance to being less than or equal to the prior

variance. Hence, there is an inconsistency between the form of West's truncated G*(.)

acting as inverse measurement variance and the true updated variance.

The above approximation (2.11) and (2.12) was also obtained by Fahrmeir and

Kaufmann (1991) as a one step Newton-Raphson approximation to the mode of the

posterior, using iii. as the starting value. This was also noted in West (1982). To see this

consider Bayes theorem, take logs and differentiate with respect to;:

_a=	 lnp(xjD0)f(x)

-- a lnp(y-hx0 ) - .__ lnp(xJD1)
-

= -hg(y-hx) +

The mode of p(; I D) is clearly a value x such that f(x*)=O (and fl(x*)>O). Taking as

a first approximation i11.a and using

af(x)	 h a-	 - _g(y-hx) +
--

= hG(y-hx0 ) +

a first order Newton-Raphson approximation gives

hg(y1 -hii)
mode iii - f(ffi)/f'(iTii) 

= 
rn 

+ 2h0G(y-hiii1)+t'

= iii +

Since only a first order approximation has been made this implies that the scheme is

only really of value for small ;. This limitation on the value of the modal

approximation will be further discussed in section 2.4.
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Equations (2.11) and (2.12) can also be shown to be consistent with Masreliez

equations (2.7) and (2.8). To see this note that (2.11) can be rewritten as

m = m +thr(y)
U	 U	 Un

where

g(y -hffi)
r(y) = _________________

ht0 G(y-hffi0 ) + 1

and

G(y -hiFi)

	

a	 ______________________R*(y) = _r(y) = 
2

	

aY	 h0tG(y-hiIi) + 1

Using Masreliez variance update (2.8) gives

= - ¶hR(y) = (hG(y-hffi) +

2.3.3 Filter performance and resonance

Example 2.1

In order to demonstrate filter performance, the modal algorithm was applied to the

simplified random walk DLM where h=A=1 for all n:

xn+1 = )( + W

y = x + e0

with p(w)=N(0,1) for all n. In order to simulate occasional aberrant measurements, the

sequence {e} was generated from the contaminated normal 0.9N(0,1)+O.1N(0,25). So

on average, 10% of the time the simulated measurement noise comes from a Gaussian

distribution having an inflated scale. The measurement model, p(.), was taken to be

Student-t with k=8 degrees of freedom and unit scale. This value of k was chosen so

that the score function would start to re-descend at about three times the dominant

measurement error scale value. Note that we are emphasising that the distribution

assumed for the measurement errors is only a model. This does not imply that we

believe the true process to match the model: rather the model is regarded as a reasonable

approximation to reality, tempered by concern for the adverse effects caused by spurious

measurements.
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Fig 2.1: 150 point realisation of system and measurement for example 2.1

Fig 2.1 shows a 150 point generation of the sequence {x} (solid line). Also shown are

the corresponding measurements {y} (dashed line). Note the large measurement errors

at, for example, time steps 11 and 72. A Kalman filter was implemented assuming the

measurement variance R=1 (ie matched to the dominant component of the generating

mixture). The location estimate errors resulting from the Kalman filter (dashed line) and

the modal algorithm (solid line) are given in fig 2.2 with the corresponding posterior

variance CD shown in fig 2.3. Note how the large measurement error at time step 11 has

caused a correspondingly large error in the Kalman estimate, whereas the modal

algorithm maintains a smooth track with good outlier accommodation. However, from

time step 85 to 100 the modal estimate undergoes a dramatic resonance effect leading

to very poor estimation performance. The corresponding posterior variance also rises

sharply. Note that the Kalman posterior variance is constant (ie independent of the data).

The cause of the resonance phenomenon is discussed below.
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Fig 2.2: Location estimation errors for example 2.1
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Fig 2.3: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.1
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2.4 Modal consistency

In this section we return to the exact application of Bayes theorem (2.6), and obtain a

condition which the mode of the posterior distribution must satisfy in order to be

consistent with an exact Bayesian analysis. This requirement will then be used to

analyse approximations to the posterior mode which are weighted combinations of the

prior mode and likelihood mode. First, we need the following lemma

Lemma (modal inequality) IIpI and P2 are urn-modal strictly positive functions defined

on R with unique modes at p and P2 respectively, where p1^p2, then P=PIP2 has a mode

p with PIP2•

Proof Assume that P>J.12. Then since P2 is the unique mode of P2 ' P2(P)<P2(p2). Also,

since c'p2^p1 we have P1(P)<Pl(112) and so using p 1^O and P?O gives p(p)<p(p2). But

p is the mode of p and so this is a contradiction. This implies that P^P2. A similar

argument using the assumption pqi 1 gives the overall result P1^P^P2.

If p is identified with the prior and P2 with the likelihood, then to be consistent with

an exact Bayesian analysis involving uni-modal prior and likelihood, the mode of the

posterior must lie between the modes of the likelihood and the prior.

2.4.1 Modal consistency and exceedance

Now consider any approximation, rn, to the mode of the posterior p(; I D,) which has

the form

rn = iii + E, (y-hffi) = (l-hE)ffi + hE(lç'y)	 (2.14)

a weighted combination of the prior mode iii, and the likelihood mode h1 'y (assuming

h^O). The modal inequality requires that in must lie between ifi,, and lç'y. This is

equivalent to hm lying between hii and y. Thus it is required that both

I hm-h0ii I I y-hiii I	 (2.15)

and	 (2.16)

But (2.14) can be rewritten as

hm - hA = hE1 (y-h)

or as	 hm1, - y = (hE-l)(y1-hiii,).
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Hence, for the inequalities (2.15) and (2.16) to be satisfied we require both I h.En I

and I h.E-1 I ^1. Clearly, both these conditions are met if and only if O^h.E^1.

Therefore given a uni-modal prior at ffi, and a likelihood at h,'y for a location problem,

any approximation to the posterior mode written in the form of (2.14) must satisfy

O^hE0^1, to be consistent with an exact Bayesian analysis.

The condition O^hE^1 will be termed the exceedance criterion and E will be

called the exceedance number. Any approximate updating procedure (in the form of a

weighted mode combination) not satisfying the exceedance criterion for all possible

measurement values will be termed modal inconsistent.

The modal approximation (2.11) can be written in the form of (2.14) with

E -
	 hg(e)

- ______________	 (2.17)
(hG(e) +t')e

where e=y-h0ffi. Note that only measurements with y^hffi (ie e^O) need be

considered, since the value of E0 is irrelevant in this case. We now consider the form

of E for various choices of measurement error model.

2.4.2 Modal consistency and the measurement model

First note the following properties of the score function g(.). Given p(.) positive,

symmetric, twice piece-wise differentiable and uni-modal at zero, we have the following

properties:

1) g(-e)=-g(e) for e0^O

2) g(e)>O for all e0>O

3) e;'g(e)>O for all e^O.

Proof

1) By symmetry p(-e) =p(e) and so p'(-e) = -p'(e) giving g(-e) = -g(e).

2) Since p(.) is unimodal at zero, p(.) is monotonically decreasing for e>O, ie

p'(e)<O for e1>O. Also, p(.) is positive for all e1 and hence g(e)>O for all e>O.
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Note that from property 1, g(e)<O for all e<zO.

3) Trivially follows from properties 1 and 2.

Using property 3 we can immediately see that 	 as given by (2.17), is necessarily

positive for all e^O. Hence, in order to prove modal consistency, only the condition

hE^1 need be considered. This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem Modal consistency is ensured for all e^O if and only if both g'(e)>O and

;'g(e)^g'(e) for all e^O.

Proof hE^1 for all e^O if and only if h,,e;'g(e)^h,,2Gt(e)+çl for all e^O. This is

ensured for all ç'(>O) if and only if 	 for all e^O. Assuming

that h^O, from condition 3 this can be met if and only if both g'(ej>O and

e'g(e)^g'(e) for all e^O.

What does this theorem imply for the modal consistency of the approximation

procedure? The first thing to notice is that as mentioned before, for an outlier-prone

measurement model (ie one which ensures outlier rejection), g'(e) is eventually

negative. Hence the theorem implies that NO outlier-prone model can ensure modal

consistency for all values of;. This is particularly unfortunate given that, theoretically,

these are the ideal models to use for outlier accommodation.

If models with redescending score functions cannot ensure modal consistency,

then possibly the next best class of models are those with bounded score functions and

for which g'(ej>O for all e^O. The exceedance number can then be written as

However, consider the following lemma.

Lemma If g'(x)>O for all x^O, and g(x) is bounded above by c<co for x>O (and below

by -c for x<O), then there exists an x such that, x ig(x*)>gl(x*).

Proof Assume that g(x)^xg'(x) for all x^O. Then for all x>O, g'(x)/g(x)^x'. Hence, for
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any x2>x1>0,

g'(x)	 ^	 dx
g(x)	 x

xi	 xl

[in c(x)] ^ [in xJ0

or g(x2)^{x 1 'g(x 1 )}x2. Now choose x=(c+1)x1/g(x1). Since g(x 1 )^c, x>x1 , and hence

*	
g(x1)

g(x)^	 x =(c+1)
xl

This contradicts the assumption that g(.) is bounded above by c for x> .0 and establishes

the lemma.

As a result of the Lemma we see that, again, modal consistency cannot be

ensured, for all values of;, for models having bounded score functions. So it appears

that for any model chosen with outlier accommodation in mind, the approximate

algorithm given by (2.11) and (2.13) cannot ensure consistency with an exact Bayesian

analysis.

The following particular cases illustrate some of the possible situations that can

arise. Consider the "exceedance curve" in terms of the Student-t distribution: a widely

used outlier prone distribution. If the error model is Student-t with k (>0) degrees of

freedom and scale s, then using appendix 2.2 it is easily shown that

;h(k+1)(ks2+e)	
for e< ks2

2
+ 1 )(ks 2 -e) +(ks 2 +e2)2

E=

;h(k+1)	
for e^ks2

ks 2 +e 2n

Simple analysis then shows that if t?2ks2h,(k+1) I then hE>! for

th(k+ 1)_ks 2_h0 it(k+l)(;h(k+1)_2ks 2) < e < ;h(k+1)_ks2
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1.5

U

U

1.0

Hence the outlier-prone Student-t error model cannot ensure modal consistency for all

;. However, if ;^2ks2h..12(k^1)', then h.E^l for all e. This is related to our

observation that the Taylor series approximation is only really of value for sufficiently

small;. Also recall that ;=AC,..1+Q1 where C,.. 1 and Q,,..1 are, by definition, positive.

So clearly if Q,,..1^2ks2h,,'(k+l)' then the procedure must always be modal inconsistent.

Hence, for a given Student-t measurement model there is an upper limit on the scale of

the stochastic element of the system model beyond which modal inconsistency is

guaranteed. Fig 2.4 includes a plot of h nEn vs e (solid line) for the case k=8, ;=3,

h0=1 and s=1. Note how the exceedance number rises to a peak (>1) before tailing away

to zero. The logistic model with p(.) ocsech2(h/2kejs) is shown in appendix 2.2 to have

a bounded, strictly increasing score function. Using s=1, h=1, k=12 and ;=4 fig 2.4

also shows an undesirable form for the curve hE vs e (dashed line). Finally, an

acceptable form of hE vs e (dotted line in fig 2.4) arises from the extreme density, see

Cox and Hinkley (1974), (with c=A.=s=h=r=1) which is also shown in appendix 2.2 to

have a bounded score.

2.0

0.5

0.0

-10 -5	 0	 5	 C	 10

Fig 2.4: Exceedance curves
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2.5 The truncated exceedance filter

We have obtained a condition which, if violated, implies inconsistency with an exact

Bayesian analysis, and have shown that for any measurement error model having a

desirable score function, the modal algorithm cannot ensure that this condition is met.

We now consider the properties an ideal exceedance curve would possess, and then use

these to motivate an alternative estimation algorithm which will ensure modal

consistency.

2.5.1 Ideal form of the exceedance curve

Focusing on outlier accommodation, there are several desirable features for the shape

of the curve hE vs;.

1) From (2.14) it is clear that if aberrant measurements are going to be effectively

ignored in the location update then we require E 11—* 0 as	 I - oo

2) For Gaussian measurements, E. should not depend on e. This is equivalent to

having a linear score function for small e.

3) Since we are robustifying against measurements which disagree with the prior,

it is natural to require h.aEn to be non-increasing in	 I, with a maximum,

h.E(0), at e=0.

Returning to the example exceedance curves given in fig 2.4, it can be seen that both

the Student-t and logistic curves are not only modal inconsistent, but they also break

criterion 3 by not having a maximum at e=0. Only the extreme curve satisfies all the

above requirements. However, it should be pointed out that this is not true for all

choices of distribution parameters: from section 2.4.2, no model with a bounded score

function can ensure modal consistency.

2.5.2 Filter update relations

Using the above three properties of the ideal exceedance curve suggests the following

modification to the modal location estimate given in (2.14):
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m1, = a + En*en	 (2.19)

where hflED =min(hflEfl,hEfl(0)). Here the exceedance is truncated to take its maximum

value at e=O (in line with requirement 3 above). For the variance updating relation,

noting that the modal approximation (2.11) can be written as

m.g = ii + { Cg(eje' } e	 (2.20)

and comparing with (2.19) suggests that a natural form to assume is

C11 = En*eng(en)	 (2.21)

These relations reduce to (2.11) and (2.12) if no exceedance truncation is required and

give the Kalman relations when p(.) is assumed Gaussian.

2.5.3 Filter performance

In order to examine performance of the modified estimation algorithm consider again

the simplified form of the DLM used in section 2.3.3. Before analysing the example

used there we shall consider the case where there are no measurement outliers and all

measurement noise is Gaussian (and hence the Kalman solution is exact). This provides

useful insight into the effect of the estimation procedure.

Example 2.2

With all measurement noise generated from p(e 11)=N(0,1) and with p(w11)=N(0,l), fig 2.5

shows the sequences { x } and { y }. A Kalman filter with exactly matched parameters

was implemented. A Student-t model, p11(.), with k=8 degrees of freedom and unit scale

was used for the modal algorithm defined by (2.11) and (2.13) and the truncated

exceedance filter defmed by (2.19) and (2.21). Note that the assumed measurement error

model does not match the generation procedure. This is reasonable because in realistic

situations we never know the true model. Fig 2.6 shows the resulting values of

exceedance number for the modal algorithm and the Kalman filter. Obviously the

Kalman values are constant and independent of the data; however, the exceedance values

from the modal algorithm frequently go above 1 into the inconsistency region. This is

particularly unsatisfactory behaviour as the measurements errors have a Gaussian

distribution. The exceedance values for the truncated exceedance filter shown in fig 2.7

are all safely inside the consistency region but it can be seen that they are generally

larger than the correct value obtained from the Kalman filter recursions. This indicates
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that the estimate is being weighted towards the measurement. This is due to our heavy-

tailed measurement error model. The implication of this modelling assumption is that

we are more cautious about the measurement process, and so the precision of the

posterior estimate will be lower (ie higher posterior variance). This leads to a larger

variance for the location prior at the next time step, which causes the filter to take more

notice of the measurement, and hence to bias the exceedance number towards one.

Figs 2.8 and 2.9 show the modal algorithm location and variance estimates and

again a resonance effect can be seen (around, for example, time step 90). The location

and variance estimates for the truncated exceedance filter are shown in figs 2.10 and

2.11. The location estimate can be seen to follow the (optimal) Kalman estimate almost

perfectly. However, the variance values are generally higher than the corresponding

Kalman value and exhibit considerable variability.
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Fig 2.5: 150 point realisation of system and measurement for example 2.2
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Fig 2.6: Exceedance numbers for example 2.2
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Fig 2.7: Exceedance numbers for example 2.2
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Fig 2.8: Location estimation errors for example 2.2

Fig 2.9: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.2
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Fig 2.10: Location estimation errors for example 2.2
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Fig 2.11: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.2
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Example 2.1 (continued)

Now return to the example given in section 2.3.3 where the measurements were

generated from the distribution 0.9N(0,1)+0.1N(0,25). It was noted that the modal

algorithm location estimate experienced a large resonance at around timestep 90. Fig

2.12 gives the exceedance values for the modal algorithm and it can clearly be seen that

at this point the exceedance number goes unstable and considerably outside the

consistency region. Fig 2.13 gives the corresponding exceedance values for the truncated

exceedance filter. Note the points where the exceedance number drops considerably

below the Kalman value: comparison with fig 2.1 shows that these occur at the points

of large measurement error. Figs 2.14 and 2.15 show the truncated exceedance filter

location and variance estimates respectively. Note how the Kalman location estimate is

closely followed most of the time (as it should be with the vast majority of measurement

errors being generated from N(O,1)), although on receipt of aberrant measurements the

estimation error is much reduced.

Fig 2.12: Exceedance numbers for example 2.1
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Fig 2.13: Exceedance numbers for example 2.1

Fig 2.14: Location estimation errors for example 2.1
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Fig 2.15: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.1

Example 2.3

In section 2.4.1, it was mentioned that for a Student-t error model, if Q>2ks2(k.i1)' then

the process would be modal inconsistent at every time step. Fig 2.16 shows the sequence

{ xj resulting from changing from 2= 1 to Q=4 (for all n) in the sequence used in both

examples 2.1 and 2.2. The measurement errors were left as those generated from the

inflated variance mixture O.9N(O,1)+O.1N(O,25). Fig 2.17 gives the resulting exceedance

numbers from the modal algorithm. The dashed line again gives the Kalman value. Note

that although the model is modal inconsistent at every time step this does not imply that

the exceedance number will exceed one at every time step. Modal inconsistency means

that there exists a region in which a measurement will cause the exceedance number

to violate the exceedance criterion - it does not guarantee that the measurement will fall

in that region. Hence the exceedance number does occasionally satisfy the exceedance

criterion (but not often in this case).

In contrast the exceedance number arising from the truncated exceedance filter

shown in fig 2.18 is very well behaved. Comparing with fig 2.13 which showed the

corresponding values with Q=1, we see that the Kalman exceedance value has risen and
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Fig 2.16: 150 point realisation of system and measurement for example 2.3

that there are fewer drops in the exceedance resulting from outlying measurements. Both

these effects are due to the increased value of system noise variance. The increased Q

results in an increased ;, which represents a lower precision in the prior location

estimate and hence more weight is given to the measurement. The increased; also

means that e has to be larger before being considered outlying.

Figs 2.19 and 2.20 show the location estimation error and the corresponding

variance estimate arising from the modal algorithm. The resonance effect can now be

seen to be catastrophic. The truncated exceedance filter values are shown in figs 2.21

and 2.22. The location estimation error corresponds closely to the Kalman values with

less improvement for the outlying measurements. This is due to the increased difficulty

in deciding between an aberrant measurement and an actual system shift.
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Fig 2.17: Exceedance numbers for example 2.3

Fig 2.18: Exceedance numbers for example 2.3
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Fig 2.19: Location estimation eors for example 2.3
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Fig 2.20: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.3
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Fig 2.21: Location estimation errors for example 2.3

Fig 2.22: Posterior variance estimates for example 2.3
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2.6 The modal approximation with unknown measurement error scale

So far in this chapter it has been assumed that the scale parameter, s, of the

measurement error model is known. Now consider the situation where the scale is

unknown and so we are concerned with the simultaneous sequential estimation of both

location and scale parameters. The approach taken follows that developed by West

(1981) who gave a procedure based on the joint conjugate prior-posterior analysis for

the normal distribution with unknown mean and variance (see DeGroot (1970)). To

simplify notation we utilise the precision parameter, A., given by A=s 2. It is assumed that

the precision does not change with time. The measurement likelihood, conditional on A.,

is now given by

p(y I x,A.) =	 (2.22)

It is assumed (for convenience) that the state vector at time step n-i, x,, and the

precision, A., are conditionally independent given D,,. 1 . This means that the joint posterior

distribution at time step n-i can be decomposed into the respective marginal posterior

distributions p(x.. 1 ). I D.1)=p(x1 I D1)p(A. I D .1). To facilitate a conjugate analysis, the

individual posterior distributions are taken to be p(x .1 I D1)=N(m.1,C.1) and

p(A. I D 1)=Ga(cx. /2,I3../2), where Ga(a,b) denotes a Gamma distribution with mean a/b

and variance a/b2. The joint prior distribution at time step n is then given by

p(x,A. I D1)=p(x I D,,1)p(A. I D11. ) where p(x I D 1)=N(ff,t) and ff and; are as given

in section 2.2. The Bayesian update, to the log of the joint posterior for x. a and A., is

given by

In p(x,,,A. I D) = K + In p(y I x,A.) + in p(; D 1) + in p(A. I D ..1 )	 (2.23)

and the individual elements on the right hand side of (2.23) can be written as

ln p(A. I D 1) = K1 + (½a11.,-1)lnA. - 1/23A.

ln p(x I D 1) = K2 - Vzt'(xiii,j2

in p(y1 I x,A.) = V21nX + in

where K, K 1 and K2 are constants (not functions of A. or x,j. Now, once again consider

a Taylor series expansion of the log-likelihood but this time as a function of the two

variables x. and A. about the point (x,A.)=(iii,A.,1)=(E(x D 1 ),E(A. D0 i)). This gives
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½
lnp ( A 1 e ) - O-A.. 1 ) ½ X.egQ1e)

+(x-ffi)h 1 g( 1 e) + ½ (x

where e0=y-hii and g(.) and G(.) are as defined in section 2.3.2. If we then make the

approximation that x.a and are conditionally independent given D then the marginal

log posteriors, in p(x I D) and in p(A. I D,j, can be separated into functions of x and X

respectively. This gives

lnp ( x I D ) = 1(3 +
(2.24)

+ ½	 - ½

1np(I D ) = K4 + ½ mA. + ( ½ a1-1)1nA.
(2.25)

-½	 '½
- ½	 - 1/

where K3 and 1(4 are independent of x and A. respectively. This now allows us to equate

(2.24) to a Gaussian kernel and (2.25) to a Gamma kernel and so obtain the approximate

posterior distributions p(x I D)=N(m,C) and p(A. I D)=Ga(cxJ24/2) where

in = iii + C h A 1½ g(A.111 ½ e)	 (2.26)

C' =	 + h2	 G*(A1½ e)	 (2.27)

= cx + 1

=	 +	 e g(,1½ e)

and
	

A=cxJi3.

Note that G(.) has been truncated to take only positive values for the reasons given in

section 2.3.2.

Using (2.26) and (2.27), the exceedance number can be written as

½	 ½

E 
=	 hA...11g(A1e)

e0(t' +h2A.G*(X1e))

The modal consistency condition is O^hE^l and clearly hE>O, so only hE^1 need

be considered. The modal consistency theorem of section 2.4.2 holds for these updating

relations (to see this set u=A i !le. in the proof) and so modal consistency cannot be
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ensured for any redescending or bounded score function. For the particular case of a

Student-t measurement model with k degrees of freedom and unit scale we fmd that

2

for A1e<k
22+ 1 )(k -X 1 e) +(k +1e)

E=

;hA1(k+1)	
for	 1e^k

k+1e

Simple analysis then shows that if ;>2k?'h2(k+1)' then h.E 0>1 for

;h(k+1)-k 1	 < e <th(k+l)-k?ç1

Hence the outlier-prone Student-t error model cannot ensure modal consistency for all

;. However, if ;^2k? 1'lç2(k+1)', then h.aE^1 for all e. Hence it has been shown that

even allowing adaptive measurement scaling does not remove the problem of modal

inconsistency.

2.7 Modal consistency and robust priors

In previous sections, the use of heavy-tailed measurement error models to accommodate

aberrant measurements has been discussed. Pericchi and Smith (1992) considered the

converse problem: using a heavy-tailed prior distribution with a normal sampling model

to discount aberrant prior information. Using their notation and formulation: the prior

distribution of the location parameter 0 is denoted it(0) which is assumed to be bounded

and positive everywhere. n measurements, (x 1 , i=1,..,n}, where the x1 are independent

and identically distributed, with p(x1)=N(0,a2), are obtained. The sufficient statistic,

y=n'(x1+...+;), has distribution p(y-0)=N(O,a2/n) with a2 assumed known. Pericchi and

Smith then obtained Masreliez style analytic expressions for the posterior mean and

variance:
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2

E(OIy) = y + __{lnm(y)}

a2	a4 a21
Var(OIy) = - +	 lnm(y)}

where m(y)=fp(y-O)it(0)dO.

Choosing a Student-t for the prior distribution and using a Taylor series expansion they

obtained an approximation, ili, to the posterior mean. If it(0)=t(p,a,'r) where t(j.L,a,t)

denotes a Student-t distribution with location p. degree of freedom a and scale t then

iui=y+E(p-y)	 (2.28)

where

a2- (a+1)
E = _______

at2 + (y-p)2

This can immediately be recognised as a weighted combination of the prior mode and

the likelihood mode in a Bayesian analysis involving uni-modal prior and likelihood.

Hence, O^E^1 is required for modal consistency. Simple analysis shows that if t^t,

where

tmin = a J 
a+ 1

then modal consistency is ensured. However, if t<rmjn then E>1 for

+ a '2. - t2 )	 (2.29)
n

It is interesting that instead of requiring a scale to be sufficiently small to ensure modal

consistency, we now require the scale to be sufficiently large!

For example, consider the case where n=9, a=1 and cx5. Then

tmrn (2/15)'°0.365 Without loss of generality, let y=O. Fig 2.23 shows plots of E

against p for the cases 'v=O. 1 (<ç,,, solid line) and t=O.4 (>t, dashed line). Note how
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the exceedance curves satisfy the basic shape criteria of our ideal exceedance curve of

section 2.5.1 (namely, maximum at zero and tend to zero asymptotically). However, for

t<t, there is clearly a region where E>1. Fig 2.24 gives the posterior mean estimate

(from equation (2.28)) for these two cases. t=O.4 (dashed line) gives the usual Student-t

style shape (as also illustrated in Pericchi and Smith (1992)). However, with 'r=O. 1,

(2.29) indicates modal inconsistency for p2<O.6l6. For example, if t=O.224 and y=0 (ie

we initially believe that the location is at 0.224 and then measurements point towards

zero) then the posterior mean estimate takes the most unreasonable value of m= 1.492!

However, Pericchi and Smith (1992) wisely point out that in now way do they

claim this approximation to be the best for all possible choices of parameters. Here we

have used the modal consistency criterion to give a relationship between the parameters

which, if not fulfilled, leads to behaviour of the estimate which is inconsistent with an

exact Bayesian analysis.

-2.0
	

-1.5	 .1.0	 -0.5	 0.0	 0.5	 1.0	 C 1.5	 2.0

Fig 2.23 Exceedance curves for example 2.4
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-2.0
	

-1.5	 -1.0	 -0.5	 0.0	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 I' 2.0

Fig 2.24: Posterior mean vs. prior mean for example 2.4

2.8 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter the problem of updating the location of a scalar DLM with non-Gaussian

measurement errors has been considered. A criterion has been established which must

be met if an approximation scheme is to be consistent with an exact Bayesian analysis

involving urn-modal prior and likelihood. Modal approximation schemes given by West

(1981), Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1992) and Pericchi and Smith (1992) resulting in

posterior estimates given by weighted combinations of prior and sample have been

analysed. All have been found to only satisfy the consistency criterion for restricted

values of parameters.

It has been assumed throughout that the location parameter is a scalar quantity.

The modal filter presented in West (1981) is applicable to a multivariate state vector.

Chamberlain and Learner (1976) discuss the allowable location of matrix weighted

averages and show that only under special and unlikely circumstances is it true that,

element by element, the posterior location lies algebraically between the prior location

and the sample location. In fact, they show that if the matrices in the weighted average

are both positive definite then the only points excluded for the posterior location are on
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the line between the prior and sample location exterior to the segment between them.

So the method of analysis used here cannot be extended to a multivariate setting.

However, the main message of this chapter is that when using an approximation, it is

wise to be aware of possible limitations on allowable values of parameters.

At the start of the chapter we mentioned the Bayesian aim of obtaining the

posterior distribution and then basing all inference and decision on this. However, there

is an implicit normal assumption behind the type of approximation discussed in this

chapter. This may be a significant distortion of the true posterior and lead to a

significant loss of information. For instance, as described by Smith (1979), the presence

of an outlier can affect the skewness of the posterior distribution and this makes the

underlying Gaussian assumption particularly problematic. More desirable would be a

complete approximation of the pdf and a technique for accomplishing this is the subject

of the next chapter.
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Appendix 2.1: Proof of Masreliez equations.

The following theorem was given in Masreliez (1975), and the proof is based on that

given in West (1981) and Pericchi and Smith (1992). The notation follows that in

section 2.2.

Theorem: If p(x I D,1.1)=N(iii,,,;) and Pe() is a symmetric location-scale density with

known scale, unimodal at zero and twice piece-wise differentiable then

1) rn., = E(; I D) = ii + ;h,,r(y0 D1)

2) C = Var(; I D) =; - ;2h 2R(y I D1)

where

a
n-Ir(yID 1 ) = -. _1np(yID )

a
In	 n-iR(v fD )

p ( y I D 1) =

Proof

1) Using the form of the Gaussian for p(x I D 1), we note that

a ID1).(x0 —iii)p(xlD 1 ) = —t._.... ' flxn

Also, using the definition of expectation

= p(y1JD_1)

and applying Bayes theorem to p(; I D) gives

p ( y I D 1 )(m - ffi ) = I	 x )o(x ID 1)dx
Ii fl	 ft	 fl

;IpyD
h	 a- x)_o(x ID )dxnn -'	 ' a	 n-i	 ndxn

Integration by parts gives

f p(xlD	
ap (v l D )(m-iii=r- n	 n-i	 a	 nJ	 a	 n-I •.:A—Pc(Yn hnxn)dxn

I'

so, using
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a	 a
=

and interchanging the order of integration and differentiation gives

p(yJD 1 )(m1 -ffi) =

On rearrangement this gives

a	
ID 1 )l 	---p(yfl

+ht __________m=iii	
(YID )	 I 

=m +htr(vID ).

	

n	 ii 0	 fl	 n-I
n-i	 J

2) First note that

Var(x I D) = E{(x0 -ffi)2 I	 - (m _jj)2

= E{(x_iT1)2 ID0} -

and that from the assumed normality of p(; I

2 a2
(x-ffi0 )2 p(xID01 ) = ;___p(x0ID1) + tp(xID1)

a

Hence, using the definition of expectation and applying Bayes theorem to p(; I Do),

p(y0 ID0 1 )E{(x0 -ffi)2 I D0 } = p (y I D )f (x -ffi0)2p(x I D)dx

= fp(y-h x )(x _jj:1 )2p ( x1I D 1 ) dx0fin	 fi	 n

a2= t P( y0I D01) + t f p ( Y0 - hx0 ) _-__D(X ID)dx2ax0

Integrating by parts twice and interchanging the order of integration and differentiation
gives

2{2(	

P(Y D1) 

}•

a ,
C =; - h0	 - 

-	 P ( y I D0 )

The result follows upon noting that
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a

ay

R(y D1) =
	 {1np(yJD )}	 a	

p(y D
n- I 	 -

	

n	 p(y1fD.1)

a2
—j P(Y0 tD1)

= r 2 (y ID	 -
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Appendix 2.2: Score functions of measurement models.

In this appendix the explicit form of the score function is given for several choices of

measurement error model. Plots are also given for illustrative cases.

Student-t

The Student-t distribution with k(>O) degrees of freedom and scale s(>O) is given, for

XE R, by

p(x)	 (ks2 + x

from which

= (k+1)xg(x)
(ks 2 + x2)

and

(k+ 1)(ks2-x2)G(x) = _____________
(ks 2 + x2)2

Fig 2.25 shows g(x) for k=8, s=l (solid line). The curve has turning points at ±s"/k.

Logistic

The logistic distribution is given, for XE R, s>O and k>O by

(kx
p(x) oc sech2

giving

g(x) = J.	 kx
2s N

G(x) = __. sech242	
2sJ

Fig 2.25 shows the score function with k=I2 and s=l. This time the score is strictly

increasing and tends to kI(2s) as x—oo.
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uo

-1

Extreme

The extreme distribution is given, for xe R, c>O, A.>O and s>O, by

p (x) oc exp(_cs1 x l) exp(-cA.'exp(-A.s'Ixi))

from which

g(x) = cs sign(x)(1—exp(—s' lxi))

G(x) = cXs 2 exp(-s' ix I)

Fig 2.25 shows g(x) for c=A.=s=l and again the score is strictly increasing and tends to
c/s as x—oo.

-2r. I 	 I	 I	 1

-20	 -10	 0	 10	 e	 20

Fig 2.25: Score functions for selected measurement error models
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Chapter 3

Dynamic state estimation and

the bootstrap filter

3.1 Introduction

The problem of dynamic state estimation is of fundamental importance in many

engineering applications (for example target tracking). Bayesian methods provide a

rigorous general framework for dynamic state estimation problems. The Bayesian

approach is to construct the pdf of the state vector based on all available information.

This pdf summarises the current state of knowledge about the state vector and from it

the optimal (with respect to whatever cost function the user chooses) course of action

can be determined. For the linear/Gaussian estimation problem, the required pdf remains

Gaussian at every iteration of the filter, and the Kalman filter relations propagate and

update the mean and covariance of the distribution (see section 2.2). For a non-linear/

non-Gaussian problem there is in general no analytic (closed form) expression for the

required pdf. However, for many applications these modelling assumptions are strongly

implied by considerations of realism. For example, bearings only tracking in a Cartesian

co-ordinate system implies a non-linear relationship between the state and the

measurement. Similarly, if measurement sensors produce occasional gross errors, a

heavy-tailed non-Gaussian error model could be appropriate (see chapter 2).

In this chapter we propose a new method, which we call the bootstrap filter, of

representing and recursively generating an approximation to the state pdf. The central

idea is to represent the required pdf by a set of random samples, rather than as a

function over state space. As the number of samples becomes very large, they effectively

provide an equivalent representation of the required pdf. The bootstrap filter is so called

because the key update stage of the algorithm (Bayes rule) is implemented as a form of
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weighted bootstrap. This was motivated by a result from Smith and Gelfand (1992).

Avoiding the need to define a grid in state space is a key advantage of a sampling based

approach; the samples being naturally concentrated in regions of high probability

density. It also has the great advantage of being able to handle any functional non-

linearity and system and measurement noise of any distribution.

We outline the general dynamic model and Bayesian recursive filter in section

3.2, and in section 3.3 previous approaches to approximate implementation techniques

are reviewed. The bootstrap filter is presented and justified in section 3.4 and some

approximate procedures are suggested for improving filter efficiency in section 3.5.

Finally, several simulation examples are given to illustrate the efficacy of the bootstrap

method and to demonstrate improved estimation performance over other approximate

procedures.

Some of the material in this chapter has appeared in Gordon et al. (1993:a,b).

3.2 The general dynamic model and recursive Bayesian estimation

In section 2.2, the DLM was outlined for scalar systems with additive Gaussian noise.

Now consider the following generalisation. The system state vector, xE Rk, is assumed

to evolve according to the system model

= fn(x.a ,wn) 	(3.1)

where f:RkxRm_Rk is the system transition function and wE R" is a zero mean, white

noise sequence independent of past and current states. The pdf of w is assumed known

for all n. At discrete times, measurements ye R become available. These measurements

are related to the state vector via the observation equation

y =	 (3.2)

where RkxW3RI is the measurement function and v€ R1 is another zero mean, white

noise sequence of known pdf, independent of past and present states and the system

noise. It is assumed that the initial pdf p(x 1 ) of the state vector is available together with

the functional forms f1 and h1 for i=1,..,n. The available information at time step n is the

set of measurements D={y1,..,y}. Combining equations (3.1) and (3.2) with the known

statistics of w and v1, and assuming that f and h are such that no identifiability or
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inversion problems exist, leads us to the probabilistic models of state evolution and

measurement: P('+ I;) and p(y I xe).

The requirement is to construct the pdf, p(; I D0), of the current state ;, given

all the available information. As described in section 2.2. this pdf can, in principle, be

obtained recursively from the two stages of prediction and update. However, analytic

(closed form functional) solutions to this problem are only available for a relatively

small and restrictive choice of system and measurement models, the most important

being the Kalman filter which assumes f and h.a are linear and w and v, are additive

Gaussian noise of known covariance. Considerations of realism imply that these

assumptions are unreasonable for many applications and have led to much research into

approximate implementation procedures.

3.3 Review of approximate implementation procedures

The search for improved approximate implementation procedures for general recursive

Bayesian filters has been an active area of research for many years. Many alternative

approaches have been suggested and these can broadly be split into three different

groups. Analytic approximations where the aim is to use some form of distributional

approximation to estimate the state pdf; numerical approximations where a grid of nodes

is used as the basis for numerical integration strategies and functional interpolation; and

most recently sampling based approaches. With this latest approach, the duality that

exists between a pdf and samples generated from that pdf, is utilised to effectively give

filtering by simulation. The development of these implementation techniques broadly

parallels the increase in computer processing speed and storage capacity over recent

years. Early attempts focused on finding methods where the state pdf could be

summarised and propagated as compactly as possible (cf the Kalman filter relations

where the state pdf can be completely specified by a two-dimensional parameter and

these parameters evolve through two simple equations). Whereas now, in parallel with

many other branches of statistics, the routine availability of high powered computing

facilities has led to simple, but computationally spend thrift, algorithms where it is

commonplace for a pdf to be represented by thousands of random samples instead of

low dimensional parametric summaries.
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3.3.1 Analytic approximations

The most well known, and certainly the most popular, approach to implementing

recursive non-linear filters is the extended Kalman filter (EKF), see Jazwinski (1970).

This is applicable to non-linear models with additive Gaussian noise. It is a linearisation

technique based on a first order Taylor series expansion of the non-linear system and

measurement functions. This requires that both f and h.a are differentiable functions of

their vector arguments. Consider the system and measurement models

	

= f(x) + w
	

(3.3)

	

y,1 = h11(x) + v
	

(3.4)

where p(w)=N(0,Q) and p(v)=N(0,R) and it is assumed that p(x1.1 I D,1..1)=N(m1,C1).

Now consider a Taylor series expansion of f about x=m 4, giving

f .1 (x ) f 1 (m 1 ) + F 1 (x - m., 1) + quadratic and higher order terms

where F01 is the kxk matrix derivative of the system model evaluated at the estimate

m01:

I af1(1)
F1 

= L	
a1

Assuming terms other than the linear term are negligible, the system equation (3.3),

becomes

= f (mfl) + F 1 (x11 . 1 - in 1) + w 1 = a + F,1.1; 1 + w111

where a,1=f1(m,,..1)-F1m,,1 is known. Assuming that this is a reasonable approximation

to the model, we immediately have p(; I x.. 1)=N(a 1+F 1 x 1 ,	 This leads to

p(x I D,,.. 1) = N(ffi,,, P) where

P=F1C,..1FT1+Q1.

A similar procedure is now applied to the measurement equation. A Taylor series

expansion of the measurement function about the estimate iii of; is taken, giving

h(x) h.(ii) + H.(x-iii) + quadratic and higher order tenns

where H is the pxk matrix derivative of h evaluated at the prior mean iii,:

I	 (x )H_____
I	 aL

I
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Again, truncate at the linear term and this gives

y = h(ffi) + x-ii) + v, = b0 + Hx + v

where	 and so p(y I x)=N(b-i-Hx, Rn). Thus the posterior distribution

at time step n is approximately p(x I D)=N(m,C) where

Hence, the extended Kalman filter prediction and update relations are basically the same

as those of the Kalman filter but with the matrix derivatives of the system and

measurement functions used in place of the system and measurement transition matrices.

It is worth noting the following:

The posterior distribution is approximated by a Gaussian which may be a

significant distortion of the true underlying pdf.

Filter performance is highly dependent on the quality of the linear approximation

used in the Taylor series expansions. Functions giving poor linearisation are

clearly going to cause bad (and even catastrophic) filter performance (see the

bearings-only tracking example in section 3.6.4).

The stochastic elements of the system and observation equations can be viewed

as accounting for the neglected terms in the Taylor series expansions. There may

therefore be a case for artificially inflating the scale of their distributions to

compensate for the error. In engineering applications this ad-hoc procedure is

frequently termed "tuning the filter".

An obvious development of the above is to extend the Taylor series expansion

to include higher order terms, and so hope to make the functional approximation more

accurate. Jazwinski (1970) considers the retention of the second order terms in the

expansion. However, the Gaussian posterior assumption is still implicit in this

approximation. An attempt to remove the Gaussian assumption via the use of series

expansions was made by Sorenson and Stubberud (1968) and Srinivasan (1970) who

used an Edgeworth expansion. This is a series of Hermite polynomials which are
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orthogonal with respect to a Gaussian distribution and can be used to represent a wide

class of density functions. However, when the infinite series was truncated (as it must

be for practical implementation) the result can become negative over portions of the

state space. Consequently, the density estimate is not itself guaranteed to be a true pdf.

This is particularly problematic when significant probability mass is contained in the

region in which the function is non-positive.

Sorenson and Alspach (1971) and Aispach and Sorenson (1972) describe the idea

of replacing the normal distribution framework with one composed of convex linear

combinations of normal distributions. This is appropriate since, as they point out,

"weighted sums of Gaussian pdf's can be used to approximate, arbitrarily closely,

another density function". Also, unlike the series expansion approach, any truncation of

the Gaussian mixture series is still a proper pdf. Hence, the non-linear/non-Gaussian

filtering problem was essentially approximated by a convex combination of Extended

Kalman filters. Unfortunately, there was a computational problem caused by an

exponential increase in the number of Gaussian mixture terms required to define the

prior/ posterior distributions as each measurement is processed. To handle this, a further

approximation was proposed whereby firstly, all mixture components whose weights

become too small and hence whose contribution to the overall density becomes

negligible are neglected, and secondly all sufficiently similar components are merged

into a single representative component of appropriately adjusted weight, location and

scale.

West et al (1985) proposed what they termed the DGLM (dynamic generalised

linear model). Only the first two moments of the posterior distribution of the state vector

are considered. The measurement is assumed to follow an exponential family of scalar

natural parameter, which is related to the state vector via a link function. Conjugate prior

and posterior distributions are used for the exponential family parameter and then linear

Bayes ideas used to approximate the first and second moments of the state vector

posterior. To avoid defining the covariance of the system noise, a discount concept is

used for the predictive stage of the recursive filter. However, the decision to obtain only

the first two moments leads us to an implied assumption of posterior normality (or at
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least uni-modality and symmetiy).

Fahrmeir (1992) extends the work of West et al (1985) by allowing multivariate

exponential family measurements. Also, instead of focusing on approximating the

posterior mean he uses a generalised Extended Kalman filter to approximate the

posterior mode. This removes the implied assumption of posterior normality but still

gives little indication of the shape of the posterior. Note that the modal filter of chapter

2 could be derived from a Gauss-Newton scoring method for posterior mode estimation

suggested by Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1991).

3.3.2 Numerical approximations

In most numerical implementation techniques, the first stage in approximating the

underlying pdf is to define the location of a grid of nodes. The density value is then

approximated at each of the nodes and some form of interpolating function between the

nodes used to create the full pdf approximation. Research has focused on the choices of

grid location, methods of approximating the density at those grid points and different

interpolation functions. For instance, Kittagawa (1987) chose to use a large fixed set of

equally spaced nodes for each parameter and so approximate the filter integrals by finite

sums, and then to use a linear interpolation between grid points resulting in a piece-wise

linear pdf approximation. Whereas Kramer and Sorenson (1988) chose instead to have

a constant interpolating function between grid points, resulting in a "histogram" style pdf

approximation. All these methods must include the important caveat that the grid of

nodes be defmed to encompass the region of high posterior probability. Sampling based

approaches neatly sidestep this by automatically concentrating samples in regions of high

probability (indeed, this is, in a sense, the definition of a region of high probability).

Some numerical approximations have focused on the implementation of

numerical integration strategies, and the grid points are then chosen according to the

particular scheme being used. Johnson (1993) presents a quantile integration procedure.

Here the grid points are obtained from the quantiles of the system noise model. The

posterior pdf is then approximated by a mixture distribution whose weights depend on

functional evaluations at the quantile points. For the particular case of a scalar, non-
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Gaussian model he presents a recursive algorithm for propagating and updating the

weights. However, poor performance is encountered if the quantile points are not placed

in the region of high posterior probability, which may frequently be the case in the

analysis of dynamic models by this technique. Pole and West (1988, 1990) attempt to

alleviate this problem by developing a quadrature technique with a dynamic grid

allocation.

3.3.3 Sampling approaches

Sampling based techniques have recently been applied to many areas of statistics. The

aim of these techniques is to allow realistic models to be analysed, where in the past

unrepresentative (but analytically tractable) models have had to be used. The seminal

work here is Efron's (1982) monograph on resampling techniques. Subsequent work has

focused on ways of obtaining samples from the Bayesian posterior pdf. Rubin (1988)

proposed the SIR (sampling-importance-resampling) algorithm which was subsequently

put into the context of prior to posterior sampling by Smith and Gelfand (1992). Also,

Gelfand and Smith (1990) and Smith and Roberts (1993), review what have come to be

known as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. In MCMC methods, a Markov

Chain is set up which has the posterior pdf as its stationary distribution. Sampling this

chain for a "sufficiently long" time produces an "as if' sample from the posterior pdf.

Recently there have been attempts to apply these ideas to non-linear/non-Gaussian

Bayesian recursive filters.

The particular form of MCMC which is known as Gibbs sampling has been

applied to a batch processing nonlinear! nongaussian problem by Carlin Ct al (1992).

However, the Gibbs procedure they describe is not appropriate for sequential processing

of measurements and so we do not consider it further here.

Another batch processing technique is that proposed by Runnalls (1992). His

work is based on the use of Bayesian networks. The general filtering problem is cast as

a network. The solution to the corresponding Gaussian problem is also implemented as

a network. The Gaussian network then forms an importance sampling function which

is used to produce approximations to the properties of the posterior by adaptive Monte-
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Carlo integration. Back-propagation ideas are used to perturb the importance sampling

network and so aim to make it a better approximation to the posterior and hence reduce

the Monte-Carlo integration variance. An important feature of importance sampling

functions is that they should dominate the target distribution in the tails. Runnalls

attempts to achieve this by suggesting "pessimism" in setting up the Gaussian network.

The approach of West (1992, 1993) is also based on importance sampling

functions. An initial (possibly poor) guess at the posterior pdf is adaptively refined using

importance sampling and mixture reduction ideas to give an improved representation of

the posterior pdf as a kernel style discrete mixture distribution. However, the evaluation

of the importance weights coupled with the mixture style approximation imposes a

considerable computational overhead. The mixture reduction algorithm required to

improve efficiency unfortunately handicaps the use of parallel computing techniques.

The algorithm given in Muller (1991) is closest, in spirit, to the bootstrap

algorithm proposed in the next section. The key difference is in the update stage: Muller

proposes to use an accept/ reject sampling scheme to implement Bayes theorem

(although in his paper he does not define the required normalisation constant). This

technique suffers from the severe disadvantage that the resulting posterior sample set

size is random and decreasing. To overcome this Muller suggests using an envelope

approximating function to increase his prior sample set size.

3.4 The bootstrap filter

Viewing densities as functional forms, the Bayesian recursive filter operates by

propagating p(x1,-1 I D,,..) via the system model to p(; I D,,.. 1 ) and then this density is

updated to the posterior p(; I D) via Bayes rule operating on the likelihood function

p(y I ;). Noting the duality that exists between a sample and the density from which

it is generated, let us shift the emphasis from analytic densities to samples generated

from those densities. Thus the following algorithm for the implementation of general

recursive Bayesian filters is proposed.
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3.4.1 The filter algorithm

Suppose we have a set of independent random samples {x.1(i):i=1,..,N} from the pdf

p(x11..1 I D,,.. 1). The bootstrap filter is an algorithm for propagating and updating these

samples to obtain a set of values {x(i):i=1,..N}, which are approximately distributed

as random samples from p(x I D1). Thus the filter is an approximate mechanisation

(simulation) of the prediction and update stages of a recursive Bayesian filter.

Prediction: Each sample is passed through the system model to obtain samples from the

prior at time step n: ;(i)=f1(ç1(i),w1(i)), where w 1 (i) is a sample drawn from the

pdf of the system noise p(w01).

Update: On receipt of the measurement y, evaluate the likelihood of each prior sample

and so obtain a normalised weight for each sample:

-	 P(y0Ix(i))
q1 - 

N	 (3.5)

p(y0ix(j))
i-i

Thus define a discrete distribution over {x(i):i=1,..,N}, with probability mass q1

associated with element x(i). Now resample (with replacement) N times from the

discrete distribution to generate samples {x.(i):i=1,..,N), so that for any j,

Pr{x(j)=;(i) }q.

The above steps of prediction and update form a single iteration of the recursive

algorithm. To initiate the algorithm, N samples {xi*(i):i=1,..,N} are drawn from the

known prior p(x 1). These samples feed directly into the update stage of the filter. We

contend that the samples x(i) are approximately distributed as the required pdf p(x D0).

3.4.2 Justification

Prediction: The prediction phase of the algorithm is justified via the Method of

Composition (see Tanner (1991), pg 23). Tanner describes the method as follows.

Suppose f(y I x) and g(x) are densities. To obtain an iid sample set y 1 ,..,y, from
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J(y)=Jf(y I x)g(x)dx, repeat the following steps 1 and 2, m times: 1: draw; from g(x),

2: draw y1 from f(y I x1). The pairs (x1,y1),..,(x,y) are an iid sample from the joint

density h(x,y)=f(y I x)g(x), while the quantities y 1 ,.. ,y are an iid sample from the

marginal density J(y). Now, since

p ( x I D 1 ) =

identifying p(x,,.1 I D,. 1) with g(x) and p(; I X ..1 ) with f(y I x) we see that this gives the

prediction phase of the bootstrap filter algorithm.

Update: The justification for the update phase of the algorithm relies on a result from

Smith and Gelfand (1992). They show that Bayes theorem can be implemented as a

form of weighted bootstrap. Suppose that N independent samples {x'(i):i=1,..,NJ are

available from a continuous density function G(x) and that samples are required from

the pdf proportional to H(x)=L(x)G(x), where L(x) is a known function. Smith and

Gelfand show that a sample drawn from the discrete distribution over {xu*(i):i=l,..,N}

with probability mass

L(x:(i))

L(X,w)

associated with x(i), tends in distribution to H(x)/JH(x)dx as N tends to infmity (see

Appendix 3.1 for proof). If G(x) is identified with p(x I D 1) (the prior) and L(x) with

p(y I;) (the likelihood), then this theorem provides a justification for the update

procedure. For a given N, the approximation will improve the more the prior p(; I D11.1)

resembles the posterior p(x I D'). This makes the technique particularly fitted to the

sequential dynamic model style processing we are suggesting as an application.

3.4.3 Discussion

As already noted, the great strength of this technique is that no restrictions are placed

on the functions f and h, or on the distributions of the system or measurement noise.

The only requirements are that

p(x 1) is available for sampling
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•	 the likelihood p(y I;) is a known functional form

•	 p(w) is available for sampling.

Also, the basic algorithm is particularly simple and easy to program. The resampling

update stage is performed by drawing a random sample u 1 from the uniform distribution

over (0,1]. The value ;(M) corresponding to

q < U1 ^	 q

where q0=0, is selected as a sample from the posterior. A particularly efficient way of

obtaining M is the "binary chop" method. This procedure is repeated for i=1,..,N. It

would also be straightforward to implement this algorithm on massively parallel

computers, raising the possibility of real time operation with very large sample sets.

The output of the algorithm as a set of random samples from the required

posterior is convenient for many applications. For example, the posterior probability of

the state falling within any region of interest may be estimated by calculating the

proportion of samples within that region. Likewise, if there is good reason to believe

that the posterior is unimodal then it is easy to estimate an HPD region for each

component of the state vector (ie for the marginals). It is also straightforward to obtain

estimates of the mean and covariance of the state, and indeed any function of the state.

Any parameter transformation can be applied directly to the sample values to obtain a

representation of the pdf in the transformed domain. This procedure is simple and exact,

and approximations to summary statistics of the transformed variable may be obtained

directly from the transformed samples. This compares favourably with the often

cumbersome calculation of Jacobians, and the approximate evaluation of intractable

multi-dimensional integrals required to obtain the statistics when dealing with functional

representations of densities.

The justification of the bootstrap filter given in section z is based on an

asymptotic result. It is most difficult to prove any general result for a finite number of

samples. Likewise it is most difficult to make any precise, provable statement on the

crucial question of how many samples are required to give a satisfactory representation
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of the densities for filter operation. However, it is clear that the required number N

depends on at least four factors

•	 the dimension of the state space

•	 the typical 'overlap" between the prior and likelihood

•	 the required number of time steps

•	 the complexity of the underlying pdf.

Taking the first of these, one must expect N to rise rapidly with the dimension of the

state space. The rate of increase is governed by the interdependencies between the

components of the state vector. In the most benign case of independent components, the

required number of samples should not increase with the dimension of the state space.

The dependency of N on the second and third factors is a direct consequence of the

resampling update stage of the filter algorithm. If the region of state space where the

likelihood p(y I ;) takes significant values is small in comparison with the region where

the prior p(x I D,,. 1) is significant, then many of the samples 
;*(j) 

will receive a small

weighting q and a large percentage of the discrete probability mass will be concentrated

on a small number of samples. Hence many of the prior samples will not be reselected

at the update stage and a few samples will be reselected many times. Many of the prior

samples are effectively wasted. The problem is exacerbated if the likelihood falls in a

region of low prior density, where there will be relatively few samples. Through this

process, the representation of the pdf may become most inadequate within a few time

steps. Indeed if there is no system noise, all of the N samples may rapidly collapse to

a single value. In principle one may overcome this difficulty by the "brute force"

approach of employing an enormous sample set. However, to develop practical filters

for interesting problems, a more subtle approach is necessary. In the next section we

propose three modifications to the basic algorithm for this purpose.

The dependence of the required sample size on pdf complexity is fairly obvious.

If the underlying pdf has a simple, compact structure (eg unimodal), then clearly less

samples will be required to adequately charactense the pdf shape than in the situation

where the underlying pdf has a complex, diffuse multi-modal structure.
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3.5 Techniques for improving algorithm efficiency

The bootstrap filter justification given in section 3.4.2 relies on an asymptotic result.

Since we only ever intend to use a finite number of samples, the algorithm is clearly

only an approximation. We propose the following three modifications to the basic

algorithm in order that the approximation be acceptable with a modest number of

samples.

3.5.1 Sample boosting

In Smith and Gelfand (1992), it is recommended that for the weighted bootstrap (the

update step) the number of elements in the discrete distribution should exceed the

number of posterior samples drawn by a factor of at least ten. To achieve this with a

recursive filter, it is necessary to boost the N samples from p(x 1 I D 1) by a factor Bf

(ideally greater than ten) at every time step to obtain B fN samples from p(x. 
I 
D1).

Noting the approximate result

p ( x I D 1 ) = fp(xIx1)p(x1 ID1)dx1

N

N' V' D(x Ix =x1(i))-	 n	 n-i
i-i

where {x...1(i):i=l,..,N} are N üd samples from p(x.... 1 I D 1) suggests the following

algorithm:

•	 uniformly resample (with replacement) the values { x,, 1 (i) } BN times

•	 pass each resampled value through the system model.

This generates the required expanded sample set {x1*(i):i=1,..,B1N}.

This is probably the most important of the three modifications we are proposing.

By boosting the number of prior samples by a factor Bf, the resampled posterior samples

become a better approximation to an iid set of samples from the posterior.

3.5.2 Smoothing

Since the weighted bootstrap update stage of the filter operates on a discrete distribution,

the samples generated from the posterior will have some rather peculiar properties which

do not reflect the true nature of the posterior. All the values taken by the members of
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the resampled posterior samples set are drawn from the same prior sample set and so

will almost always contain repeated values. A similar problem occurs in the usual

bootstrap technique (Efron (1982)) and so a modification to the bootstrap procedure was

proposed to avoid samples with these properties (see Efron (1982), Silverman and

Young (1987) and Young (1990)). The essential idea of the smoothed bootstrap is to

perform the repeated resampling not from the discrete distribution defined by the

samples but instead from a smoothed version of this discrete distribution. Our smoothing

problem differs from that of these authors, firstly because our samples come from a

different distribution to the one we are interested in and also because each sample has

a weight associated with it whose value depends on all the samples (through the

normalising denominator). We follow the standard approach and define the smoothed

bootstrap in a kernel density estimation form, and then suggest two different methods

of selecting the required smoothing constant of the kernel. One is an ad-hoc approach

motivated by considering the corresponding grid based technique and the other

minimises an asymptotic approximation to the mean integrated squared error (MISE).

To simplify notation we shall drop the time subscripts in this section. Also note that we

refer to a prior sample set of size N. If sample boosting is used then this sample set size

would actually be B1N.

The smoothed approximation to the discrete distribution (for the case of scalar

state vector) is defined as

N

P( x l y ) =	 q1 hK(h1 (x - xjl ) )	 (3.6)
i-I

where K(.) is assumed to be a density function, symmetric and unimodal at zero with

unit variance and q is as given by eqn (3.5). The density (x I y) is a kernel estimator

of the density p(x I y) with smoothing parameter h. The update stage of the bootstrap

filter is now replaced by:

Smoothed update: Given XJ*,...,XN* an iid sample set from p(x). On receipt of the

measurement y, evaluate the likelihood of each prior sample and so obtain a normalised

weight for each sample:
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p ( i I x,)
q1 

= N

p(yjx')
i-I

Thus define a discrete distribution over {x15:i=l,..,N}, with probability mass CL associated

with element x,. Now resample (with replacement) N times from the discrete

distribution to generate samples {x:i=1,..,N} where

S
X. = X11 + C1

with 'l'•••"N being independently distributed integers from { l...N} with probability mass

q1 on integer i and ,.. ,c being iid with density p(E)=h'K(h'c).

Hence, each resampled value has independent random noise added on to it and

we have the interesting notion of attempting to improve accuracy by adding noise.

Generally, the benefits of smoothing may be expected to diminish with increasing

sample size so we may therefore suppose that h—O as n -400. In order to implement this

scheme the kernel and the smoothing constant need to be specified. We now consider

two alternative procedures for doing this.

Ad-hoc smoothing The first procedure we propose is motivated by a consideration of

the corresponding grid based implementation. The kernel is taken to be a multivariate

Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix (ie independent components). The standard

deviation a corresponding to a particular component of the state vector is given by

a=AEN l/d, where E is the length of the interval between the maximum and minimum

of the prior sample set of this component, d is the dimension of the state space and A

is a constant tuning parameter. By taking the standard deviation of the smoothing noise

to be inversely proportional to the dth root of the sample size, the degree of roughening

is normalised to the spacing between nodes of a corresponding uniform grid over the

extent of the region of high probability. Clearly the choice of A is a compromise. Too

large a value would blur the distribution but too small a value would produce tight

clusters of points around the prior samples. This smoothing technique was used in

Gordon et al (l993,a,b). However, the performance of the resulting bootstrap filter is
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sensitive to the choice of A. Also, the best choice of A varies with the sample set size

used which is particularly unacceptable. We now propose the following method of

automatically selecting the smoothing parameter.

MISE based smoothing A frequently used measure of the global accuracy of a density

estimate is mean integrated squared error (MISE), see Silverman (1986) and Scott

(1992). MISE is defined as the expected value of the integrated mean square error, ie

MJSE() =Ef{NxIy) -p(xly)}2dx

= fE { (xI y) - p(xly) }2 dx

C=j Ep(xy) -p(xy);dx 
+ J varp(xly)dx

which gives MISE as the sum of the integrated squared bias and the integrated variance.

This measure of accuracy does not depend on the particular prior sample set obtained

from p(x). We shall initially focus on the particular case of a scalar state vector but then

generalise to the more useful case of multivariate state.

If (x I y) is given by (3.6), then the presence of the normalising denominator in

the weights q precludes any simple analysis of the accuracy of the estimator in terms

of MISE. However, if the number of prior samples, N, is sufficiently large so that the

normalising denominator can be well approximated by

p(y) = fp(ylx)P(x)dx = E(p(yx)) - N'	 p(ylx,)

then it can be seen that the density estimate can be written as

( x I y ) = N'	 Kh(x,x,')	 (3.7)

where
*

p(y x1)
K., (x,x1') =	 h-'K(h 1(x_x 1* ))	 (3.8)

p(y)
Hence, the density estimate has been written as the sum of N iid random variables. In

Appendix 3.2 it is shown that, for a density estimate of the form (3.7) and (3.8),
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Bias(xy) = ! h 2 k2 p"(xly)
	

(3.9)

Var(xy) (Nh)'

where k2=Ju2K(u)du.

f K2(u)du p2(y
p2(y)

(3.10)

From this we have that

MISE() = !h4kfp i(xJy)2 dx + (Nh)1fK2(u)duE(p2(yx))
{E(p(y I x))}

where

E(p2(ylx)) = fp2(yIx)p(x)dx

Simple calculus gives the minimising smoothing parameter as

1/5

{EP2YIx} N'	
(3.11)

h = k	 {fp//(xIy)2 dx} 	 jK2(u)du}	
E(p(ylx))2

2

Unfortunately, this gives the minimising smoothing parameter as a function of the

unknown underlying posterior density. Following Silverman (1986) we propose to

choose h with reference to the normal family of densities which allows us to assign a

value to the term Jp"(x I y)2dx. If it is assumed that p(x I y) is normal with standard

deviation a then

I p"(xy)dx =
.1	 8

if we also assume that the kernel is K(.)=N(0,1) then k 2=1 and

fK2(u)du =

and in (3.11) this gives

h = (4)1/5 a E(p2(ylx))'1 N"5	
(3.12)

°'	 '	 E(p(ylx))2)
Hence we propose to choose the smoothing parameter by estimating the posterior

standard deviation a, E(p2(y I x)) and E(p(y I x))2 from

_	 q1 (x' -i)2	where i =	 qx'
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2

E(p(yx))2 = { N-'PYIxis) }

E(p 2 (yjx)) = N-'	 p2(yIxt*)

and using (3.12).

Note that if the measurement likelihood is constant for all x (ie p(y I x)=p(y))

then the posterior is identical to the prior and, as would be expected, the above analysis

reduces to the standard kernel density estimation approach as described by Silverman

(1986).

Now consider the case of a multivariate state vector. For simplicity we

concentrate on what Scott (1992, pg 150) refers to as product kernels for the smoothing

noise. Here, the same univariate kernel is used in each dimension but with a different

smoothing parameter used for each dimension. If the state vector is d-dimensional then

the kernel estimate can be written

( x I y ) = ( h l ...hd)'	 q, {

	

K(h'(x-x,')) }

Modifying the analysis of Scott (1992) gives

MISE() =	 hfphi(xly)2dx + 44k	 hhj2fpu(xy)p(xy)dx

+ N1(hi... h4 )1{fK2( u )du } 2 Ix))l

IE( p ( y I 
x))2 

J

where

p"(xly) =	 T p(xly)
XI

with x1 being the i'th component of the state vector.

The optimal smoothing parameters are the solutions of d simultaneous non-linear
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equations and unfortunately no general closed form solution exists. This leads us to

consider the following two special cases which are particularly useful in the simulation

examples of section 3.6. In both cases we assume that the kernel is Gaussian.

If the state vector has dimension d=2, and it is assumed that the underlying

posterior is a bivariate Gaussian with covariance matrix

a12

I2

then it can be shown that the optimal smoothing parameters are, for i=l and 2,

1/6

h 1 = a1 (l -p2)2(l +p2rn1/6{	
I x)) } N
	

(3.13)E(p 2 (y Ix))

where p= posterior correlation coefficient between the two dimensions. We propose to

approximate this with the sample correlation coefficient

N
q,(x1(i)'-1)(x(i)-i)

a12	 i-I
a1;	 N	 N

q1(x1(i)	 )2 E q('(j)-)2
i-I	 i-I

The second special case is where the underlying d-dimensional pdf is assumed

to be Gaussian with independent components. In this case the d smoothing parameters

can be shown to be, for i=1,..,d,

i I/(d.4)

/(d44) JE(p2(y lx))	 N4	
(3.14)

= (d+2)	
ai2j

The adequacy of this MISE based approach to selecting smoothing constants will

crucially depend on the quality of the Monte-Carlo approximations used for E(p(y I x))

and E(p2(y I x)). In situations where a large percentage of the discrete probability mass

is concentrated on a small number of the prior samples this approximation may be

particularly poor. Also, as given here the smoothing parameter depends upon the true

posterior density. We circumvented this problem by using the assumption that the

posterior was Gaussian. Clearly the technique will work best when the true posterior is
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a good approximation to a Gaussian. Wand Ct al (1991) addressed this problem by

suggesting that the random samples be transformed and then the density estimate carried

out in the domain in which the density is "most" Gaussian and then transformed back

to the initial parametensation. They use a parametric family of transformations and

choose the best fit parameterisation as the one which minimises an estimate of MISE.

This idea also has the advantage of leading to implicit non-uniform smoothing whereby

different regions of the state space receive different amounts of smoothing. In regions

where the density has complex structure (eg multiple modes) the smoothing should be

lower to avoid loosing the underlying structure. Whereas in regions of simple structure

(eg the tails) smoothing should be higher to avoid spurious ripples appearing in the

density estimate.

3.5.3 Prior editing

This procedure aims to artificially boost the number of prior samples in the vicinity of

high likelihood. If one is prepared to delay the state estimate by one time step, this may

be achieved by subjecting the samples from the propagation stage to a coarse, pragmatic

acceptance test (which effectively edits the prior). The following algorithm (for a scalar

measurement) is proposed:

1) Generate a sample x+i*(i) from the propagation step.

2) Assuming that the measurement from the next time step is available, calculate

e,,.1(i)=y1-h(x.,,.1(i)).

3) If I e,,1(i) I >kIr, where r is the scale of the measurement error model and k is

a constant chosen to indicate the region of non-negligible likelihood, then the

sample x,,. 1 (i) is remote from the likelihood and so is most unlikely to be
th.	 .selected at the n+1 update stage. In this case reject the sample x, (1) and

repeat 1) to draw a replacement sample from the propagation stage n. Otherwise

accept x 1 (i), increment i and repeat if i^B1N.

This procedure has the effect of a crude single stage smoothing operation on the
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samples x(i). Thus the accepted samples are vaguely distributed as p(; I D 1). The

procedure can be justified by remembering how mixture clustering was used to

approximate the growing mixtures of Aispach and Sorenson (1972): components having

small weights and making negligible contribution to the posterior density are ignored.

3.6 Simulation examples

So far in this chapter a sample based approach to implementing recursive Bayesian

filters, which we have chosen to call the bootstrap filter, has been outlined. We now

present simulation examples illustrating the performance of the technique.

3.6.1 Kahnan filter comparison

An obvious first example to consider is the linear/ Gaussian DLM described in section

2.2 for which the Kalman filter relations give the exact analytic solution. Comparison

of this exact solution with that obtained from the bootstrap filter allows us to investigate

the accuracy and efficacy of the bootstrap sampling approach. Only the sample boost

and the MISE smoothing schemes have been used for filter implementation in this

section.

The system and measurement models for this example are x = A x. + r
and y = I-la x + vfl . The pdfs of w and vfl are assumed to be Gaussian with

p(w)=N(0,Q) and p(v)=N(O,R). If p(x 1)=N(iii 1 ,P1) then from section 2.2 we see that

the Kalman filter relations apply giving p(x I D(%() = N(iii,P) and p(x I D) = N(m.,C)

where	 = A 1 m

= A c A T+ r', Q4 i_T

m =	 + C pT I (y-H11)

C-1 = p-I^T Rfl 1 lifi.

We shall now consider two separate examples of the Kalman filter and compare the

exact solutions with those obtained from an application of the bootstrap filter.

3.6.1.1 Scalar Kalman filter

First consider the case of scalar state and measurement, and for simplicity let

A=H=i_=1 for all n and Qfl=1, R=0.1 for all n. Fig 3.1 shows a 100 point realisation
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of the system (;) and measurement {yj sequences using the starting value x 1=1. A

Kalman filter was implemented using matched statistics (ie the correct values of Q and

R) and the prior distribution p(x1)=N(O,4). A bootstrap filter was also implemented

using the sample boost scheme of section 3.5.1 with N=1000 and B=lO. The MISE

smoothing scheme was also used with the smoothing parameter set according to (3.12).

If the bootstrap filter were operating perfectly the resulting posterior samples would be

distributed exactly as the Kalman result. Since this is a Gaussian pdf and hence is

specified by mean and variance, rather than dealing directly with the samples let us first

consider the sample mean and sample variance. Since the exact pdf is Gaussian we can

easily calculate a confidence interval about the true value for these sample statistics. A

95% confidence interval has been employed. Thus, if the bootstrap filter were operating

correctly, on 95% of occasions one would expect the sample mean and variance tenns

to fall within the calculated interval. Although this does not necessarily imply that the

samples are distributed as the exact posterior pdf it should certainly suffice to indicate

gross deviations. The difference between the true posterior mean and the bootstrap

sample mean, with the corresponding 95% confidence interval obtained for 1000

samples from the true posterior are shown in fig 3.2. The difference between the true

variance and the bootstrap sample variance, with associated 95% confidence interval is

given in fig 3.3. The confidence interval is bounded by the dotted lines.
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Fig 3.1: 100 point realisation of system and measurement for example 3.6.1.1.
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Fig 3.2: Bootstrap sample mean errors for example 3.6.1.1.
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Fig 3.3: Bootstrap sample variance errors for example 3.6.1.1.

The most important point to notice from figs 3.2 and 3.3 is that there are no

apparent trends or biases in the estimation errors over the 100 time steps of this

example. Given that the bootstrap filter is a recursive algorithm with the possibility that

approximation errors might accumulate, this is an encouraging and important result. The

errors also appear commensurate with the 95% limits.

As further evidence of the successful operation of the filter, fig 3.4 shows kernel

density estimates of the posterior pdf at time steps 1, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100. The kernel

estimates were constructed from the N=1000 samples, using a Gaussian kernel and

smoothing constant set according to guidelines given by Silverman (1986). The true pdfs

are given by the dotted line in each picture.
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Fig 3.4: Bootstrap posterior pdf estimates at time steps 1,20,40,60,80 and 100.
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3.6.1.2 Two dimensional Kalman filter

Now consider the case of a particle moving in the x-plane. The state vector is composed

of position and velocity, and measurements are taken of the particle position. The system

is defined by

1 At
A=[,	 iJ

(sometimes known as the a-B model).

(0.5At2

At J	
H=(1O)

For simplicity let the time step At= 1. In this case the exact Gaussian posterior and

predictive distributions are each defined by five parameters: two means, two variances

and one correlation. A 100 time step realisation was generated using the initial state

x1=(3.9, 01)T and p(w)=N(0,1), p(v)=N(0,0.1). Both the Kalrnan filter and the bootstrap

filter were initialised with the prior p(x 1 )=N(iii1 ,P 1) where

	

-	 (4 ' l	 (4Ø'•)
m=II

	

I	 o) '	 1 =10 lJ

and both were given matched statistics. The bootstrap filter was implemented using the

sampling boosting scheme with N=1000 and Bf=lO and bivariate MISE smoothing with

the two smoothing parameters set according to (3.13). Fig 3.5 shows the resulting

posterior sample sets at time steps 1, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100. Also shown are the 50%

and 95% contours from the exact Gaussian posterior. The important points to note are

.	 the bootstrap samples are densest inside the 50% contour, with few points

outside the 95% contour

the shape of the sample clouds is very close to the shape of the exact pdf

contours

the sample clouds have maintained shape in all directions; that is there is no

apparent loss of scale in any one direction.

The shape of the sample clouds is taken as indicating acceptable bootstrap filter

performance for this example.
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Fig 3.5: Bootstrap posterior samples and exact 50% & 95% contours
for time steps 1,20,40,60,80 and 100.
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3.6.2 Scalar non-linear and non-Gaussian model

Consider the following non linear model

x = .!x	 + 25x1 + 8cos(6(n_1)' + w
1 +x1	 5	 J	

n-i

2
xn

y =_+v
20

where v, and w0 are zero-mean white noise with distributions p(v)=N(0,1) and

p(w)=N(0,10). This example is severely non-linear, both in the system and measurement

equations and no exact analytic solution exists in this case. Note that the form of the

likelihood adds an interesting twist to the problem. For measurements y<O the

likelihood is unimodal at zero and symmetric. However, for positive measurements the

likelihood is symmetric about zero with modes at ±(20y) and an antimode at zero. In

Kittagawa (1987) and Carlin et al. (1992) this model has been analysed with a batch

filter approach.

The initial state was taken to be x0=O.1 and fig 3.6 shows a 50 step realisation

of the system. The resulting measurements simulated according to the measurement

equation are shown in fig 3.7. The prior distribution was taken to be p(x0)=N(0,2). The

EKF and the bootstrap filters were both initialised with this prior and both were given

matched model statistics. Fig 3.8 shows the result of applying the Extended Kalman

filter (EKF) to the measurements shown in fig 3.7. The true state is represented by a

star, the EKF mean is given as a solid line and the dashed lines give the 95%

probability region (note that for convenience we refer to the interval between the 2.5 and

97.5 percentiles as the 95% probability region). The graph has been clipped at ±40. The

actual value of the state is within the 95% probability region on only about 30% of

occasions.
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Fig 3.6: 50 point realisation of the system for example 3.6.2.

Fig 3.7: 50 point realisation of the measurements for example 3.6.2.
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Fig 3.9 shows the result of directly applying the bootstrap algorithm of section

3.4 with a sample size of N=1000 and B f=lO. The solid line gives the mean of the

posterior sample set and the dashed lines estimate the 95% probability region. These

may not represent the true 95% HPD region since the posterior can be bimodal in this

example. At a couple of time steps, the actual state is just outside these percentile

estimates, and quite often it is close to one of the limits. However, most of the time the

actual state is very close to the posterior mean, and performance is obviously greatly

superior to the EKF. The relatively high system noise probably accounts for the

reasonable performance of the basic algorithm using only 1000 samples: the system

noise automatically smooths the samples.

Fig 3.10 shows estimates of the posterior density at time steps n= 1, 10, 20, 30,

40 and 50 arising from the bootstrap filter. The true state is given by the arrow. The

bootstrap pdf is a kernel density estimate reconstructed from the posterior sample set

using a Gaussian kernel and according to the guidelines in Silverman (1986). Note that

the posterior is frequently bimodal (resulting from a bi-modal likelihood when y>O) and

the true state is always nicely contained within the posterior pdf.
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Fig 3.8: EKF estimate of posterior mean for example 3.6.2.
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Fig 3.9: Bootstrap estimate of posterior mean for example 3.6.2.
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Fig 3.10: Bootstrap posterior pdf estimates at time steps 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50.
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3.6.3 Outlier accommodation

Once again take the simple scalar model

xn+1 = xli + wfl

y = x +;

where w is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with p(w8)=N(0,l) for all n.

However, instead of the usual Gaussian modelling assumption for e, consider the case

where occasional measurements have unexpectedly large errors (ie measurement

outliers). This will be simulated by using the contaminated Gaussian density

0.95N(0,l)-i-O.05N(0,25). if a Kalman filter is implemented with the measurement error

model p(;)=N(0,l) (ie matched to the dominant component of the generating mixture)

then, as described in chapter 2, the resulting state estimate on receipt of an ouflier can

be poor. Following chapter 2, a more natural modelling assumption to make in this

situation is that the measurement errors have a Student-t density:

p(e) cc (k^e)

where k is the degree of freedom of the t distribution. The Student-t has heavier tails

than a Gaussian and this has the effect of not allowing isolated measurements which

disagree with the prior to have a large effect on the posterior estimate.

Assuming the initial value x0=O.5, fig 3.11 shows a 100 point realisation of the

system and measurement. Note the large errors at, for example, timesteps n=22, 71 and

93. The prior was taken as p(x0)=N(0,4). A Kalman filter was implemented that resulted

in p(xli I D)=N(m.,,C) for each n. Fig 3.12 shows the Kalman estimation error, m.a-xn,

with the corresponding 95% limits. It can be seen that when the measurement outliers

occur, the Kalman estimate is drawn violently away from the track. It can also be seen

that the estimation error is frequently inconsistent with the Kalman error variance.

A bootstrap filter was implemented using the Student-t measurement density

with k=5 degrees of freedom p(y I x)o(5+(yx,,)2)3. N=1000 samples and a boosting

factor of Bf=lO were used to approximate the posterior pdf p(; D) for each n. Neither

the prior edit nor smoothing procedures were considered appropriate for this example

because measurement outliers cause the likelihood to be remote from the prior. The
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posterior bootstrap sample mean was used as an estimate of the state, and fig 3.13 shows

the estimation error along with the estimated 95% probability region. It can be seen that

when a measurement outher occurs, the 95% probability region widens to reflect the

increased uncertainty caused by the rogue measurement. The estimation error is

consistent with the expected error confidence bounds.

30
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-20

-30
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Fig 3.11: 100 point realisation of system and measurement for example 3.6.3.
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Fig 3.12: Error in the Kalman filter posterior mean estimate for example 3.6.3.
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Fig 3.13: Error in bootstrap posterior mean estimate for example 3.6.3.
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3.6.4 Bearings-only tracking: stationary observer and matched models

The examples up to now have mainly considered scalar problems with combinations of

non-linearity and/or non-Gaussian behaviour and demonstrated good bootstrap

performance. Now consider an extremely stressing non-linear multivariate estimation

problem, namely bearings-only tracking. For the problems we consider here the observer

is stationary at the origin and the target track will be generated from the assumed model.

The target is taken to move within the x-y plane according to the standard second

order model (see Bar-Shalom and Fortmann (1991)) with unit sampling period:

= A x ,, + r w

where x =(x,A,y,y)T , w

1100

0100
and

0011

0001

(3.15)

0.5 0

1 0

0 0.5

0 1

Here x and y denote the Cartesian co-ordinates of the target: there should be no

confusion with the notation for the state vector and measurement vector in our earlier

general discussion of the filter. The system noise is a zero mean Gaussian white noise

process with covariance Q: E[ k w .T] 
= Q , where Q=q12 and '2 is the 2x2 identity

matrix. At each time step, a fixed observer at the origin of the plane takes noisy

measurements O of the target bearing:

On = tan h I!. + vn
I.' n

(3.16)

where y0 and x refer to the Cartesian x and y co-ordinates of the target at time step n.

The measurement noise is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process with variance r:

E[vkvJ]=rSk . Before any measurements are taken at n=1, the initial state vector is

assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with known mean Ii1, and covariance
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A target trajectory and associated measurements over 24 time steps have been generated

according to (3.15) and (3.16) with the parameter values (arbitrary units): "Iq=O.00l,

'/r=0.005 and the actual initial state of the target =(-0.05, 0.001, 0.7, ..ØØ55)T The

target path in the x-y plane is shown by the triangles in fig 3.14, each triangle marking

the position of the target at a time step. The observer is located at the origin and is

shown by a cross. Note that with this trajectory realisation, the target initially travels on

a gentle curve before passing the observer on a fairly straight course.
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0.0

-0.5
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-0.1 0.0	 0.1	 0.2	 X	 0.3

Fig 3.14: True target position in the x-y plane for example 3.6.4.

The bootstrap filter was implemented with N=8000 samples and B 1=10. The

bootstrap filter also used the prior edit scheme with k=6 and the MISE smoothing

scheme. The exact smoothing parameters require the solution of 4 non-linear

simultaneous equations. However, results show that the only non-negligible dependency

that exists is between x and y (this being because we effectively measure the ratio y/x),
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- Bootstrap mean

- EKF mean

so approximate smoothing constants can be obtained from (3.13) and (3.14). For the x

and y dimensions take

1/8

h = (2	 JE(p2(y x))	 (1-p2)5116(1+p2)N
t 3)	 [E(p(y x))2J

and for the x and y dimensions

1/8

h =	 ajEP2Y x))} N'

t 3) 1 E(py x))2

The prior (Gaussian) distribution parameters were set to =(0.0, 0.0,0.4, 0•05)T

and a1=0.5, a2=0.005, a3=0.3 and 4=0.01. The results of applying the EKF and the

bootstrap filter are shown in fig 3.15. The continuous line shows the trajectory estimate

(the mean of the posterior pdf) from the bootstrap filter and the dashed line gives the

EKE estimate. After an initial period of uncertainty the bootstrap filter quickly homes

onto the target, whereas the EKE rapidly diverges. The performance of the bootstrap

filter is clearly superior to that of the EKE for this example.

0.0	 0.1	 0.2	 0.3

Fig 3.15: Estimated posterior mean of the target track in the x-y plane for example 3.6.4.
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Although the mean of the posterior distribution has been chosen as a point

estimate of the target state, there is of course more information available from the

bootstrap filter. This is typified by fig 3.16 which shows the (x,y) co-ordinates of 500

out of the 8000 samples from the posterior pdf at time step 24. The true state is shown

by a triangle. The skewed nature of the samples towards the lower right corner

highlights the non-Gaussian nature of the pdf.
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-1.00
0.06

I 7.
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0.08	 0.10	 0.12	 0.14	 0.16	 x	 0.18

Fig 3.16: Scatterplot of 500 bootstrap x-y samples from p( I D 24).

A more detailed analysis of the filter performance for each of the co-ordinates

in turn (x, x, y and y) is given in figs 3.17, 3.19, 3.21 and 3.23 for the EKF and in figs

3.18, 3.20, 3.22 and 3.24 for the bootstrap filter. For the bootstrap filter, the actual co-

ordinate value is practically always within the 95% probability region. However, the

EKF is consistently over-optimistic about its tracking performance, and serious

divergence occurs after n= 13.
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Fig 3.17: EKF estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: x co-ordinate.
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Fig 3.18: Bootstrap estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: x co-ordinate
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Fig 3.19: EKF estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: i co-ordinate.
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Fig 3.20: Bootstrap estimate of the posterior mean and the 95% probability region: x co-ordinate
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Fig 3.21: EKF estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: y co-ordinate.
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Fig 3.22: Bootstrap estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: y co-ordinate.
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Fig 3.23: EKF estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: ' co-ordinate.
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Fig 3.24: Bootstrap estimate of the posterior mean and 95% probability region: co-ordinate.
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The convergence of the bootstrap 95% probability limits during the period when

the target flies past the observer can be explained by considering the following simple

example. Imagine you are standing on the platform at a railway station and can see a

train approaching in the distance. Whilst the train is far away it is approaching you

along a radius vector (ie no bearing change) and it is most difficult to estimate the speed

and range of the train (particularly if information from trackside terrain and the rate of

growth of the trains image size are ignored). However, when the train passes through

the station (ie the fly past period) range and speed become more easily estimated. Then

when the train leaves the station and once again travels on a radius vector, we estimate

speed and range by prediction on the basis of the information gained during the fly past

period.

Now let us exploit an advantage of sampling based methods to present an

analysis of bootstrap filter range estimation performance. Since the state pdf is

represented as a set of samples, any parameter transformation can be applied directly to

the sample values to obtain a representation of the pdf in the transformed domain. Using

range=I(x2+y2) on all 8000 posterior samples at each time step enables us to obtain

I Do), where r is the range at time step n. In fig 3.25, the true range is represented

by the solid line with the mean of the posterior range sample set shown by the dashed

line and the estimated 95% probability region by the dotted line. Note how the 95%

limits converge to tightly bound the true range as the target passes the observer. In this

region the measurements are most informative, but also the problem is most non-linear.

The EKF approximation is inadequate here, leading to misinterpretation of the data and

to filter divergence.
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Fig 3.25: Target range estimate and 95% probability region.

Likewise the transformation to modified poiar co-ordinates (see Aidala and

Hammel (1982)) is a simple matter. The sample transformations are given by

0 = tan(yix)

1	 2- = Ix
r

o= ______
x 2 +y2

t = xi+yy
T	 x2+y2

These transformations have been applied to the 8000 posterior samples at each time step,

and figs 3.26-3.29 summarise the results. In each case the true state has been subtracted

from the mean of the posterior samples and hence the dashed line represents the

estimation error. The dotted lines show the estimated 95% probability region for the

error and so on 95% of occasions zero should be encompassed by the two dotted lines.

It can be clearly seen that in all four cases the errors are consistent with the 95% limit.

Note that the limits are asymmetric, indicating that although the modified polar

representation may give better EKF performance (as claimed by Aidala and Hammel

(1982)), this parametensation of the state is still non-Gaussian.
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Fig 3.26: Bootstrap bearing estimation error and 95% probability region.
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Fig 3.27: Bootstrap bearing rate estimation error and 95% probability region.
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Fig 3.28: Bootstrap inverse range estimation error and 95% probability region.

Fig 3.29: Bootstrap normalised range rate estimation error and 95% probability region.
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The number of samples rejected by the prior editing test is in some sense a

measure of the useful information contained in the measurement. The few measurements

taken as the target flies past the observer are most informative, and for these time steps

the number of rejected samples was highest. Before and after the fly-past period, the

target is moving approximately along a radius vector of the observer, and so the

observed target bearing is almost constant. During these periods the number of rejected

samples was low, since successive measurements contributed little new information. This

effect is also clear in fig 3.25: the limits of the 95% probability region converge during

fly-past. The EKF performance after time step 15 is especially poor because the filter

has seriously misinterpreted the valuable measurements at fly-past.

It should be noted that the EKF results are from a naive application of the filter,

directly to the given system and measurement model. A re-parameterisation of the

problem using modified polar co-ordinates (see Aidala and Hammel (1982)), to help

separate the observable and un-observable elements of the state, may well have

performed better. Also the prior editing test employed with the bootstrap filter has no

direct equivalent in the EKF formulation. However, it is possible to perform a gating test

on each bearing measurement. For example if an EKF innovation were unexpectedly

large, the corresponding measurement could be ignored. With the acceptance threshold

set to ±3 standard deviations, 10 of the bearing measurements after the target passed the

observer were ignored. Although the EKF was then acting only as a predictor, the

estimation error was much reduced. However the actual state was still only rarely within

the 95% probability region.
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3.6.5 Monte-Carlo Experiment

In the previous section we presented a detailed analysis of a single bearings only

tracking example and showed that improved performance over the EKF was obtained.

To demonstrate that the good performance of the bootstrap filter is not purely fortuitous,

a Monte Carlo simulation experiment was conducted. This was arranged to generate

highly non-linear scenarios similar to the above example, with the target passing close

to the observer with a consequent rapid change in line of sight.

As above, the sensor is at the origin, observing an approaching target. Each

replication starts at time t=0 when the first bearing measurement of the target is

obtained. This may be viewed as the time when the target is first detected. On average,

the range to the target is unity at t=0. Thus distance is normalised by the mean detection

range. The uncertainty in range at t=0 is Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.3. The

prior distribution of the range rate is also a Gaussian with mean -0.1 and standard

deviation 0.01. (Time is normalised by the fixed interval between measurements). The

target is equally likely to approach from any direction, so the initial uncertainty in

target bearing is given by the sensor error statistics - assumed to be Gaussian with a

standard deviation of 0.01 radians (twice that of the above example). The initial bearing

rate is also Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation 0.02 radians per unit time.

For each replication experiment, the initial target state in polar co-ordinates is

drawn from the prior distribution specified above. The state is then transformed to

Cartesian co-ordinates and becomes the initial condition for the second order model

(3.15) of the above example (with the same level of driving noise, /q=0.001). Thus the

target appears on a (uniformly) random bearing, and, on average, the generated target

trajectory passes directly over the observer at the tenth time step. The standard deviation

on the initial bearing rate and the driving noise are such that for the majority of target

paths, the target bearing changes by more than ir/2 radians in less than four time steps.

As noted above, it is during this period that there is most chance of the filter

misinterpreting the data and so diverging. Each replication was run for 25 time steps.

Fig 3.30 shows 10 example tracks from the 100 generated in the Monte-Carlo

simulation.
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Fig 3.30: 10 sample target tracks from the monte-carlo experiment in example 3.6.5.

Three tracking filters have been applied to this Monte-Carlo problem: the

bootstrap, the standard EKF (Cartesian formulation as above) and the so called hybrid

filter. The hybrid filter, see Grossman (1991), is an attempt to "get the best of both

worlds" by transforming the state space between the propagation and update steps, so

that each operation is linear and standard Kalman filter procedures can be applied. For

the cuffent problem, Cartesian co-ordinates are employed for the state propagation and

modified polar co-ordinates are used for the measurement update. This however requires

two non-linear transformations of the mean and covariance of the state at every filter

iteration. The implicit Gaussian assumption is thus violated. Although the effect of this

approximation is not obvious, it is claimed that this filter performs better than an EKF

formulated in purely Cartesian or modified polar states. The bootstrap filter was run in

the same configuration as in the bearings-only example of the previous section. 100

Monte Carlo replications were performed.

Typically Monte Carlo experiments produce a plethora of statistics. Here we shall

concentrate on the performance of the filters at the last time step (number 25) of each

replication. For bearings only tracking, the target range estimate is of particular interest

and is generally unreliable. The range estimation performance at the final time step for
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each of the filters is summarised in figs 3.3 1-3.33. For each replication an error bar

(r-r, ILL r) is presented, where and 1L are the upper and lower limits of the 95%

probability region for the filter and r is the actual range. The difference between the tme

range and the mean of the posterior distribution, i is shown on each error bar by a

cross. Thus on 95% of occasions, one would expect the error bar to encompass zero.

Error bars well away from zero (relative to the overall extent of the bar) indicate serious

divergence of the filter. Error bars of extent greater than 2 units indicate a most

uncertain - and fairly useless - estimate (the average target range at this time step is 1.5

units). Inspection of figs 3.3 1-3.33 reveals that the performance of the EKF is very poor:

significant divergence occurs on more than 30 replications. The performance of the

hybrid filter is much better, with about 15 replications showing significant divergence.

However the estimates are rather uncertain with about 50 of the error bars exceeding

two units. The bootstrap filter results show a substantial further improvement with

serious divergence on only 2 replications and only 2 of the error bars exceeding two

units. The vast majority of the replications result in short confidence limits which

encompass zero. However, the mean values are biased above zero. This is possibly due

to the use of the mean of the distribution as a point estimate instead of the mode.

Fig 3.31: EKF range estimation errors for example 3.6.5.
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Fig 3.32: Hybrid filter range estimation errors.

Fig 3.33: Bootstrap filter range estimation errors.
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10000.0

A more complete test of filter consistency is provided by the normalised error

statistic, C=(ifl)TC i(rn3), where x is the actual value of the state, ifi is the state

estimate (the mean) and C is the covariance of the posterior distribution of the state. If

this pdf is Gaussian, then c should be a sample from a x2 distribution with degrees of

freedom equal to the dimension of the state. For each of the Monte Carlo replications,

c has been evaluated at the last time step for the 4 dimensional Cartesian state vector.

The values of E for the three filters are shown in figs 3.34-3.36. The 95% confidence

limits for a X2 distribution with 4 degrees of freedom are also shown. Although the

posterior pdf of the state is not a perfect Gaussian, at this time step the distribution is

not greatly skewed and c should be approximately x2. The figures show the consistency

of the bootstrap filter to be markedly superior to the EKF and the hybrid filter. Again

the performance of the EKF is very poor.

1000.0
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10.0

1.0

0.1
	

I	 •	 I	 •	 I
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Fig 3.34: EKF normalised error statistics.
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Fig 3.35: Hybrid filter normalised error statistics.
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Fig 3.36: Bootstrap filter normalised error statistics.
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3.7 Discussion and conclusions

A new algorithm, the bootstrap filter, for implementing general recursive Bayesian filters

has been presented in this chapter. The required posterior distribution is represented by

a set of "as if' random samples. The user is not restricted to model choices motivated

by analytical convenience. The basic algorithm is very simple and easy to program.

Although computationally expensive, it should also be straightforward to implement on

massively parallel computer systems, raising the possibility of real time operation with

very large sample sets.

The output of the algorithm as a set of random samples of the posterior

distribution is convenient for many applications. For example, the posterior probability

of the state falling within any region of interest may be estimated by calculating the

proportion of samples within that region. Numerical summaries, for example in the form

of posterior moments or quantiles, are easily obtained. A further advantage is that

posterior inferences can easily be re-expressed in terms of any parameterisation of

interest. This means that we can create our system and measurement model in one

parameterisation but still output summary filter information in another co-ordinate

system.

For many interesting problems, the number of truly distinct values in the random

sample set may rapidly collapse. To remedy this difficulty, three somewhat ad-hoc

schemes (smoothing, sample boosting and prior editing) have been proposed. These

procedures have been implemented in several simulation examples to illustrate the

estimation performance of the bootstrap algorithm. The simulations show that even with

a modest number of samples, the bootstrap filter performance is far superior to the

standard extended Kalman filter.

Further work is necessary to derive practical methods, with rigorous theoretical

foundations, for avoiding the collapse in the number of truly distinct values in the sample set.

Also, in common with any procedure relying on an asymptotic result for its justification, the

question of "how big is infmity" needs to be considered for each implementation. However, it

should be noted that the unavoidable mis-match between the assumed system and measurement

models and reality will also adversely affect filter performance, and this may well be the

dominant effect. Hence, it is suggested that the sensitivity of the technique to model mis-

specification should be investigated.
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Appendix 3.1: Proof of sampling resampling theorem.

In Smith and Gelfand (1992), a proof of the sampling-resampling theorem is given for

a scalar random variable. Here we give the corresponding generalisation of the proof to

a multivariate setting.

Theorem Suppose x 1 ,...,; form an iid sample set from a continuous density g(x), where

XE Rm. If q=L(x1)/L(x) where L(x)=h(x)/g(x) and u. is drawn from the discrete

distribution over {x1:i=1,..,n} with probability mass CL Ofl x1, then as fl—*oo, U tends in

distribution to f(x)=h(x)/Jh(x)dx.

Proof Denote the m vector; by ;=(x1( 1 ),...,x1(m))T and let a=(a( 1 ),...,a(m))T. Consider

the cumulative distribution function of U.:

F(a) = Pr( &(1)^a(1) .....,

=	 q1 1(a,x1)

where

J 1 if x 1 (j)E(-co ,a(j)J for each j=l,..,m
I (a, x1 ) =	

0 otherwise

So,

I L(x1) 1
F (a) =	 . 1(a,x,)

U.

I	 L(x)I
li-I	 J

=	 'E L(x1)1(a,x,)

L(x)

Letting n-3°°, gives
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F(a)	
E(L(x)1(a,x))

E L ( x)

a1	 a_

f 

fh(x) g(x)dx
--	 -- g(x)

11-	 f 
h(X)g(x)dx

--	 -- g(x)

=	 ff(x)dx

Hence, tJ.. tends in distribution to f(x) as n—*oo.
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Appendix 3.2: Bias and variance determination for

weighted kernel density estimate.

The following proof is based on that given in Silverman (1986) and Scott (1992) for

equally weighted kernels, for a scalar random variable. Throughout the proof it is

assumed that n is large and h small.

Theorem If x 1 ,...,; form an lid sample from p(x) and the posterior density p(x I y) is

approximated by

p(xly) = n'	 wh'K(h'(x-x.))

where K(.) is a zero mean, symmetric pdf and w,=p(y I x1)Ip(y). Then at the point x,

Bias(x) = ENx I y) - p(x I y) ½h2k2p"(x I y)

and	 Var(x) (nh)' J K2(u)du p 2(y) p2(y x)p(x)

with k2= fu2K(u)du.

Proof If we write

(xIy) = n'	 K,1(x,x)

1p(y1x1)where K,,(x,x) =h	 Kh (x-x1)
p(y)

then the density estimate at x is now the arithmetic mean of n iid random variables.
Hence,

E{(xIy)} = E{Kb(x,t)}

var{p(xly)} = n'Var{Kh(x,t) }

BIAS First consider the bias,

E{Iç(x,t) } 
= f K.(x,t)p(t)dt

= h f
p(yIt)p(t)K(h1(x_t))dt

p(y)
which by Bayes theorem reduces to
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E{Kb(x,t) } = h ' f K(h '(x-t))p(t Iy)dt

= fK(u)p(x-huIy)du

Using a Taylor series expansion on p(x-hu I y) gives

= p ( x I y )fK ( u ) du - hp '( x l y ) fuK(u)du + ½h 2p"(xly) fu 2 K(u)du + 0(h3)

and since K(.) is a zero-mean pdf this gives

E{K.d(x,t)}	 p(xy) + ½ h 2k2 p"(xly) + 0(h3)

The result follows immediately.

VARIANCE Now consider the variance of the density estimate at x.

n'Var{Kb(x,t) } = flIE{(X,t)2} - n'(p(xy) + Bias(x))2

n1fh2 p2 ( y It) K2 (h 1 (x_t))p(t)dt + 0(n')
p2(y)

(nh)1p2(y)fK2(u)p2(y Ix-hu)p(x-hu)du + 0(n')

using a Taylor series expansion gives

Var{(xIy)} = (nh)_1 p(x) +

I 2() J	
nJ
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Chapter 4

Target selection after group

pattern distortion

4.1 Introduction

In the dynamic state estimation techniques developed in chapters 2 and 3 it was required

to estimate recursively the state of a system from a received sequence of noisy

measurements. The only source of uncertainty was due to the unknown (and assumed

random) measurement errors. In this chapter we consider the problem of state estimation

when the measurements have the added uncertainty of unknown origin. In addition to

estimating the state from noisy measurements, there is now the problem of associating

the measurements with their unknown generating source. This is commonly referred to

as data association in the target tracking literature and is an important (if not crucial)

element of all target tracking algorithms. Note that we follow the usual convention and

refer to the object being tracked as a target. The survey paper Bar-Shalom (1978) and

the books by Bar-Shalom and Fortmann (1988) and Blackman (1986) provide detailed

discussion and references for target tracking algorithms.

The earliest approach to the data association problem used sequential nearest

neighbour single hypothesis tracking. Here, on receipt of a set of observation data, the

unique pairing of observations to targets which maximises the measurement likelihood

is determined and this association is then assumed to be correct. This is referred to as

a decision directed approach in Titterington et al (1985). An obvious drawback is that

the resulting posterior distribution of the target state ignores uncertainty in the chosen

measurement association and so is unduly optimistic. Also, for many problems there

may be a large number of associations having similar likelihood and so there will be a

large probability of the chosen hypothesis being incorrect. However, this technique was
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appropriate for the limited requirements and computational capabilities of the time.

An obvious extension of the nearest neighbour approach is to consider all

possible associations and evaluate the posterior probability of each given the

measurement sets. This allows for the possibility of the most likely option being

incorrect and incorporates uncertainty about the association into the posterior

distribution. Rather than consider all possible associations it is usual practice to use a

gating technique to limit possible measurement/target associations and so reduce the

computational burden. An unfortunate consequence of applying this approach to

successive measurement sets is the exponential increase in the number of associations

under consideration. To alleviate this, several approximate techniques have been

proposed to limit the hypothesis growth. One of the most famous is the PDAF

(probabilistic data association filter) of Bar-Shalom and Tse (1975). Here, the state pdf

is obtained as a Gaussian mixture over the "allowable" associations (where allowable

means those having passed the gating procedure). To limit hypothesis growth, this

mixture distribution is then approximated by a single Gaussian having the same mean

and covariance as the mixture. Note that in the nearest neighbour approach the mixture

is approximated by a single Gaussian composed of the component having the largest

likelihood. However, if there are several significant, well spaced components in the

mixture, clustering to a single component will result in a significant loss of important

information. In Salmond (1989 and 1990) the PDAF approach of approximating the

Gaussian mixture by a single component is replaced by an algorithm which allows more

than one component to be retained. This is done by merging similar components of the

Gaussian mixture and is based on the requirement that reduction should continue whilst

minimal modification to the structure of the mixture pdf is made. Recently, this

algorithm has been extended by Pao (1993) to allow multiple targets and multiple

sensors.

A common feature of all the target tracking! data association algorithms

described above is the assumption that all the targets present have independeM motion

models. Exceptions to this are Mon et al (1986) and Kenley and Casaletto (1990). In

Mon et al (1986), a general formulation of the problem is given allowing dependence
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between target motion models, however no specific results or models are given. In

Kenley and Casaletto (1990) the problem is formulated for a Gaussian influence

diagram, which performs a sequence of tests to estimate the association hypothesis. In

discussion of this paper, Speed (1990) points out that it would be far better to model

properly the relationships and hence obtain the posterior probabilities of the association

and the posterior distribution of the target state. That is the path we intend to follow

here.

The following problem of uncertainty in measurement/target association is

addressed. A group of targets is observed and one of them is selected. At some later

time t1 the target group is again observed. The targets are assumed to move as a group,

as well as individually, between observation time steps and so have a dependent motion

model. The detection probability at t 1 is less than one and so not all targets may have

been detected. There is also the possibility that not all measurements received at t1

originate from targets. The problem is to estimate the state of the target originally

selected, given the two sets of measurements. The novel feature of this analysis is the

use of the dependent motion model.

In section 4.2 we give a detailed problem formulation and in section 4.3 the

required probability models are described. A general solution is presented in functional

form in section 4.4. Then in section 4.5 we consider particular modelling choices which

admit an analytic solution. First we focus on the case where no spurious measurements

are received. All the models are assumed to be linear and Gaussian and the posterior pdf

is obtained as a Gaussian mixture distribution. Several limiting cases of the solution are

considered and the results shown to agree with physical reasoning. The scope is then

broadened to allow the inclusion of spurious uniform clutter measurements with a

Poisson distribution for their number. The solution in this case is obtained as a

modification of the no spurious measurement solution. However, for both situations, in

order to construct the required pdf it is necessary to consider every possible permutation

between target measurements obtained at the two observation time steps. Each

permutation corresponds to a possible measurement association hypothesis. Even for a

modest number of targets, the computational burden could be overwhelming. To
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alleviate this, a hypothesis reduction technique has been developed with the aim of

pruning very unlikely hypotheses, which make negligible contribution to the posterior

pdf, prior to evaluation. Simulation examples illustrating the performance of the

techniques are presented in section 4.6.

4.2 Problem Statement

It is assumed that there are N targets present. These are observed by one sensor at time

t, and then by another (possibly different) sensor at a later time t 1 . During the

intervening period it is assumed that the number of targets remains constant. The state

of target i at time tk is denoted by where k=O,l and i=l,..,N. In this chapter the target

state vector is assumed to contain position, however in general it could also include

other attributes. We denote the set of target state vectors at time k by:

x = Ix ,..
k	 1k1

where k=O or 1. The set of measurements obtained at time tk is denoted by:

Zk={z ,..,	 }k1	 kNk

where k=O or 1. Each measurement z may originate either from one of the targets or

it may originate from some other process. Measurements not originating from a target

will be generically referred to as spurious measurements. Due to sensor limitations, not

all of the N targets may be detected. For these reasons, in general N^N0^N1 . Also, the

measurements cannot be associated with the individual targets with certainty (ie does

not necessarily originate from J.

One of the measurements from the set Z is designated. Without loss of

generality, the measurements are relabelled so that Z (fl is the designated measurement.

It is assumed that the measurement originates from a target d, where d is unknown.

The problem is to estimate the state , of target d at time t 1 , after the receipt of the set

of measurements Z1 , ie we wish to estimate the state of the designated target. For the

Bayesian solution it is required to obtain the pdf of x Id given all available information.

This pdf is denoted by p(, id I ZI ,LJ. Note that we could relax the assumption that the

designated measurement originated from a target by specifying that we wish to recover
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the target which is closest (in some sense) to the originator of z at time t0.

Clearly, in order to solve the above problem several relationships have to be

modelled. Firstly it is necessary to model the mechanism by which the sensors extract

measurements from the scenario. Also, the process by which the scenario evolves with

time has to be modelled. For the general case described (involving spurious

measurements, different types of targets and undetected targets) this would be quite

involved, and the final solution would be very complex. Hence, the problem is restricted

via the assumptions:

all targets, and only targets, are detected at time to. This removes uncertainty

about the number of targets, N.

only two possible types of spurious measurement are possible: the first being

generated independently of the targets (and subsequently referred to as clutter)

and the second type being in some way generated by the targets (and so being

target state dependent).

Since there are N targets, the number of possible 	 sources for a spurious

measurement is N+1. This is composed of N possible sources for spurious measurements

caused by targets (assuming all N targets are capable of causing a spurious

measurement) and one source corresponding to clutter. Clearly the generation

mechanism may be different for each source.

The number of targets detected at t 1 is unknown. This is an additional layer of

uncertainty in addition to the unknown measurement/target association. Also, the

unknown association between spurious measurements and their generating sources needs

to be considered. In the case of spurious measurements caused by a target, the question

of how to deal with the resulting measurement has to be addressed: is the measurement

to be incorporated into the state estimate (ie extract information on the target state) or

is it simply to be discarded as useless. This is related to the question of outlier

accommodation vs outlier identification which arises in robust statistics (see Beckman
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and Cook, (1983)).

A convenient diagrammatic view of the problem is given in fig 4.1.

Sources	 ZR	 Z1

Fig 4.1: Measurement associations with spurious measurements.

Starting from the top left of fig 4.1, we see that from the N target states in X 0 are

extracted N measurements which are contained in 4. It is assumed that the prior

distribution for the N targets is exchangeable. It can be verified that this leads to

exchangeability in the posterior. Hence, without loss of generality, the numbering of the

targets can be assigned so that originates from . The N targets then move according

to the bulk and individual motion models to give the states X 1 . The second sensor then

receives a measurement set Z1 . However, we note that for the measurements in this set

• An unknown number of targets N D is detected where NN and ND^NI

•	 The identity of the ND detected targets is not known
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• The generating source of the remaining (N i-ND) measurements is not known.

To deal with this, mappings , t and (J) are introduced. The effect of these

mappings is to partition the measurement set Z 1 , received at time t1 , into a set Zr

(composed of those measurements to be associated as originating from targets) and a set

ZR (composed of those measurements to be associated as spurious measurements). Thus

the uncertainty in measurement association has been separated into three components:

(1) how is Z 1 partitioned into Zr and Z? (2) how is Zr associated with the targets? (3)

how is ZR associated with spurious sources? Hence the measurement association

hypothesis may be represented by the compound mapping O=(I,t). The

mapping 'r partitions the measurement set Z 1 into a set associated with targets, Zr

and a set of "spurious" measurements, ZR. Thus:

{1,...,N1 } -^ {o,i}	 (4.1)

with r(i)=1 implying that under hypothesis 'r, measurement belongs to Zr and 'r(i)=O

implying that , belongs to ZR . Note that

N,

t(i) = ND(0)

where ND(0) denotes the number of targets detected according to the composite

hypothesis 0. The result of t is that Z1 is partitioned into Zr and ZR with

ZT = 
Iz '"'TND} , ZR = {,. 'R(N,-N0)} .

	 (4.2)

The mapping ? associates the members of Zr with targets. It is a mapping from the

measurement set Zr onto the subscripts of the target set X 1 . Thus:

{ l ,..., ND} -* {1,...,N }

with X(i)=k implying that under hypothesis A., measurement z is associated with target

1k• For convenience, we also define an 'inverse' mapping:

{1 ,...,N} -, {l,...,ND}

such that:
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(i) when i is in the range of ?
v(i) =

0	 otherwise

This is not a true inverse of ., as the domain of A. has been augmented by 0 to form the

range of ic. The symbols A. and ijt represent the same hypothesis and will be used

interchangeably. Finally, (I) associates the members of 4 with their generating sources

{l,...,Nl-ND} - {0,1,...,N}	 (4.3)

where

0 = source of measurement z is clutter-Ri

cI(i) =

m = measurement z is caused by target m
-Ri

with 1^m^N. Note that whilst A. is a one to one mapping, 'r and 4 are many to one. For

1 this is due to the possibility of many spurious measurements being associated with

the same source, whilst for t this is due to our definition with measurements in Z 1 being

assigned to either Z1. or 4 (with no identifying label).

It has also been assumed that the prior distributions for each target 	 are

identical, hence since all targets and only targets are observed at time to, we have been

able to re-label the targets so that target i is the originator of . Thus target 1 is the

designated target and the problem is to obtain p(. I Z1 ,Z0). In the next section we

describe the required models.

4.3 Probability models

Target dynamics. The model proposed for the target dynamics is the most important

contribution of this chapter. Instead of using the standard assumption that all N targets

move independently between time steps, it is assumed that the motion of the targets

between and t 1 is the result of two effects: a bulk component ., which is the same for

all targets, and an individual component, , for target i, which is independent from

target to target. Thus the evolution of the target state may be written

x = f1x ,B,w \	 for i = 1 to N ,	 (4.4)
— Ii	 I,
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where the function is the same for all targets. The components B and w 1 are unknown

although their pdf's p() and p( 1) are available. It is assumed that p(,) is the same

for all targets. The bulk motion describes the evolution of the target group over the

period (t0,t1 ). It could also cover any error between the reference axes of the two

sensors, so perfect grid-lock between the two sensors is not essential. Using (4.4) we are

able to obtain the probabilistic model for the target state evolution. This is given by

p(x Ix ,B)= 1p(x Ix ,B,w)p(.)dw.
'1i -01 - J -Ii -01 -

= f5(x -f(,B,w))p(w)dw
J -1i

Given , equation (4.4) indicates that the target states are independent and so the target

group evolution model is

N

p(X11X0,B) = II p(x Ix ,B)
-Ii 01

i-i

This conditional independence can be written symbolically as I , I B for i^j.

Measurement model for time t

The sensor at is assumed to produce measurements of the form

z =h(x,v
-01 -0-0i -Oi

where measurement i originates from target i. 101 is the measurement noise and its pdf

(x 01) is assumed known. 01 is independent of for j^i. The distribution of is

assumed to be the same for all targets. It is assumed that at time ' every target is the

origin of exactly one measurement. The probabilistic model for the sensor is given by

p(z Ix ) = Ip(z Ix ,v )p(v )dv
01	 0i	 J	 0i	 0i 0i	 01	 01

By assumption, the v 01 are independent and so

N

p(Z0 fX0) = ll pz Ix )
-0.	 0i

I-I

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Measurement model for time t1

At time step t 1 , the association between the measurements and their generating sources

is unknown. Hence, the measurement model at t 1 is developed conditional on the

hypothesis 0 which links the measurements and their sources. Measurements from the

various sources are assumed to be generated as follows:

h (x ,v )
-T 1j -Ti

z = h(x,v )
-ii	 -D 1j -Di

h (v )—c —ci

if target j is the source

if target j is the cause of the spurious measurement

if clutter is the source

where hT, hD and h are assumed known. V.11 . and	 are the measurement noises and

their pdf's P(XTI)' p(y ) and p(y,) are assumed known. XTI'	 and	 are mutually

independent. The distributions of and 	 are the same for all targets. Combining

spurious measurements from different sources and using the independence of XTI' and

gives the probabilistic measurement model

p(Z 1 I XI ,ND ,O) = p ( ZT IX I ,ND ,A,t)p(ZR IXI,ND,Cb,t)
	

(4.8)

with

N,,

p ( ZT I Xl , ND , ) , t ) = H p(z
i-i

I N,-N, 	 1 1 N,-N,, 	 1
p (ZR I XI , ND,,t ) = .1 H PD ( z . x	 )4! H p()!Ri	 I4'(i)	 II	 =i	 I	 i_i	 I

1(11<i)0	 J 1(1)0	 J

where Pc(.) is the probabilistic model for clutter generation and p(. I ) is the

probabilistic model for a spurious measurement caused by target j. Note that Pc(•) is

target state independent and so no information on the target positions is contained in

these measurements.

Model for number of spurious measurements.

Since the number of targets detected at time t 1 is unknown, a model for the number of

spurious measurements is required. This is given by the discrete probability distribution

p(N 1 1 ND,N) which is the distribution of the number of measurements received at time
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1

p('rINI,N,ND) = N(ND)

0

N,

for	 t(i) = ND

otherwise

(4.11)

t 1 conditional on there being N targets of which N D are detected. The form assumed for

this distribution is clearly problem dependent.

Since we are taking a Bayesian approach, as well as the above models the prior

distributions of the unknown parameters are also required.

Prior information on ND given N.

The detection probability, PD' is assumed to be constant for each target and so the prior

on ND is Binomial

(N	 N	 N-N
	p(NDIN) = [,NDJPD (1PD) °

	 for ND = 1,...,N

Prior information on measurement association given N 1, N and ND.

Here we make use of the fact that ?Ji1 I t to obtain

P(eINl ,N,ND) = pO,b,tINI,N,ND)
(4.10)

= pOIt,NI,N,ND)p(It,Nl,N,ND)p(tINI,N,ND)

Since the sensor scan patterns at and t 1 are assumed independent, a-priori the

hypotheses ? are all equally likely for a given ND, as are the hypotheses t. However, the

prior probability of hypothesis tb depends on our prior beliefs concerning the relative

chances of each of the available sources generating a spurious measurement. In this

chapter we assume that the probability of a spurious measurement being clutter

generated is Pc and all N targets are equally likely to cause spurious measurements.

Hence the probability of a spurious measurement being caused by target i is (1-p)/N

for i=l,..,N. Thus the prior on r is given by

(4.9)

where
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N(ND) =
	 N1!	 (N1

ND!(NI-ND)! = LNDJ
The prior on given t is

1

N) ( ND )	 (4.12)
(	 N1 N ,ND) 

= {	

for	 ND detected

0	 otherwise

where

N!
N ( ND) = ________

(N-ND)! = (N)N
The prior on (I) given 'r is

N1-N,,
p( q I t , Nt , ND ) =	 p(source 1(i))	 (4.13)

where

PC	 if 4(i)=O

p(source (i)) =	
i-pc

N	
otherwise

The number of possible spurious measurement/source associations is

N,(ND ) = (N + 1)N1 N0

This gives the total number of possible compound association hypotheses:

Ne( ND ) = N(ND)N(ND)N,(ND) = (N+1)1N0)[N1}N)N

For example, if N=5, ND=4 and N1=8 this gives Ne(ND)=lO73S200. In fact the situation

is worse because this is the number of permutations given the unknown value ND. The

total number of permutations that must be considered is given by

miui(N1,N)

Ne =	 Ne(ND)
N0-O

with N=5 and N1=8 we have N0=7l3 18496 possible associations!
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Prior information on target states. It is assumed that the prior information on the

target states at time is independent for each of the N targets and hence is given by
N

p(X0) = JJ pt'x'-oil
i.1

Prior information on the Bulk term. The prior distribution of the bulk term . is

assumed to be available and is denoted by p().

4.4 General solution

Having stated the available models, we now show how these can be used to generate the

required pdf: p( 11 I Z1,4).

First of all consider the posterior distribution of the bulk motion term .. This

distribution greatly facilitates the calculation of p( 11 I Z1 ,ZJ). This is because all the

target states are conditionally independent given ., and so by including in the

conditioning, the target state vectors X0 and X1 may be decomposed into individual

components. The posterior of . conditional on hypothesis 0 is given by

p (. I Z 1 , Z0 , 0)	 p(Z1 1z0 ,B,e)p(B)	 (4.14)

where

p(Z 1 1Z0 , B 4 O) =
(4.15)

= f p (zT I XI , 0 ) p ( ZR I X I , 0 ) p ( XI IZ0,.)dX1

and
N

p(X11Z0,B) =11 p ( . I z ,B)li--i-i

Later in this section it is shown that p( 1 I	 can be written in terms of the available

models and hence the bulk posterior has been obtained.

Returning to the required pdf p( I Z,4), by the theorem of total probability,

p(1, IZ,Z) =	 p(x 1z 1 ,z0 ,e)p(0 Z 1 ,Z) .	 (4.16)

Here the summation is over every possible hypothesis 0, P(3. Z1 ,Z0,0) is the posterior

pdf of conditional on the compound hypothesis 0 being correct and p(O I Z1 ,ZJ) is
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the posterior probability that e is correct. Clearly, to construct this mixture density it

is necessary to derive p( 1 I Z1 ,Z0,e) and p(e I Z1 ,Z) and enumerate every possible

hypothesis e.

Consider p( I Z1 ,Z0,O). The path to obtaining this pdf proceeds as follows:

1. P(oi)	 P(.oi I Z)

This is a standard application of Bayes Theorem to update our prior knowledge about

the target state	 in light of the measurements taken at time t0:

p (	 Ix )p(01)	
(4.17)01 -01

p(01IZ0) 
= f( 01 Ix )p(x )dx

01	 -01	 01

2. I Z0)	 P(Zii I Z0)
Assuming knowledge of the bulk motion, predict forwards from to t1:

p(x 1 IZ0 ,B) = fp(x Ix ,B)p(x IZ )dx	 .	 (4.18)
-ii -01 -	 —oi 0 -jj

3. P(n I Z0J) -' P(ii I z1,z0,,e)

Now update in light of the measurements taken at time t 1 , assuming the association

hypothesis 0 is available. As in step 1, standard application of Bayes theorem gives

p(Z 1 1x 11 , z0 ,B,e)p(x 1Z0,B)
11	 (4.19)1Z1,Z0,B4O) = Jp(Z

1	1Z0,B)dx11

Note that any factors in the likelihood independent of 	 will cancel with the

normalizing denominator. The factor in p(Z 1 I 1 ,Zj3), dependent on . takes one

of the following four forms (see section 4.3):

i) If	 has been detected (according to ?) and some members of ZR are associated with

as causing a spurious measurement (according to c1) then

IN,-N,,	
1

f(x ) = p(z	 x ) II PD ( z Ix )I	 i-i	 I-Il	 Ty(I)	 11	 -Ri -II	 I

J
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ii) If there are spurious measurements associated with x , but x itself has not been

detected then

NND

f(x ) = II pD ( z Jx )-II	 --ui-i

iii) If x has been detected but is not the cause of any spurious measurements then

f(x )=p(z	 Ix)
11	 -'r(I)	 11

iv) If has not been detected and is not the cause of any spurious measurements then

f( 1)=1 and in this case the measurements at t 1 contain no information on x and hence

the prior is unchanged.

Note that, given the bulk motion , state dependent spurious measurements originating

from other targets are independent of and so may be omitted from the likelihood.

Likewise the clutter measurements are independent of and so are omitted.

4. p( I 
z1,Z0,,e) - p( I Z1,Z0,€))

The final stage is to "integrate out" the bulk term:

p( 1, 1Z 1 ,Z0 ,O) = fp(x 11 Iz 1 ,;,B,e)p(BIz 1 ,z,e)dB	 (4.20)

This equation shows how the information about the group motion is used to learn about

. If the hypothesis 0 implies that has not been detected and is not the cause of

any spurious measurements, then there is no measurement associated with the required

target at time t 1 , and all the information contained in the set of measurements Z 1 is

passed through the posterior for the bulk term. However, if 0 indicates that has been

detected, then the posterior for the bulk term is modified by the extra information

contained in the associated measurement.

Posterior probability of 0.

It is at this point that the uncertainty in the number of targets detected should be

considered. It is convenient to define the notation Z 1 (Z1 ,N 1). This indicates that Z1

consists of the dual information of the measurement values Z1 , and the number N 1 of
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measurements received at time t 1 . Similarly Z =(Z,N). Using this notation we have

p ( e I z, , z ) = p(eIz,z,N1,N)
(4.21)

p(z:Iz,N1,N,e)p(eIN1,N)

where p(8 I N1 ,N)=p(E) Z ) ,N 1,N) since the conditioning on Z ) contributes no useful

information. The likelihood is simply given by

p(Zfl2,N 1 ,N,0) = fp(zIzoN1Be)p(B)dB
	 (4.22)

where p(Zi* ZVJ,,N1 ,9) was obtained in (4.15).

p(E) I N1 ,N) is the probability of the compound hypothesis given N 1 and N. Using

the theorem of total probability

nün(N,.N)

p(0iN1 ,N) =	 p(eINl,N,ND)p(NDIN1,N) 	 (4.23)
NDO

In section 4.3 the probability of E) conditional on N 1 ,N and ND was given by equation

(4.16) in terms of the prior models. Hence we only need p(N D I N1,N). This is the

probability of detecting N D targets given that there are N to be detected and that N1

measurements have been received at time t 1 . It is given by

p(NDINI,N) oc p(N1IND,N)p(NDIN)
	

(4.24)

So the probability of hypothesis e conditional on N 1 and N is given by

min(N1.N)

p(01N1 ,N) =	 p(eINl,ND,N)	
p(NIIND,N)p(NDIN)

I
N0-O	

min(N1,N)

E p(N1 IND=j,N)p(ND=j IN)
i-i

where p(N 1 I ND,N) and p(ND I N) are specified prior models (see section 4.3). Thus the

posterior probability of hypothesis (3 has been written in terms of available models and

priors.

It can be seen that even to obtain the probability of a single hypothesis, (4.21)

must be evaluated for every hypothesis to obtain the normalizing denominator. This may
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entail an enormous computational effort. Also note that the hypothesis probabilities

contain other interesting and useful information. For example, the posterior probability

that measurement originated from target k is simply obtained by summing the

posterior probability of all hypotheses e for which A.(i)=k. In the same way the posterior

probability that target k was not detected at time t 1 is the sum of p(e I Z1 ,4) for which

i1(k)0.

4.5 Particular solutions

In general, it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution for p( I Z1 ,Z0) due to the

integrations involved. In this section we present two special cases for which a closed

form solution does exist. For the first case we restrict the general problem so that no

spurious measurements are received. The models are all taken to be linear and Gaussian,

and all the target prior distributions are Gaussian. The compound permutation 8 is then

reduced to only , since there is no uncertainty in the number of targets detected

(N1=N0) which makes c1 and r superfluous. The posterior distribution for is then

obtained as a Gaussian mixture. For the second case, the problem is extended to allow

for spurious measurements at time t,. The number of spurious measurements is assumed

to have a Poisson distribution, and it is further assumed that clutter is the only source

of spurious measurements. The compound permutation now has to be extended to

include X and t (but is still unnecessary). The posterior distribution for is obtained

as a modified form of that for the case with no spurious measurements.

4.5.1 Linear/Gaussian models with no spurious measurements

In this case the diagrammatic representation of the general problem given in fig 4.1 can

be simplified to show the reduced association uncertainty arising from assuming that

there are no spurious measurements. Fig 4.2 shows this
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Fig 4.2: Measurement association with no spurious measurements.

For this special case, the models are taken to be:

Target dynamics

Ij =f(x ,B,w 1 ) = Ax + 1 B+ ["w,	 (4.25)

where w 1 is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and covariance Q for i=1,..,N.

w, and	 are assumed independent for i^j. Thus,

p(x 11 Ix ,B)=N(Ax + T1 B, F2 Q F2T).	 (4.26)

Measurement models

The measurement equations for the two sensors are of the form

(4.27)

z = h (I)1) , v li ) = H 1 + v h (4.28)

with p( v )=N(O,R0) and p( V 11)=N(O,R 1 ) for i=1,..,N. v and v are assumed

independent. This gives

(4.29)

p (z I x	 , ?) = N ( H x	 , R1 ).	 (4.30)

Note that the association permutation has been included in the conditioning of the

measurement model at time t1.
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Bulk prior

The bulk motion component, ., which is common to all targets has a Gaussian prior

distribution, p()=N(pB,f).

Target prior

The prior pdf of the target state is taken to be

N
p(X0) = II p(x )

i-i

where p( x ) = N (	 , M) for i=1,..,N.

Association hypothesis prior

The scan patterns of the sensors at times and t 1 are assumed to be independent and

so the prior probabilities of the hypotheses are taken to be uniform:

p()=N' foreachA..

Using these prior distributions and models, it is shown in appendix 4.1 that the resulting

distributions are:

Posterior distribution of the bulk motion given : p(, I Z1,Z0,?)

p( . I Zl,Z,A.)=Nc.(A),PB) where

with

N1

= PB + 1BTt"IS
i=I

1€

= (n-i + N1r'THs-'H1r1 )_1

S = R1 + H1M1H

M 1 = AP0 A T + r2Qr

P0 = (Mg' + H01 R0 'H0)'

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)
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Al +f(A.)
-Oi	 I- if i	 R(A.)	

(4.35)

v (A.) = z	 - HI (AI + TII1B)-Oi-ly(i)
(4.34)

I =i +Kjz -Hi
-Oi -01	 -o	 0-a,

K0 = pjTI

with R(A.) denoting the range of A. (ie those target subscripts which are associated with

the measurements of Z 1 under hypothesis A.). Note that (A.) is equivalent to the

innovation in the Kalman filter.

Posterior distribution of target i given A.: p( I 
Z1,Z0,A.)

p( I Z1,Z,A.)=N(1(A.),P1Q.)) where

-ii
(I-K1 H 1 )Al + r1 (A.)} + K z	 if i E R(A.)

1.	 0i	 -	 1V(i)

M 1 + rl PB 11 	 if i	 R(A.)	 (4.36)
P1(A.)=

	

(M' +H1TRH1) +(I_K IHl)rlpBr(I_KIH I )T if i	 R( A.)

and

T -1K1 = (Mg' + HI" RI ' H I ) H1 R1

Note that there are two results depending on whether the permutation A. indicates that

target i has been observed. If target i has not been observed then the predicted position

is only updated by the posterior bulk mean. However, if target i has been observed

(according to A.) then this measurement is used to update the predicted position in

conjunction with the posterior bulk mean.
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where

F(A.) =

IER(.)

Posterior probability of hypothesis A.: pQ. I Z1,Z1)

The posterior probability of A. (assuming uniform prior) is given by

exp( -F(A.)/2)

	

p(AIZ1,Z0)	
N	 (4.37)

exp(-F(A)I2)
i-I

{v-	 -	

V	 ) SHl rI PB rrHLTSV (A.) 
1

keR()	

—k
k-I

Using the matrix manipulations in Appendices 4.3-4.4, this can be rewritten in the more

physically meaningful form

N

F(A.) =	 vT(A.)(s+NHrcrTHT) v o
1

I-i

i€R()

(4.38)
N	 N

+	 _Z0'))T - 'H lrlPBr'HlTs- '(v (A.)
i-i	 k=i+1

i€R.) keR)

This indicates that F(A.) is always greater than or equal to zero, so the probability of A.

is maximised as F(A.) approaches zero. The first summation in (4.38) is a measure of

how well the measured displacements of the targets under A. match the expected bulk

motion	 A good match is indicated by low values for the L(A.) which make up the

summation. The second summation is over quadratic forms in 	 A.)-v(A.)). The vector

is the difference between the measured displacement of target i and that

of target j under hypothesis A.. Thus the second summation is a measure of the similarity

of the displacement of each target (the summation being over all target pairs) and is

independent of the expected bulk motion Hence, the permutation A. minimising the

summation F(A.) comes from a trade off between matching the prior model parameters

and matching the model structure. The balance between the two summations is

controlled by the relative uncertainties in the bulk motion, and the within group motion

and sensor errors. This balance is now examined by considering limiting cases.
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4.5.1.1 Special cases and physical interpretation

To gain a physical insight into this solution it is convenient to look at a simple special

case. Let us first suppose that the prior information p( 1) is poor. To be specific,

suppose that the diagonal elements of M' are small in comparison with the diagonal

elements of HOTRO HO. In this case (see appendix 4.2):

P0 -+ (jT1;)'

K0 —> (HOTHO)IHOT

i —AK.z +FIPB— ii	 U_Oj

so that the prior information may be neglected in comparison with the initial

measurements 4. To further simplify the problem it is assumed that:

=	 = F2 = H1 = H 1 = I , the identity matrix

In this case:

P0 —R0 , K-1 , M 1 —*R0 +Q , S—,R0+R1+Q

Hence, the probability weights in the mixture distribution are determined by:

F(?) = E vT(?)'PBS'v.(?)

ieR(X)
(4.39)

+	
>!: (!k_!I)Ts'PBs'(!kx_!.)

i-i	 k-i+1
ieR() k€R)

where '

The posterior pdf of given X is determined by:

= PB + PBS'
IE ROW)

and

1B = ( ' + N 1 Sj ' =	 + N1L)'S

The posterior pdf of , given ?. is determined by

(4.40)

(4.41)
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I	 , if i	 R()I-a -
(X)	 (4.42)

—II	 I

I z +(X)+(R0+Q)S'Iz	 -z -()) , if i E R()
(i) —01 -

Q PB , ifiR(X)

P1 (X) =	 (4.43)

[R, - R1 S 1 R1 + RI S ' PB S1RI , if i E R())

Posterior probability of hypothesis : p(?. 
J Z1,Z0)

The posterior probability of ? is given by

p(A.1Z 1 ,Z0 )	 exp(-FO))	 (4.44)

where F() is specified by (4.39). The probability depends only on the parameters S and

^ and the vectors V S is a measure of the combined uncertainty due to sensor

measurement errors and the within group motion, while specifies prior uncertainty in

the bulk motion. These parameters act as normalising factors for the quadratic forms that

make up F(?). The vector (A) is the measured displacement of target i under

association hypothesis ?, less the expected bulk motion I1B• This can be seen to be

analogous to the innovation term in the Kalman filter equations.

(i) S - 0, so that L'P8S' -	 /N 1 , and S'PBS' -* oo•

In this case there is no within group motion and there are no sensor errors, although the

covariance fl of the prior bulk motion distribution is finite. The dominant weighting on

the second summation of F(?) ensures that all hypotheses for which the displacement

of each observed target is not identical are effectively given a zero posterior probability.

If there is more than one hypothesis for which the displacement of all observed targets

is the same, then provided some finite limit exists for the second summation of F(), the

first summation will determine the posterior probabilities for these (according to how

well the displacements match the prior bulk expectation).
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(ii) S' - 0, so that 'PBS' -4 0 and S'PBS' -4 0.

Here the sensor errors or the within group motion have effectively infinite variance.

Thus the measurements provide no useful information for distinguishing between

hypotheses. The zero weightings on the two summations of F() ensure that F()=O for

all hypotheses, so that the posterior probabilities are all equal.

(iii) -4 0, so that 'PBS' - S' and S'PBS' —^ 0.

In this case the bulk motion is identically equal to )1B The zero weighting on the

second summation ensures that the posterior probabilities are governed by how well the

observed displacements match PB• There is no extra information to be gained about ,

which is effectively the purpose of the second summation.

(iv) ' -4 0, so that 'PBS' - 0, and S'PBS' -* SVN1.

Here the bulk motion is equally likely to take any value, and so the weighting on the

first summation, which concerns the matching of observed displacements to tB, is zero.

Posterior distribution of the bulk motion given : p I Z1,Z0,)

The posterior distribution of the bulk motion is N(.(?),P B) and we shall consider the

four limiting cases of the previous section.

(i) S -* 0, so that 'B 0 and

(z	 -z
-	 N	 i-i	

1(i)	 0a

' ieR)

With no within group motion and no sensor errors, given the correct hypothesis the

observed displacement of each of the targets is equal to the bulk motion. Thus PB does

not contribute to

(ii) S - 0, so that B -* fl and •()) -

Here the measurements provide no useful information so that the prior distribution of

is unchanged.
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(iii) -3 0, so that B -* 0 and	 -4 PB.

The bulk motion . is identically equal to PB' so the measurements do not contribute to

.) and B	 0.

(iv) ' - 0, so that B	 SIN 1 and

—z
-	 N	 i-i	

I(i)	 —01

ieR(.)

Here the prior pdf of the bulk motion contains no useful information, so the posterior

mean is simply the average of the observed target displacements. S is the covariance of

each sample in the average, hence the expression for

Posterior distribution of the designated target given ): p( I Z1,Z0,A)

The posterior mean 1 (A.) and covariance P1 (') of x1, given X are given by (4.42) and

(4.43). These expressions are akin to the Kalman filter update relations, where (+(A.))

is interpreted as the predicted state. However, in this case the error in the measurement

1(i) is correlated with the predicted state via (?) when iE R(X). This accounts for the

term R 1 S'P8S'R 1 in the expression for P 1 (k): due to the correlation, the reduction in

covariance due to the measurement update is less than that achieved by the standard

Kalman filter. However, in the special case when L—*O so that	 and

there is no correlation and from (4.43) it can be seen, using the matrix inversion lemma,

that P1)-4(R1'+(Q+R0)')' which is the standard Kalman filter posterior covariance

relation.

4.5.2 Linear/Gaussian models incorporating spurious measurements

Now consider the particular case where the target motion and measurement models are

linear and Gaussian, whilst the spurious measurements are assumed to be uniformly

distributed over the search region of volume V. A Poisson distribution is assumed for

the number of spurious measurements received. This clutter model is widely used in

target tracking studies (see Bar-Shalom and Fortmann (1988)). This is the simplified

case of the previous section with added uncertainty due to the presence of spurious

measurements. Hence, the compound hypothesis e has to be extended to include ? and
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(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)

t. 'b is not needed due to the assumption that all spurious measurements are due to

clutter. As above, the models are assumed to be:

Target dynamics

= + + , with p()=N(Q,Q) for i=1,..,N

Measurement models

=	 + y , with p()=N@,R0) for i=1,..,N

=	 +	 , with p(y.11)=N(Q,R 1 ) for i=l,..,ND

=	 , with p 11)=V' for i=1,..,Nl-ND

where V is the search box volume. Thus clutter measurements are uniformly distributed

over the search box.

Prior knowledge

p)=N(MB,fl)
	

(4.45)

p()=N(,M0) for i=1,..,N
	

(4.46)

Again we let M=0 to indicate no information about the target states is available before

taking measurements at time .

Number of spurious measurements

The distribution of the number of spurious measurements is taken to be Poisson with

mean (pV) where p is the density of clutter measurements. Hence,

p(N1 IND,N) 
= ePv(pV)N1

(Ni-ND)!
for NI^ND
	 (4.47)

Posterior of B given 0

Simple analysis and comparison with equation (4.40) gives

p (.I Z1 1 Z0 , 0 ) = N((0),PB(0))
ND

(0) = p+P(0)S	 v(0)

ic R()

PB (0) = L). ( S+ ND fl ) 'S
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if 8 is compatible with
ND ,NI and N
	

(4.54)

otherwise

where

= z -z PB	 and	 S (Q^R0+R1)
TW(i) —Oi

The quantities B and have been written as functions of e to indicate that they depend

upon the association.

Posterior of given 8

From equations (4.42) and (4.43), the posterior is given by:

P( 11 z1 ,z0 ,e) = N( 11(8),P1(e))
	

(4.51)

I
z +(e)+(+Q)S-' z	 -z -(8)) if target 1 detected

I (0)= —01	 —01 -	 (4.52)

[	
z +(8)	 otherwise
—01 -

P1 (8) = 

R1 -R1 S'R1 +RlS'PB(8)S'Rl if target 1 detected (4.53)

R + Q + 'B (0)
	

otherwise

Posterior of 0

Using

ND!(NI —ND)!(N—ND)!

p(BINI,ND,N)=	
N1 !N!

0

(from equations (4.10) to (4.13) with p=1) and

N!p(1 PD)	 (i"O	 C 
iv

p(NDINI,N) oc p (N 1 I ND , N ) p ( ND I N ) = ___________________

ND!(N—ND)!(Np—ND)!

(using equations (4.9) and (4.47)) gives

nun(N1.N)

p(81N 1 ,N) =
	

p(OINI,ND,N)p(NDINI,N)
NDO
	

(4.55)

ND(e)	 N N
PD	 (1 PD) 

D(e)(PV)NIND(e)cc
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where ND(e) is the value of ND indicated by 0 which makes (4.54) non-zero and hence

is the only contribution to the summation. From (4.55) and the pdf of the unifonnly

distributed clutter gives

p(0IZ I ,zO)c p(zT jzO,0){p(ZR e)p ( O N 1 ,N)

0cp(Z.r IZo,0){V'	 PD (1 PD)
(s)) N0(e) -	 N_ND(e)(.NI ND(e)}

(4.56)

N0(8)	 N N
PD	 (1 PD) - D(e)NlND(e)

(using the result (4.44)), where

F(0) =	 vT(0)rIPB(e)stv.(e)

Ic R(.)

	

+ f	 (!k(0)_!I(0))TS'PB(0)S'(k(0) -v.(0))

	

i-i	 k=i+1
iER.) kER)

This is the solution from the clean scenario situation modified by the posterior

distribution of the number of targets detected and the distribution of the clutter. The

posterior of is then obtained (from (4.51) and (4.56)) as a mixture distribution given

by

N8
p(x IZ1 , Zb ) =	 p(x 1Z1,Z0,0)p(01Z1,Z0)—11 —11

i-I

(4.57)
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4.6 Hypothesis construction and reduction

In order to implement this algorithm, the measurement-target association hypotheses e

must be enumerated. Algorithms for generating every feasible hypothesis are readily

available, see Nijenhuis and Wilf (1975). As was seen in section 4.2 the total number

of hypotheses N0 can be enormous and with substantial calculations required for each

hypothesis this makes a full analysis computationally prohibitive. However, for many

problems the vast majority of these hypotheses will have very small posterior probability

and hence make a negligible contribution to the full solution. These hypotheses

therefore, can be ignored with minimal effect (although strictly the solution would be

sub-optimal). It would clearly be advantageous to discard these most improbable

hypotheses without having to evaluate their posterior probabilities. This could be viewed

as a coarse pre-filter to select the most important hypotheses for further consideration.

Such a scheme is described below. The discussion is limited to the linear-Gaussian case,

with only state independent spurious measurements. Also, the prior probabilities for the

hypotheses have been assumed to be uniform (ie uninformative) and hence it follows

that hypotheses having low likelihood will also have low posterior probability.

This technique relies on the clear and complete picture of the targets obtained

at time t0. This picture effectively defines a grid of gates in the measurement space of

the second sensor at time t 1 . The relative spacing of the grid centres is determined by

the relative spacing of the target state estimates (obtained from measurements at t0).

The size of the gates is chosen to accommodate (with high probability) independent and

within group motion together with the measurement errors of the two sensors. Thus it

should be possible to position the grid of gates within the measurement space, so that

each measurement falls within one of the gates. Moreover, the translation of the grid

should be compatible with the uncertainty in the bulk motion of the targets, defined by

the mean PB and covariance 1. The possible translations of the grid which meet these

conditions, identify hypotheses e which have a non-vanishing posterior probability. The

above reasoning leads to a fairly economical scheme for constructing a restricted set of

feasible hypotheses. The proposed algorithm consists of the following steps:
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Repeat steps I to 5 with ND=O,..,min(Nl,N)

1) Determine all possible sets of size ND from N. For each of these, repeat steps 2

to 5 with j=l,..,ND.

2) Consider the association of gate 1 with If this is incompatible with

the known degree of uncertainty in the bulk motion, then increment j and

repeat, otherwise:

3) Estimate the bulk motion for this association and translate the grid

accordingly.

4) Test each measurement for membership of each gate. Thus construct

a matrix indicating which measurements fall within each of the gates.

5) Using the rule that every gate must be associated with exactly one

measurement and each measurement may only be associated with one

gate and that every unassociated measurement is a clutter return,

construct all possible hypotheses E).

In the above algorithm, there are N D gates in the grid, each gate corresponding

to a detected target at time t 1 . Thus there should be no empty gates. Since it is not

known which of the N targets were detected at t1 , hypotheses must be constructed for

every possible combination of target detections. Step 1 is a combinatorial algorithm

which generates the N!IND !(N-ND)! possible grids. The algorithm NEXKSB (taken from

Nijenhuis and Wilf (1975), pages 21-34), which generates the combinations in

"alphabetical order" has been employed. The gates are numbered from 1 to N D, and each

combination is effectively a mapping from gate number to target subscript. Since the

number of targets detected, ND, is unknown the process is repeated for all possible

values of ND.

Step 2 considers a possible association between one of the measurements and
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the target corresponding to gate 1, which will be denoted target i. The current value of

I is determined by step 1. If measurement j were to originate from target i, then the prior

pdf of would be Gaussian with mean

=H 1AI +f'IIIB)-lj	 iI -01

and covariance

SF = H 1 r1 cr'H + S

If the observed value of the innovation, i, =z lj -	 is incompatible with a zero mean

Gaussian with covariance S', then the supposed association is very likely false. This may

be tested by evaluating the quantity

d 1 . = v1' S'' v..
-Ii

which should be a sample from a x2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the

dimension of 1j' if the Gaussian assumption were correct. From tables of X2 one may

choose a threshold T 1 , so that the probability of a x2 sample exceeding T 1 is very small,

0.001 for example. If	 were to exceed such a threshold, an association between

and gate 1 would be very improbable and so could be discarded. This is the test for step

2.

It is possible that the above association test with target i may be failed for all

measurements. In this case every combination of grid gates for which target i

corresponds to gate 1 will also fail, and so need not be tested. This is easily

implemented as step 1 generates combinations in alphabetical order.

Given that the association test is passed, step 3 produces an estimate of the bulk

motion based on and

=	 + P B H I S V..
-Ii

where

P's =	 - rTHS''H1r1

In fact, given and , the posterior distribution of . is Gaussian with mean and

covariance P'3. The estimate L defines a translation that is applied to the grid, so that
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the centre of the kth gate is located at

gk=HI(A	 +r\
Om	 1ijJ

where target m corresponds to gate k.

In step 4, every measurement is tested for membership of each of the gates.

Suppose that measurement p originates from the target corresponding to gate k. Then

the prior distribution of measurement p is Gaussian with mean g and covariance

S I' = H I rl P 'B r'H + S

Thus, as for step 2, the test for gate membership is to evaluate

- 1z - g)TSIIIIz - 
k)p2pk

and to compare it with a threshold T 2 obtained from tables of X2. Again the threshold

should be chosen to eliminate only highly improbable associations. Note that

( -	 - gk) = T2

defines a hyperellipsoidal gate in the measurement space. This test is carried out for all

values of k and p in the range 1 to ND. The result is stored in a matrix that indicates

which of the measurements fell within each of the gates.

In the final step 5, a hypothesis construction algorithm is run over the gate

membership matrix. This generates all feasible hypotheses e from the requirement that

for every hypothesis, every gate must be associated with exacfly one measurement and

each measurement may only be associated with one gate. When all gates have been

assigned a measurement for a given hypothesis, all remaining measurements are taken

to be clutter. This hypothesis construction algorithm is described in Appendix 4.5. The

algorithm described there deals only with the possibility of the spurious measurements

being due to clutter but can be easily extended to incorporate target state dependency

in the spurious measurements.
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The following points should be noted:

1) The hypotheses selected by this algorithm may depend upon the labelling of the

gates, and in particular on which gate corresponds to gate 1. This is because gate

1 is used to define the translation of the grid in step 3 of the algorithm.

Labelling a different gate as number 1 would result in a different set of gate

translations and so might change the selection of the hypotheses. However,

provided the gate sizes are chosen to be sufficiently large, the only difference

should be in those hypotheses that are only barely acceptable (ie highly

improbable), and so are of little consequence in the final solution.

2) The setting of the thresholds T 1 and T2 should strictly depend on ND, the number

of targets detected at time t 1 . Suppose that thresholds were chosen so that the

probability of incorrectly rejecting a measurement was Po• If each individual

measurement-gate acceptance test were independent, then the probability of

rejecting the correct hypothesis would be p=1-(1-p0). Due to the coupling from

the bulk motion, these tests are not independent and so p is somewhat less than

this upper bound. However, for fixed Po' the value of p will rise with ND. The

recommendation to set p0=0.00l is reasonable for small ND (less than 10, say).

3) The number of hypotheses generated by the algoritlun is a useful measure of the

difficulty of the problem in terms of measurement/target uncertainty. This is

clearly a function of the target disposition as well as N and N1 . If the target

spacing is small compared with the gate size, the number of hypotheses pruned

will be relatively small. This usually indicates that the pdf of the designated

target will have a spread that is comparable with the extent of the target group.

In this case, it will take a considerable effort to compute the required pdf which

may not be particularly informative (although the uncertainties will be precisely

quantified). Otherwise, if the target spacing is large compared with the gate size,

the association problem is usually easy, and few hypotheses will be generated for

large N and N1.
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4) Even with the reduced set of feasible hypotheses, the mixture pdf of x 11 may still

have a large number of components. Such a complex analytical expression may

mask a relatively simple pdf structure. For these reasons a mixture reduction

technique could be applied to the fmal solution. The reduction technique should

approximate the overall pdf of 1 1 with a reduced number of components whilst

minimizing change to the structure of the pdf. Such a technique is developed in

Salmond (1989 and 1990).

4.7 Simulation examples

To illustrate the operation of the particular solutions to the simplified problems obtained

in section 4.5 we present two simulation examples. Thus the required solutions may be

obtained by evaluating equations (4.35) to (4.38) for the case of no spurious

measurements and equations (4.51) and (4.56) when clutter is present. For the results

given here, the posterior densities and probabilities have only been evaluated for those

hypotheses selected by the construction algorithm in section 4.6. Further reduction of

the hypotheses may be appropriate after updating with the measurement set Z 1 . This

posterior information may indicate that some of the hypotheses from the construction

algorithm (which were selected on the basis of high likelihood) have low posterior

probability. Posterior reduction has been achieved by eliminating that set of hypotheses

which have the smallest posterior probabilities and for which the sum of their

probabilities is less than 0.001.

For both these simulation examples:

(i) The state vector x and the measurement vector z are two-dimensional and are

composed of the Cartesian co-ordinates of the target position in a plane.

(ii) M0—m012 , R0=r012 , R 1=r112 Q=q12 and	 cy2I2 where m0,r0,r1 ,q and a2 are

positive scalars and 12 is the 2x2 identity matrix.

(iii) m0>>r0.

Thus, the two Cartesian co-ordinates of the targets are independent, and the uncertainty

on each co-ordinate is the same.
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4.7.1 Example 1

Three targets are situated at (0,Ø)T, ( 1,0)T and (Ø,1)T at time . The prior mean for the

bulk term is PB=(2,2)T, and the detection probability is PD=0•9• The positions of the

targets at time t 1 and the measurement sets 4 and Z1 have been produced using a

random number generator in accordance with the motion and measurement models

specified in section 4.5.1 with r0=r1=O.O1 and a2=q=O.1. Fig 4.3 shows the target and

measurement positions at . The targets are represented by the triangles and the

measurements by the crosses. The observation region at t 1 is set via the predictive

distribution p(X 1 Zr,). For target i, the predictive distribution is

By evaluating

z + p ±1O(q+ro+ri+a2)7[]
-01	 B

for each of the N targets in turn, and taking the max and mm in the x and y directions,

we obtain a box which the group falls within with high probability. The aim here is to

derive an observation region sufficiently large to contain the whole target formation, and

not just the designated target. As indicated in the previous sections, this allows one to

learn about the bulk motion and so improve the estimate of the required target.

4.7.1.1 Low clutter density

Fig 4.4 shows the target and measurement positions at t 1 . Note that with the high

detection probability all three targets are observed at time t 1 . Also shown is the

observation region. Fig 4.4 shows the spurious measurements introduced at time t 1 . This

clutter is uniformly distributed over the search box and the number of clutter

measurements has a Poisson distribution with clutter density p=O. 1. The search box has

volume V=108 and so the expected number of clutter measurements is about pV=1 1.

Implementing this via a random variate generator gave 12 clutter measurements

distributed as shown in fig 4.4. The three target measurements have been numbered.

Note that the clutter density is low compared with the target spacing and that no

spurious measurements fall within the target pattern. Target 1 was designated. Fig 4.5

shows a contour plot of p( I ZJ, the predictive pdf of prior to receiving Z1 . The
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measurement set Z1 has been overlaid on the picture. Logarithmic contours at 0.00001,

0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 have been used for this and all subsequent contour

plots. Also the designated target has been marked by the appropriate target number in

a box. This convention has also been used in subsequent piots. No spurious

measurements fall within the region of high prior probability mass. The hypothesis

generation routine of section 4.6 was used with the x2 threshold set at 13.8 16 (p=O.001),

and 67 hypotheses were found from the 3406 total possible. The resulting parameters

of the mixture posterior are given in table 4.1. In this table k is the hypothesis number,

k is the hypothesis, p(Bk I Z1 ,l) is the posterior probability of hypothesis B k, L1 (0k)

and p1(8k) are the posterior mean and covariance of p( 11 I Z!,ZO,Bk). Note that since the

covariance matrix is diagonal, only the variances in the x and y directions have been

given. The hypothesis 2' for example, is denoted { 2,0,3) which indicates that

measurement 12 is associated with target 1, target 2 has not been detected and

measurement 13 is associated with target 3. The components have been sorted in

descending order of posterior probability, so B has the largest posterior probability.

Only the twenty components with largest posterior probability are shown in table 4.1.

The required mixture pdf is given by

p(x Z 1 ,Z0) =	 P(8 IZ1Zo)I'4(&Il(Bk)1I(9k))

where n is the number of components which remain after deleting those hypotheses

which are highly improbable. The overall mean and covariance of	 I Z1 ,Z) are

=	 p(OkIZI,Zo)(Bk)

P1 =	 p ( BkI ZI,Zo) [Pl(ek) + (. (B)-	 (B )-x-)(-	 k -II; III
k-I

These values are given at the end of table 4.1. For each hypothesis Bk, the posterior

expected value of the bulk motion (Bk) is also given.

Fig 4.6 shows a contour plot of the posterior pdf of 11 superimposed on X1 and

Z1 . Since the clutter measurements were all well spaced and none fell under the region

of high prior probability mass, all posterior probability has been attached to the three
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target measurements. This is reflected in table 4.1 where all of the top 20 hypotheses

only include measurements 1,2 and 3 from Z 1 , and the correct hypothesis (1,2,3)

receives the largest posterior probability. Fig 4.7 shows a three-dimensional mesh

surface plot of this pdf, which together with fig 4.6, shows how the pdf of the

designated target is clustered in three distinct humps around the target measurements.

The surface plot indicates how the mass is divided between the three targets. The true

target position was Xii=(l.366,1.469)T and the true bulk motion was B=(1.512,2.167)T.

k	 ek	 p(ek I	 11(Ok)	 Pl(ek)	 _______ ______

1	 1,2,3	 0.539	 1.562	 1.668	 0.009	 0.009	 1.767	 1.989

2	 2,0,3	 0.278	 2.269	 2.251	 0.009	 0.009	 2.108	 2.082

3	 0,2,3	 0.069	 1.990	 2.370	 0.147	 0.147	 1.876	 2.167

4	 2,1,3	 0.023	 2.241	 2.244	 0.009	 0.009	 1.767	 1.989

5	 1,0,3	 0.021	 1.571	 1.659	 0.009	 0.009	 1.877	 1.886

6	 1,2,0	 0.021	 1.551	 1.662	 0.009	 0.009	 1.636	 1.917

7	 3,2,0	 0.017	 2.099	 3.089	 0.009	 0.009	 1.818	 2.390

8	 1,0,2	 0.016	 1.575	 1.636	 0.009	 0.009	 1.927	 1.609

9	 2,0,0	 0.004	 2.266	 2.246	 0.010	 0.010	 2.073	 2.021

10	 0,0,3	 0.003	 2.198	 2.302	 0.165	 0.165	 2.085	 2.099

11	 0,2,0	 0.001	 1.849	 2.347	 0.165	 0.165	 1.735	 2.144

12	 2,0,1	 0.001	 2.254	 2.212	 0.009	 0.009	 1.927	 1.609

13	 3,0,2	 0.001	 2.123	 3.064	 0.009	 0.009	 2.108	 2.082

14	 0,0,2	 0.001	 2.271	 1.899	 0.165	 0.165	 2.157	 1.697

15	 2,1,0	 0.001	 2.230	 2.238	 0.009	 0.009	 1.636	 1.917

16	 2,3,0	 0.001	 2.245	 2.277	 0.009	 0.009	 1.818	 2.390

17	 1,0,0	 0.001	 1.559	 1.646	 0.010	 0.010	 1.736	 1.735

18	 0,1,3	 0.001	 1.758	 2.174	 0.147	 0.147	 1.645	 1.971

19	 3,0,0	 0.001	 2.114	 3.092	 0.010	 0.010	 2.000	 2.423

20	 0,2,1	 0.000	 1.808	 1.897	 0.147	 0.147	 1.694	 1.694

Overall :	 () = (1.822,1.925)1 0.125 0.097
P 1

(9) = 0.097 0.133 J
Table 4.1: Top 20 components of posterior pdf of target 1, example 4.7.1.1.
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Fig 4.3: Target set X0 and measurement set for example 4.7.1.1
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Fig 4.4: Target set X 1 and measurement set Z 1 for example 4.7.1.1
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Fig 4.5: Contour plot of the predictive pdf p( 	 4) for example 4.7.1.1
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Fig 4.6: Contour plot of the posterior pdf p(.& I Z1 ,Z0) for example 4.7.1.1
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Fig 4.7: Surface plot of the posterior pdf p(.1 I Z,l) for example 4.7.1.1
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4.7.1.2 High clutter density

The clutter density was then increased to p=O.5. This increased the expected number of

clutter returns to about pV=54. Fig 4.8 shows the target positions and measurements

together with the 50 clutter measurements generated at time t 1 . The target measurements

have been numbered, and clearly the group is now much harder to pick out. Target 1

was again designated and fig 4.9 shows a contour plot of I Z1 ), the same as shown

in fig 4.5, but with the new measurement set Z 1 overlaid. This time there are 10

measurements inside the region of high prior probability mass and there is considerable

uncertainty as to which measurements originate from the target group. Analysis by eye

indicates that possible groupings are target 1 with one of measurements (1,17,42), target

2 with measurement 2 and target 3 with one of (3,27,31 }; or target 1 with measurement

2, target 2 with 46 and target 3 with one of (3,27,31). From this we might infer that

target 1 is associated with one from (1,2,17,42). Using the hypothesis generation

algorithm with a threshold of 13.8 16 gave 287 out of 148984 possible permutations. The

resulting parameters of the mixture posterior are given in table 4.2. The results are

commensurate with the visual analysis. The first element of the hypothesis is practically

always one of (1,2,17,42 1. Note that the correct hypothesis (1,2,3) has third highest

posterior probability. Fig 4.10 shows a contour plot of the posterior pdf and fig 4.11

gives a surface plot. The increased clutter density used in this example has lead to

greater uncertainty in the designated targets state and increased overall variance. This

can be seen from the reduced hypothesis posterior probabilities and more modes in the

posterior pdf. Also note that although measurement 2 is closest to the predictive mode

in fig 4.9, the group pattern information contained in Z 1 was sufficiently strong to move

the majority of posterior probability mass away from measurement 2 and onto the cluster

of measurements around target 1.
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k	 Ok	 p(e, I Z1 ,ZQ) _____ ______	 PI(Ok)	 _____(ek)

1	 17,2,3	 0.304	 1.498	 1.782	 0.009 0.009	 1.765	 2.022

2	 42,2,3	 0.138	 1.149	 1.931	 0.009 0.009	 1.676	 2.059

3	 1,2,3	 0.072	 1.341	 1.453	 0.009	 0.009	 1.725	 1.938

4	 17,0,3	 0.038	 1.507	 1.779	 0.009 0.009	 1.877	 1.987

5	 17,2,27	 0.033	 1.502	 1.794	 0.009 0.009	 1.816	 2.156

6	 17,2,31	 0.029	 1.494	 1.798	 0.009	 0.009	 1.720	 2.204

7	 0,2,3	 0.028	 1.729	 2.073	 0.147 0.147 1.824	 2.096

8	 2,46,27	 0.027	 2.488	 2.280	 0.009 0.009 2.265	 2.501

9	 17,2,0	 0.027	 1.491	 1.779	 0.009	 0.009	 1.682	 1.983

10	 2,0,3	 0.026	 2.482	 2.250	 0.009 0.009 2.200	 2.134

11	 2,46,3	 0.022	 2.483	 2.269	 0.009 0.009 2.213	 2.367

12 42,2,31	 0.019	 1.145	 1.946	 0.009	 0.009	 1.632	 2.242

13 3,46,27	 0.016	 1.854	 3.138	 0.009 0.009 2.104	 2.719

14	 42,2,0	 0.016	 1.140	 1.929	 0.009	 0.009	 1.566	 2.033

15 42,2,27	 0.015	 1.153	 1.942	 0.009	 0.009	 1.728	 2.194

16 3,46,31	 0.014	 1.846	 3.142	 0.009 0.009 2.008	 2.767

17	 42,0,3	 0.012	 1.156	 1.928	 0.009	 0.009	 1.760	 2.028

18	 2,0,27	 0.012	 2.488	 2.264	 0.009 0.009 2.268	 2.311

19 2,46,31	 0.010	 2.480	 2.284	 0.009 0.009 2.169	 2.549

20	 1,0,3	 0.009	 1.350	 1.447	 0.009 0.009	 1.825	 1.868

Overall :	
(8) = (15431917)T (0.157 0.069'l

P1(e) 
= O.069 O.l46J

Table 4.2 : Top 20 components of posterior pdf of target 1, example 4.7.1.2.
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Fig 4.8: Target set X 1 and measurement set Z1 for example 4.7.1.2
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Fig 4.9: Contour plot of the predictive pdf 	 I Z) for example 4.7.1.2
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Fig 4.11: Surface plot of the posterior pdf p(,, I Z1 ,Z) for example 4.7.1.2
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4.7.2 Example 2

For this example the number of targets in the initial group has been increased to seven.

The targets are arranged in a shape reminiscent of an inverted T. The prior mean for the

group motion is p=(8.O,8.0)T with variance &=20.O. This value of a2 included

uncertainty about the bulk motion of the targets together with uncertainty in sensor grid

co-ordination. The within group manoeuvres have q=l.O. Measurement accuracy of the

sensors are taken to be r0=r1=O.Ol. The detection probability is taken to be PD=°•7• We

shall first consider the solution without spurious measurements and look at the posterior

distributions of a target that has been detected and one thatiot been detected. Then

spurious measurements will be introduced and the posterior distributions of the same

targets re-evaluated. The initial target positions and measurements will be unchanged for

both examples and are shown in fig 4.12.

Ifr
213
44

4	 A
7	 6

-F

-10	 0	 10	 20	 X

Fig 4.12: Target set X0 and measurement set Z for example 4.7.2

4.7.2.1 No spurious measurements

Fig 4.13 shows the target and measurement positions generated with these parameters

at time t 1 . Note that only 5 of the 7 targets have been detected and that the correct

hypothesis is (1,2,3,0,4,0,5) implying that targets 4 and 6 have not been detected. From
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the pictures it can be seen that the individual component of the group motion has

swapped targets 1 and 2 around but the basic group structure is still visible. After

applying the hypothesis generation and reduction techniques with a threshold of 13.8 16,

only 94 of the original 2520 hypotheses remained.

I
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Fig 4.13: Target set X 1 and measurement set Z1 for example 4.7.2.1

Target 5 designated

Firstly consider target 5. This target, which is reasonably well separated from the rest

of the group, was observed at time t1 and is situated at X15=(0.261,6.081)T. The

parameters of the posterior mixture distribution p( I Z,Z) are given in table 4.3. The

first six hypotheses dominate, the probability of each of the others being less than 0.05.

The correct hypothesis is k=5, the fifth most probable with p(e 5 I Z1,LJ=0.076.

On examining °k' it is clear that there is high certainty of the association of targets 5,

6 and 7 with measurements from Z 1 , while the fate of targets 1 to 4 is quite uncertain.

This is also obvious from table 4.4, which shows the overall posterior probability of

measurement originating from target i. It is almost certain that targets 5 and 7 give

rise to measurements and respectively, and that target 6 was not detected. Given

the disposition of targets in fig 4.13 this is as expected.
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ek 	 p(ekIZl,ZO)	 k1ej	 P1(e1()	 _____ ______

1	 2,1,3,0,4,0,5	 0.249	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

2	 0,2,1,3,4,0,5	 0.171	 0.198	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 11.061

3	 2,3,1,0,4,0,5	 0.127	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

4	 0,1,2,3,4,0,5	 0.116	 0.198	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 11.061

5	 1,2,3,0,4,0,5	 0.076	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

6	 0,2,3,1,4,0,5	 0.067	 0.198	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 11.061

7	 1,3,2,0,4,0,5	 0.026	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

8	 2,1,0,3,4,0,5	 0.026	 0.198	 6.064	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 10.573

9	 0,3,2,1,4,0,5	 0.023	 0.198	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 11.061

10	 2,0,1,3,4,0,5	 0.023	 0.197	 6.065	 0.010	 0.010	 1.174	 10.670

11	 3,2,1,0,4,0,5	 0.022	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

12	 3,1,2,0,4,0,5	 0.015	 0.198	 6.060	 0.010	 0.010	 1.212	 10.135

13	 0,1,3,2,4,0,5	 0.011	 0.198	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.241	 11.061

14	 2,0,3,1,4,0,5	 0.009	 0.197	 6.065	 0.010	 0.010	 1.174	 10.670

15	 2,1,3,5,4,0,0	 0.008	 0.189	 6.053	 0.010	 0.010	 0.329	 9.477

Overall	 x15(0) = (
01996062)T 0.0 13 -0.002

P (8) =
I	 -0.002 0.0 13

Table 4.3 : Top 15 components of the posterior pdf of target 5, example 4.7.2.1.

Measurement number j at time t1 __________

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 Not
Detected

Target number i	 1	 0.1176 0.4509 0.0374 0.0000 0.0000 	 0.3940

	

2 0.4252 0.3470 0.1918 0.0000 0.0000	 0.0360

	

3 0.3533 0.1851 0.4229 0.0000 0.0000	 0.0387

	

4 0.1039 0.0170 0.3478 0.0014 0.0165	 0.5135

	

5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9986 0.0000 	 0.0014

	

6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000	 1.0000

	

7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9835	 0.01 65

Table 4.4: Posterior probabilities of measurementl target association: example 4.7.2.1.
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A contour plot of the posterior pdf of target 5 is shown in fig 4.14. Table 4.4 indicates

that there is a 99% posterior probability that measurement 4 originated from target 5,

and indeed fig 4.14 shows that the pdf is dominated by a sharp peak around this

measurement - the measurement error variance r 1 being small compared with a 2 and q.

From table 4.4, there was a 0.14% probability that target 5 was undetected. This can be

seen in fig 4.14 with the low flat hump in the vicinity of the target.
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Fig 4.14: Contour plot of the posterior pdf p( I Z1 ,Z0) for example 4.7.2.1
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Target 6 designated

Now consider the case where target 6 is designated. There is no need to regenerate

hypotheses or recalculate hypothesis probabilities for this case because they are the same

as the ones calculated for target 5 above. The posterior probability of this target being

undetected at time t 1 is (from table 4.4) unity (to 4 decimal places). This is because the

separation of target 6 from its neighbours is large in comparison with the standard

deviation of within group motion and measurement errors. Since it is undetected, the

uncertainty in the state estimate is relatively large (see fig 4.15).

k ______________ p(e I Z1,Z0)	 l4ek)	 Pl(ek)	 ______ _______

1	 2,1,3,0,4,0,5	 0.249	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

2	 0,2,1,3,4,0,5	 0.171	 5.755	 7.909	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 11.061

3	 2,3,1,0,4,0,5	 0.127	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

4	 0,1,2,3,4,0,5	 0.116	 5.755	 7.909	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 11.061

5	 1,2,3,0,4,0,5	 0.076	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

6	 0,2,3,1,4,0,5	 0.067	 5.755	 7.909	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 11.061

7	 1,3,2,0,4,0,5	 0.026	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

8	 2,1,0,3,4,0,5	 0.026	 5.756	 7.422	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 10.573

9	 0,3,2,1,4,0,5	 0.023	 5.755	 7.909	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 11.061

10	 2,0,1,3,4,0,5	 0.023	 5.688	 7.519	 1.212	 1.212	 1.174	 10.670

11	 3,2,1,0,4,0,5	 0.022	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

12	 3,1,2,0,4,0,5	 0.015	 5.727	 6.984	 1.212	 1.212	 1.212	 10.135

13	 0,1,3,2,4,0,5	 0.011	 5.755	 7.909	 1.212	 1.212	 1.241	 11.061

14	 2,0,3,1,4,0,5	 0.009	 5.688	 7.519	 1.212	 1.212	 1.174	 10.670

15	 2,1,3,5,4,0,0	 0.008	 4.844	 6.326	 1.212	 1.212	 0.329	 9.477

Overall	 :	
= (56967481)T '1.225 O.O21'I

P1(e) = 1.0.02! 1.424J

Table 4.5 : Top 15 components of the posterior pdf of target 6, example 4.7.2.1:
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Fig 4.15: Contour plot of the posterior pdf p( 16 I Z 1 ,ZQ) for example 4.7.2.1

4.7.2.2 Clutter and target 5 designated

Now introduce spurious measurements into the same scenario. The search box volume

is V=1332 and fig 4.16 shows the same target and measurement positions with clutter

of density p=O.O3 at time t 1 . The expected number of clutter returns is about pV=40 and

35 were generated. The target measurements have been numbered. Target 5 was

designated. Fig 4.17 shows a contour plot of p( 5 I Z) with Z1 and X1 overlaid. All

measurements inside the region of highest prior probability mass have been numbered.

To carry out an analysis by eye, note that the initial target pattern is in the from of an

inverted T with 5 targets on the vertical bar, 3 on the horizontal bar with one being at

the apex. Also note that PD=°•7 and so it is highly unlikely that all of the targets will

have been observed. Examining the measurements numbered on fig 4.17 indicates two

potential groups of interest. A selection of up to 4 from (7,11,17,28,29,31) with (14,21)

on the horizontal bar of the T or a selection of up to 4 from (1,2,3,40) with (14,21,32}

on the horizontal bar. The hypothesis generation algorithm, with a threshold of 13.8 16,

gave 96004 possible from a total of 115046031360 - a reduction of 99.9999%! Clearly

the full total is computationally prohibitive whereas the reduced total is acceptable.

Table 4.6 gives the posterior pdf parameters and again our visual analysis broadly agrees
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with the results. Fig 4.18 shows a contour plot and fig .19 gives a surface plot of the

posterior pdf p( 5 I Z 1 ,LJ. The main modes are centred on the measurements selected

visually, but there are also two minor modes corresponding to hypotheses in which

target 5 was not detected. Note that the posterior has effectively split into two separate

areas of mass centred on the two groups.
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Fig 4.16: Target set X, and measurement set Z 1 for example 4.7.2.2
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k6,	 p(O, Z1,Z0) _____ ____	 P1(e,)	 _____ _____

1	 2,1,3,0,16,32,5	 0051	 1.992	 4.722	 0.010	 0.010	 1.859	 10.081

2	 0,2,1,3,4,32,5	 0.032	 0.201	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

3	 29,17,31,28,22,0,14	 0.029	 15.366	 -0.335	 0.010	 0.010	 14.191	 4.078

4	 2,1,3,0,4,32,5	 0.029	 0.201	 6.061	 0.010	 0.010	 1.561	 10.304

5	 0,2,1,3,4,32,8	 0.026	 0.198	 6.071	 0.010	 0.010	 1.221	 11.320

6	 2,3,1,0,16,32,5	 0.026	 1.992	 4.722	 0.010	 0.010	 1.859	 10.081

7	 0.1,2,3,4,32,5	 0.021	 0.201	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

8	 0,2,1,3,16,32,5	 0.021	 1.992	 4.729	 0.010	 0.010	 1.883	 10.853

9	 7,17.31,28,22,0,14	 0.020	 15.361	 -0.334	 0.010	 0.010	 13.747	 4.212

10	 0,1,2,3,4,32,8	 0.018	 0.198	 6.071	 0.010	 0.010	 1.221	 11.320

11	 29,31,17,28,22.0,14	 0.016	 15.366	 -0.335	 0.010	 0.010	 14.191	 4.078

12	 1,2,3,0,16,32,5	 0.016	 1.992	 4.722	 0.010	 0.010	 1.859	 10.081

13	 2,3,1,0,4,32,5	 0.015	 0.201	 6.061	 0.010	 0.010	 1.561	 10.304

14	 0,1,2,3,16,32,5	 0.014	 1.992	 4.729	 0.010	 0.010	 1.883	 10.853

15	 0,2,3,1,4,32,5	 0.012	 0.201	 6.069	 0.010	 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

Overall	 :	 = (5.948,3.116)1 142.931 -19.647
P () = I1	 (-19.647 3.116

Table 4.6 : Top 15 components of the posterior pdf of target 5, example 4.7.2.2.
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Fig 4.17: Contour plot of the predictive pdf p( 5 4) for example 4.7.2.2
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Fig 4.18: Contour plot of the posterior pdf P(&15 I Z1 ,ZQ) for example 4.7.2.2
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Fig 4.19: Surface plot of the posterior pdf P(3I5 I Z1,IJ) for example 4.7.2.2
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4.7.2.3 Clutter and target 6 designated

The designation was then switched to target 6. This target was on the right extremity

of the horizontal lower bar of the formation, was not observed and was situated at

x 16=(56967481)T Table 4.7 gives the posterior parameters for P(16 I Z1,l, ). Fig 4.20

shows P(.I6 Z0), which is the same shape as the predictive pdf of target 5 but translated

to the right. Fig 4.21 shows a contour plot and fig 4.22 a surface plot of the posterior

pdf P(.16 I Z1 ,Z0). Again the posterior has split into two groups centred on the

measurements selected by eye. Note the mode corresponding to an unobserved target

centred on the position of target 6.

k _______________ p(e Z1 ,Z0)	 k4(e)	 P1(ej	 ______ ______

1	 2,1,3,0,16,32,5	 0.051	 7.823	 7.994	 0.010	 0.010	 1.859	 10.081

2	 0,2,1,3,4,32,5	 0.032	 7.820	 8.004	 0.010 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

3	 29,17,31,28,22,0,14 	 0.029	 18.706	 0.927	 1.179	 1.179	 14.191	 4.078

4	 2,1,3,0,4,32,5	 0.029	 7.820	 7.996	 0.010 0.010	 1.561	 10.304

5	 0,2,1,3,4,32,8	 0.026	 7.817	 8.006	 0.010 0.010	 1.221	 11.320

6	 2,3,1,0,16,32,5	 0.026	 7.823	 7.994	 0.010 0.010	 1859	 10.081

7	 0,1,2,3,4,32,5	 0.021	 7.820	 8.004	 0.010	 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

8	 0,2,1,3,16,32,5	 0.021	 7.823	 8.002	 0.010 0.010	 1.883	 10.853

9	 7,17,31,28,22,0,14	 0.020	 18.261	 1.060	 1.179	 1.179	 13.747	 4.212

10	 0,1,2,3,4,32,8	 0.018	 7.817	 8.006	 0.010	 0.010	 1.221	 11.320

11	 29,31,17,28,22,0,14	 0.016	 18.706	 0.927	 1.179	 1.179	 14.191	 4.078

12	 1,2,3,0,16,32,5	 0.016	 7.823	 7.994	 0.010	 0.010	 1.859	 10.081

13	 2,3,1,0,4,32,5	 0.015	 7.820	 7.996	 0.010	 0.010	 1.561	 10.304

14	 0,1,2,3,16,32,5	 0.014	 7.823	 8.002	 0.010	 0.010	 1.883	 10.853

15	 0,2,3,1,4,32,5	 0.012	 7.820	 -0.326	 0.010 0.010	 1.585	 11.077

Overall	 :	 I6(0) = (
1Ø93Ø5J)T (25.852 -15.379

P () = I
(,, -15.379 13.235

Table 4.7 : Top 15 components of the posterior pdf of target 6, example 4.7.2.2.
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Fig 4.20: Contour plot of the predictive pdf P(6 I 4) for example 4.7.2.2
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Fig 4.21: Contour plot of the posterior pdf P(16 I Z,l) for example 4.7.2.2
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Fig 4.22: Surface plot of the posterior pdf P(.I6 I Z 1 ,Z0) for example 4.7.2.2
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4.8 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter we have considered the dynamic state estimation problem with the added

uncertainty of unknown measurement origin. This is the data association problem from

target tracking. In particular the following problem was considered. A group of point

objects is observed via an imperfect sensor and one of the measurements chosen. The

measurement of each object's position is corrupted by an independent error, although

every object is detected. Two processes then act to move and distort the group: one is

a bulk effect that acts equally on all members of the group while the other is

independent for each object. The group is observed again by a (possibly different)

imperfect sensor which may not detect every object. At this time step spurious

measurements may appear in the measurement set. The problem is to construct the

posterior distribution of the chosen object's position, given the two sets of

measurements. Probability models of the sensors and of the modifying processes are

assumed to be available.

A formal general solution has been obtained for this problem. For the special

linear-Gaussian case this reduces to a closed form analytic expression. Simulation results

illustrating performance in this case have been obtained for several examples.

The posterior pdf of the designated target's state is obtained as a mixture pdf

resulting from the superposition of all possible measurement association hypotheses. Due

to the enormous number of feasible hypotheses, even for the linear-Gaussian/

uniform-Poisson case the computational burden of producing the required pdf is

considerable. To alleviate this, a gating algorithm has been proposed to reject highly

unlikely hypotheses before probability evaluation. For simulation example 2 in section

4.7.2.2, 99.9999% of the feasible hypotheses were rejected, thus turning an impossible

computational problem into a relatively straightforward one. To put this in perspective,

three seconds of CPU time were required to evaluate the solution for the reduced

permutation set; the full set would require over a year of CPU time.

An important feature of the Bayesian solution is that the posterior pdf precisely

quantifies the uncertainty in the state of the designated target. An easily identified target
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will result in the probability mass being concentrated about a single point in state space

whereas significant uncertainty as to the identity of the required target will result in a

multimodal distribution with a number of distinct concentrations of probability mass.

This can be seen in the simulation examples, where the presence of clutter

measurements has lead to many modes in the posterior pdf. Clearly, the inclusion of

classification information should lead to a reduction in the number of significant modes

and hence lead to a reduction in the overall uncertainty as to the required target's state.
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Appendix 4.1: Some results for the linear/Gaussian special case

Lemma 4.1.1 II x is a random variable with multivariate normal distribution N(a,V)

then for any constant A and b of suitable dimension, y=Ax+b has multivariate normal

density p(y)=N(Aa+b, AVAT).

Proof: see West and Harrison (1989, pg 659).

Lemma 4.1.2 If x is a random variable with multivariate normal distribution N(a,V) and

for constant H of appropriate dimension, y=Hx+u where u is a random variable with

multivariate normal distribution N(O,R), then p(x I y)=N(m,C) where m=a+CHTR'(y-Ha)

and C'=V'+HTR'H.

Proof See West and Harrison (1989, pg 662).

If the models and prior distributions are as specified in section 4.5.1, then using

the two above lemmas gives the following results for the solution route specified in

section 4.4.

P(4)l)—P(:)l I Z0) Using Lemma 4.1.2, p( I Z0)=N( 1 ,P0) where 1=1+K0(1-H1),
p-11^}{0T-1p and K0=P0H0TRI.

p(i I Z)—p(1 I Z) Using Lemma4.1.1,	 I 4,J=N 11 ,M 1) where1=A&1+T&

and M1=AP0AT+T2Qr2T.

p(i I Z0)—p( I Z1,Z0,).) Using Lemma 4.1.2, 	 I Z1,Z,))=N(j11(A.),M1(A.))

where

x
-I I

0'. ) =

I +K(z -HI-11	 l\-ly(I)	 1-il

1R(X)

1€R()

M1() 

= {
(M,

M1

I 
+H1RH1)

1R(A.)

1eR(X)
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1R(?)

1eR(A)

K1 = (M1-' + HiTRi-1H1)IH1TRi-1

p(I I Z1,Z0,,X)—p(,1 Z 1 ,Z,,A) Below it is shown that p( I ZI?)=N((),PB). Using

this and Lemma 4.1.1 gives 	 I Z 1 ,Z0,A)=N( 11 (A),P1 )) with

Al +f)
—01	 1-

=

Al +K (z	 -H Al \ + (I-K H )' B(A)
01	 '1V(1)	 1	 oi,	 1 1	 I—

M1 +
	 1R()

P (?) = (i' +HRH1 ) ' +( I -KIHI)ITIPBfT(I _K1H1)T 1€ R(X)

p(]. I	 The posterior distribution of the bulk term B is given by

p(BIZ1 , Z0 ,A) cc p(Z1Z0,B,)p(B)

IN	 1
= fl p(z	 z ,B,)Ip(B)

-1W(i) Oi -	 I
li€R(X)	 J

Using	 I Z,BJ=N( 11 ,M 1 ) and z 1 ,(1)=H 11+v11 with p( 11)=N(O,R 1 ) in Lemma 4.1.1

gives P(,I) I B.,O)=N(H 1(A+r&),R 1+H 1M 1H 1T). Hence, using the explicit form for

the multivariate normal distribution

p ( Z1 ,Z,)) cc exp I_1(eTc1e +Q)}
12-B

N1

Q =	 (y.,(X) _HlrIB)T(Ml +H1R1H1T) (v() -H1TICB)
i-I

v () = z	 -H 'Al fIMB)— I 	 1'(i)	 1

=
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and the constant of proportionality is the normalising constant required to ensure a

proper pdf. In Corollary 4.3.1 of Appendix 4.3 it is shown that the N1+1 quadratic terms

can be combined to give p( I ZI,4,?)=N(.(A),PB) where

= PB + PB FH (R l +H l M ' H ) ' f !O)
IE R)

= (a-I + 
N1rH(R1+H1M1H1T)'H1r1)

p(A. I Z1,Z0) The posterior probability of the association hypothesis A. follows immediately

from the quadratic combination above upon noting that, with a uniform prior

p(A.1Z 1 ,Z0 ) oc p(Z11Z0,X)
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Appendix 4.2: Measurement update for a vague prior

Consider the situation where there is a vague prior distribution on the target state, ie in

rather loose notation	 In this case, from section 4.5.1:

P0 -3 (HR0-'H0)'

K0 -,	 'H0)'' = (i'i

-3K0Z
0i	 -Oi

provided that (}{0H)T is positive definite. This result for K0 relies on the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.2 If R is an nxn symmetric, positive definite matrix and H is an nxp matrix

such that (HHT) is non-singular, then

(H T R- I HY'H T R- I = (HTH)'HT

Proof
If I is the nxn identity matrix then:

(HTR-IHY'HTR-t = (HTR-1H)HTR-1I

and

(HHT)(HHTY' = III

giving

(HTR-IHY'HTR-I=(HTR-IH)'HTR-IHHT(HHT)'

=HT(HHT)'

=IHT(HHT)'

=(H TH)'H T HH T(HH T)' since = (HTHY'HTH

=(H TH) 'HT

Hence the theorem is established.
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Appendix 43: Combination of N 1+1 quadratic terms

Theorem 43.1

If x = nx 1 vector, e = kx 1 vector, S = nxn and ^ = kxk both symmetric, positive-

definite matrices, A = nxk matrix then for N 1 ^ 2,

= (ya-e)TP'(ya-e) + F

where:

N

=

P I =	 + N1ATS1A

= 'B 
ATSI

N 1	N1	

}

F =	 xTS	 -	 xTSlAPBATSlx
i-i I	 i-i

Proof

Expanding LHS gives,

N1	N1	 N1

LHS =	 xT S t x - eTA T S	 x - '' XT S'Ae + eT (1+NATsIA ) e-I	 -	 -	 Lj-1	 - -
i-i	 i-i	 i-i

N1

=	 xTSx - eTpya - aTyTp I + Tpl

i-i

completing the square gives

N

=	 xTS'x + (ya-e)T P'(ya-e) - aTyTP''a
i=1
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= (ya-e)T P(ya-e) + F

Hence the theorem is established.

Corollary 43.1

exp {_. [ (x - Ae)TS1(x. - Ae) + e T LT I e]} =

exp { 
T( - 

.. )

Ti( - .) } exp -!F 1
12 J

where:

= J•L B 	!

+ PBAS

Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.1 by taking exponentials of both sides.
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Appendix 4.4: Re-arrangement of quadratic terms

Lemma 4.4.1

For any matrices A, , S of appropriate dimensions with and S symmetric, and for

which the inverses stated exist

ATS .. A AT =S -S (S +A AT S

Proof

From the matrix inversion lemma (see Bar-Shalom and Fortmann (1988), page 277),

(S +A AT )4 = S4 -S4 A( AT S4 A+	 AT S

Pre and post multiplying by S gives

S (S i-A AT )4 5 =S -A(	 AT S 1 A )1AT,

and hence the Lemma is established.

Corollary 4.4.1

For N E N,

NA1(L^NA1TS1A1)4A1T=SS(S+NA1A1T)45

Proof

Put A = Nb" A 1 in the LHS, then use Lemma 4.4.1.

Lemma 4.4.2

If x = nx 1 vector and B = nxn symmetric, positive-definite matrix and n 1^2 then

N1	N,	 N1-1	 N,

N1 x"B'x -	 xTBx	 =	 (x - x)TB(x - x)
1_i	 i-I	 I-I	 J=I+l

Proof

Define

N	 N N,

1(N1) =	 N1XBX -	 XTBX
_J	 l

i-I	 i-i i-I

and consider the inductive hypothesis
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N,-I N

1(N 1 ) =	 (x _)TB(x . -x)
i-i j-i+l

For N1 = 2,

1(2) =2(x1TBx1+x2TBx2)-(x1T+x2T)B(x1+x2)

=x1TBx1+x2TBx2-x1TBx2-x2TBx1

= (2-3I )TB (x2-x1)

Therefore, the inductive hypothesis holds for N1 = 2.

Now consider I(N1^1).

N,+1	 N,'i N,+1

I(N 1 +1) = (N 1 +1)	 XTBX -	 x'Bx-I	 I
i-I	 i-I	 j.l

N,	 1	 N,+1

= (N 1 +1) xT Bx	 +	 XTBX -	 XTB	
+ N,	 1

,+,	
I

J	 '	 L	 i-'	 J

N,	 N,	 N,

=I(N)+NXT Bx	 +XTBX _ XTB X	 _XT BxI	 I- +1	 N + I	 i	 i	 1	 N, + I	 -N + I
i-I	 i-i	 '	 i.I

N,

= 1(N 1 ) +	 - x\T B!x	 - x'
N,+I	 -, J	 N,+1	 iJ

Using the inductive hypothesis this becomes

N,-1 N,	 N,

I(N 1 +1) =	 (x_xTB(x_x\ + V Ix	 -xV"iIx	 -x\
-j -ii	 j	 J	 L1'	 N, + I	 iJ	 IN, + I

i-i	 .i+l

note that i=N 1 contributes nothing to the first summation allowing us to write

Nj	 N	 1
I(N 1 +1) =	 1 'x	 _XITBIX	 +	 (xx)TB(xx)j[k—N +1	 i)	 1N,+I	 i)	 j
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N, N+I

I(N1+1) =
i-I j-i+l

(x._xTB(x -x
i-, -I l 	 -J -I

and the Lemma is established by induction.

Theorem 4.4.1

Ifs, = nxl vector, S = nxn, = kxk both symmetric, positive-defmite matrices, A=nxk

matrix and N1 E N, N1 ^ 2 then

N,	 N,

xS'x -	 xTSlAPBATSx

N	 N,-1 N,
=	 xT(s +N 1 AAT)'x +	 ( - )T5 I APB A TS '(x - x I

-j	 -iJl-i	 i-i J-,+I

where 'B 
=	 + N1 AT S' A

Proof

LHS =

N 1 	N,

+	 NlxSAPBATSx. -	 xTSAP8ATStx

By Lemma 4.4.2 this becomes

N,	 N1-1 N,

LHS =	 (s-1_N1s-1APATs-1) +	 (x -x'TS'AP ATS1(x -x
'tJ —J	 B	

_,i-i	 I-i J-,+I

Now,	 N1 A B AT = N 1 A(	 ^ N1 AT 5' A )' AT

which by corollary 4.4.1 is

=S-S(S+N, A1AT)IS

Giving,
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S' - N I S ' APBATS ' =	 - s- 1 (s_s(s+N 1 AAT) ')

= (s+N1AAT'

Hence the theorem is established.

By setting A = I' and ., = L ()), this theorem provides an alternative (physically

meaningful) form of the expression for F, given in (4.38) of section 4.5.1. The result

(4.39) of section 4.5.1.1 is also established by setting A = I (the identity matrix) and

noting that:

(S+N1' =	 =
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Appendix 45: Hypothesis construction algorithm.

This algorithm constructs all valid measurement-gate assignment hypotheses given a

measurement-gate association array IASC(.,.). This array lists those measurements which

fall inside each individual gate, and clearly it depends on the position of the grid of

gates. The association array IASC is a table of the form:

Gate Meas 1	 2	 3	 NM
no	 no

1

2

3

N0____________ ____

If measurement j falls within gate i, IASC(i,j)= 1, otherwise it is zero. A valid hypothesis

assigning the measurements to the gates must obey the following rules:

(i) each gate must be assigned to exactly one measurement

(ii) a measurement may be assigned to at most one gate.

For the problem considered here, the number NM of measurements at t 1 is greater than

or equal to the number of gates. A valid measurement-gate assignment hypothesis may

be decoded into a required measurement-target hypothesis ?, given the correspondence

between targets and gates.

The construction algorithm generates a tree of hypotheses as indicated in fig 4.23

(which uses the association array given in table 4.8). Each linkage of the tree

corresponds to a particular measurement-gate association. Each path from the base of

the tree to the tip of a twig represents a valid hypothesis. Note that the tree has a single

trunk: gate 1 is assigned only to that measurement chosen by step 2 of the algorithm
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given in section 4.6. The algorithm described below constructs the tree progressively,

starting with the topmost path and working down to the lowest path.

An array IP of pointers is employed. IP(i) points to an entry of row i of the

association matrix IASC, ie it indicates a possible association between gate i and

measurement IP(i). Pointer IP(1) is set to that measurement assigned to gate 1 by step

2 of the algorithm of section 4.6. This pointer is fixed while the others (IP(2),...,IP(N0))

are initialised to zero. Another array IUSE is employed to remember which

measurements have already been used during the construction of a hypothesis.

IUSE(i)=1 indicates that measurement i has already been used, while IUSE(i)=O

indicates that it is still available. IUSE(IP( 1)) is fixed at 1, while all the other entries of

IUSE are initialised to zero.

Hypotheses are constructed on the array IASC in the following steps. As gate 1

is already assigned, start at gate 2, IG=2.

(1) From the position of the pointer IP(IG), move to the right along row IG of

IASC, looking for the first non-zero entry (which indicates a measurement falling

within gate IG).

(2) If a non-zero entry is found, check that this measurement has not already been

used (ie check that the corresponding entry of IUSE is zero). if the measurement

is unused, move the pointer IP(IG) to this position and change IUSE(IP(IG)) to

1. Then proceed to the next row of the association matrix (IG=IG^l) and go

back to (1). If, on the other hand, the measurement is already used, continue

looking along the current row.

(3) If the end of the row IG is reached without finding an unused measurement, the

measurement-gate associations already stored in IP (ie IP(l),..,IP(IP-1)) cannot

be used to form any further valid hypotheses. In this case, set IUSE(IP(IG))=O

and IP(IG)=O, revert to the previous row IG=IG-1 (ie the previous gate), and go

back to (1).
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(4) If there are any valid hypotheses, the incrementing of IG in step (2) will

eventually lead to the bottom row of IASC (ie IGN 0). In this event, when step

(2) finds an unused measurement, a valid hypothesis has been constructed and

the required measurement-gate associations are contained in the entries of IP.

These are output, LUSE(IP(N G)) is zeroed and control passes back to (1).

(5) Eventually the decrementing of IG in step (3) will lead back to gate 1. In this

event all valid hypotheses on the association matrix have been constructed.
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Hypothesis
number

5	 6	 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Meas	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
no

Gate
no

1	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0

2	 -	 1	 1	 0	 0	 1

3	 -	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0

4	 -	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1

5	 -	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0

6	 -	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1

Table 4.8: Measurement - gate association array for fig 4.23.

Gate
number	 I-

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6

Fig 4.23: Hypothesis construction tree for table 4.8.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks and further work

In this thesis we have developed techniques for the implementation of Bayesian methods

for on-line dynamic state estimation, with our focus being on the application of these

methods to tracking problems. In particular:

i) An approximate procedure for implementing Bayesian filters with heavy-tailed

non-Gaussian measurement errors has been analysed and shown to be prone to

wild instabilities in the state estimate. The cause of this phenomenon has been

identified and, via a notion of posterior modal consistency, a modified filter

proposed which does not suffer from the resonance effect.

ii) A sampling based approach to the implementation of general Bayesian recursive

filters has been proposed. Several techniques for improving algorithm efficiency

have been suggested and simulation results have been presented to illustrate the

algorithm efficacy and improved filter performance over other standard filters.

The particular advantages of this filter over previous techniques are that it is

directly applicable to non-linear! non-Gaussian models; it aims to obtain the state

posterior pdf rather than a Gaussian approximation and transformation to other

domains is straightforward (eg range information from a cartesian model).

iii) Many target tracking applications have the added uncertainty of unknown

measurement origin. This leads to the so called, "data association" problem. A

standard assumption is that all targets move independently. We propose instead

a model incorporating an overall group motion effect, coupled with individual

independent motion. A general solution has been given incorporating spurious

measurements. For the special case of linear/Gaussian models, an analytic
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solution has been obtained. However, the complete solution involves a large

number of target association hypotheses. To combat this and obtain a

computationally tractable solution, a hypothesis reduction technique was

suggested. This has been implemented in simulation examples to illustrate the

performance of the solution.

The detailed conclusions and discussions for this study are given at the end of each

chapter. Some overall observations and suggestions for further work are given below.

Chapter 3: The bootstrap filter relies on an asymptotic result for its justification.

However, only a finite number of samples is ever used for filter implementation,

resulting in an approximation error at each time step. An analysis giving a measure or

bound on the error due to this finite sample size would be most useful. Similarly, there

is a need for results indicating how this error is affected by recursive application of the

filter. Knowledge of these effects could lead to a measure of the required sample set size

for a particular problem.

The bootstrap simulation examples were all carried out under the unrealistic

situation of matched models (ie the data was generated from the same model as was

used by the filter). Simulations are required to investigate filter performance when the

data generation and system models are mis-matched.

Chapter 4: In this chapter we have only considered the target selection problem at one

time step. For most realistic problems, this solution would need to be extended to

multiple measurement scans. However, this leads to an exponential increase in the

number of association hypotheses and so further approximations may be required for

reducing the computational complexity of the full Bayesian solution. An advantage of

extending the solution to extra measurement sets is that the integration of information

on the group bulk term should lead to improved performance.

All models used in the particular analytic solution were linear and Gaussian. This

limits the group bulk motion to a simple translation. Extension to allow non-linear bulk
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effects such as rotation and expansion would be valuable. Similarly, modelling the

stochastic components of the models by heavy-tailed densities should lead to a

robustification of the algorithm. Fusion of the algorithm with the techniques of chapters

2 and 3 could be useful here.
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